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2ouncil
tolds off
flaking
ezoning
lecision

KRISTIN TAYLOR
iff Writer
Last month the Murray Planning
mmission narrowly approved a
ornmendation to rezone four resntial pieces of property on North
th Street and a portion of anothm North Fourth Street. The city
meii rejected the recommendaThursday night because some
mbers want to hold another pubhearing before making a decin.
The property — 306. 308, 310
1330 N. Fifth St. and a portion of
. N. Fourth St. — is currently
led R-3, which is a residential
a that allows owners to rent the
ises. Property owners requested
area be rezoned B-3, which
iws for a variety of business
.s, including office buildings,
irches, hotels and motels and
ilic garages.
At its Jan. 20 meeting. planning
nmissioners granted the rezonrequest as a recommendation to
council with a 5-4 vote. The
incil's vote denied the recomndation with a 7-5 vote. Council
mbers Tommy Sanders, Hugh
ssey, Doris Clark-Parham, Rita
nley, Jane Brandon, Danny
dspeth and Dr. Dan Miller voted
anst the recommendation, which
cifically suggested the city attor,' to draft an ordinance rezoning
property.
"I have the utmost respect for
planning and zoning boards,"
nley said in an interview this
,rning. "I know they do a lot. But
en you have a vote of 5-4, that is
a full recommendation."
The planning commissioners
ied last month the way they
ieved was right after hearing the
timony and facts presented to
.m during the original public
Ting.
"I appreciate the time the planig commission put into the
uel," council member Bill Wells
d.
At least 15 residents were pres: at the meeting, some of whom
ped to speak against the rezon;. Because the planning commisn already held a public hearing,
which some of the residents
Ace, they were not allowed to
:ak on the issue Thursday night.
e council will hold its own pubhearing March 11 at 6 p.m.,
iich is before its regularly schedxi meeting.
"I voted no because I wanted a
blic hearing," Henley said. "The
See
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Brush fires keep
fighters busy

No Barriers

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Tunes photo

West View Nursing Home Activities Director Pati Bedwell smiles as she listens to 98-year-old
resident Novella Kenley, left, during a chat at the home's front lobby.

Novella Kenley recalls changes in
relations, race over her 98 years
pening. He rippe4 my ticket out of my hand.Compared •Jitoihers, though,
Kenley and Guess say they had it
easy. To her knowledge, Kenley
said there were no lynchings of
blacks in Murray or burnings of
black churches. This was in sharp
contrast to other areas, particularly the South in the 1960s. In
Mississippi, civil rights leader
Medgar Evers was shot and
Guess
killed in his driveway, while
three white civil rights volunteers
also were homicide victims, all at the hands of racism.
In Birmingham, Ala., things were just as brutal.
Nicknamed" Bombingham,- from several bombings
of black establishments, one day in 1963 saw four
black children killed at the city's Sixteenth Street
Baptist Church. That, along with images of black
protests being met by police unleashing dogs and
using hoses at full force to disperse those crowds,
helped send the movement to the national forefront.
In Gadsden, 60 miles north of Birmingham, one
rally was repelled by police with electric cattle prods.
However, Guess, who lived in Gadsden, says that
while segregation was strictly enforced, but blacks
were treated with less aggression overall.

•See Page 3A
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
As Novella Kenley relaxes in the front lobby of
West View Nursing Home,she engages in a deep conversation with West View's activities director Pati
Bedwell.
They talk about everything as the 98-year-old
Kenley, still sharp for somebody her age, recalls
events from earlier years as Bedwell, with a longing
smile, listens to every word. Really, there is nothing
unusual here; it is a scene repeated across this nation
every day.
Color does not matter, either. Kenley is black,
Bedwell white, and both,shudderat the thought that as
little as 50 years ago, the chance of having this kind of
relationship was basically nil.
Throughout many places in America, including
Kentucky, it was against the law for blacks and whites
to even sit together.
"It's alright now," Kenley says, just minutes after
being visited by her sister, 89-year-old Louise Guess,
which gave them a chance to talk about how things
have changed since the times Jim Crow Laws and
being denied entrance through the front door of
restaurants were ways of life for people of color.
"You just accepted it," Guess said, remembering
one frustrating experience in Chattanooga, Tenn. "I
was waiting for a bus, and I was the first in line, but
some (white) lady just pushed ahead of me. I'd given
my money,so I told (a station officiall what was hap-
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Learn How To Burn
Staff Writer
When cleaning up to prepare for
The sound of sirens means burn
spring, the temptation to bum
season is already upon Calloway
lawn debris can become overCounty. Since the burn warning has
whelming. The Calloway County
been put into place this season, the
Fire Rescue recommends keepCalloway County Fire Rescue has ing these things in mind to
responded to 10 to 12 brush fires, ensure a controlled burn.
and the warning was just put into • Keep either a cell phone or
place Feb. 15.
cordless phone handy.
"They seem to come in groups •Watch the fire until the embers
have completely died out.
but they have been all over the
county," said Tim Manning of II Have water handy and a rake
CCFR. "We have brush fires year to spread ashes.
round, not just in burn season. II When the embers die, spread
People just need to pay attention to the ashes and
douse them
what they are burning."
with water until
Manning said 12 brush fires this
all the embers
early in the season is unusual but is are
extinmost likely due to the dry winter the
guished.
county has experienced.
▪ Don't burn
Manning said the burn warning
when it is
advises people not to burn anything
windy.
between the hours of 6 a.m. and 6
p.m. within 150 feet from grassland
Manning also advised people to
or wooded area. If someone is burn- not be confident that a burn won't
ing, safety should always be taken get out of control just because the
into consideration.
ground may seem wet from rain. He
"This time of year, people want said after a rain, the ground may
to clean up their yards and don't still be wet but the tops of the grass
realize the wind conditions," he
said.
II See Page 3A
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Tunes photo

Firefighter Mike Farrier uses a hose to douse a group of burning leaves while fighting a brush fire with Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Thursday afternoon. CCFR received the call just
before 3 p.m., sending four units to a wooded area adjacent to
a house on 3477 Osborne Rd. in the extreme southern portion
of the county. The fire consumed four acres.
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Bush hears testimonials on
effects of tax cuts in state
American families, tor the sake of small business
By BRUCE SCHREINER
owners, and for the sake of job-creation, the tax
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Business owners cuts need to be permanent," Bush said.
Bush spoke for about 40 minutes at an economsharing the stage Thursday with President Bush
recounted how the tax cuts he championed stimu- ic forum at ISCO Industries, a family-owned comlated business expansion or freed up money for pany in a light-industrial area east of downtown.
The company makes and distributes plastic pipe
workers' benefits.
One worker told Bush that he used a child tax products.
- The president also attended a fund-raiser at a
rebate to buy glasses for his daughter, pay off meddowntown hotel that raised more than $1 million
ical bills and to put some away in savings.
Bush cited the testimonials in urging Congress for his re-election campaign. His speech there
to make the tax cuts permanent. Failure to do so, he focused in part on the U.S. war on terrorism.
"I will defend the security of America, whatever
said, would amount to a tax increase just as the
economy rebounds from terrorism, corporate scan- it takes," Bush said.
dals and war.
"For the sake of our economy, for the sake of MI See Page 3A

SUSAN WALSH'AP Photo

President Bush speaks during a Bush-Cheney 2004 fundraiser in
Louisville, Ky.. Thursday.
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Tonight will be
clear
Saturday will be
mostly sunny with
highs in the lower
60s.
Sunday will be
partly cloudy with
highs in the 60s.
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Use it to lower your already low lease.

Butuse It orlose it by March ln
And That's Over sir Above
Other Factory Incentives!
SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

GET THE FEELING
TOYOTA

1301 South 12th Street• Murray, KY •270.753.4961

Murray man
arrested on
sodomy
charge here

FiroSheriffslogs
Calloway County Fire and Rescue
•Six firefighters and one truck responded to a car fire at 141 E. Y Drive
on Wednesday. The origin of the fire was under the hood of the car, on
which the owner had been working earlier in the day. There were no
iftjuries.
.:-.111 Burning trash caught a field on fire at the intersection of Rob Mason
: Road and Ky. 121 North on Wednesday. Three trucks with 10 firefighters responded to the scene and were there about an hour. There were
no injuries.
II Fourteen firefighters and four trucks responded to a field fire at 55
Coles Campground Road on Monday. Brush was on fire, but was extinguished. The men were on the scene less than one hour.
•I There was a field fire at 330 Samuel Road on Monday. Twelve men
and seven trucks responded to the blaze, which burned woods and a
field, and were on the scene about an hour. Kentucky forest rangers also
responded to the scene. The fire's origin was not determined.
III Ten men and three trucks responded to a fire on Swan Road on
Monday. The fire was actually a controlled burn and was no out of convol. They were on the scene about 30 minutes.
- :III A fire was reported on Hickory Grove Road on Monday, but it was
another controlled burn that was not out of control. Five men and two
trucks responded to the call.
• • le A resident at 4984 Ky. 121 South reported a gas leak on Monday.
Eleven men and one truck responded to the scene and detected the leak
at the stove. A loose fitting was tightened, which solved the problem.
•A mobile home on Wilkins Drive was a total loss after a fire that started in the kitchen on Monday. Fifteen men and six trucks responded to
the scene and were there two hours. The cause is undetermined, but the
mobile home was fully engulfed when the firefighters arrived. No one
was at home at the time of the blaze.
Murray Fire Department
II Seventeen firefighters, two engines and an aerial truck responded to
the residence of Murray State University President Dr. F. King Alexander
at 1:51 p.m. Monday because smoke and odor were present at the location. The fire alarm was activated at Oakhurst. Someone in the residence was cooking on the stove and burned some hamburger meat,
which smoked up the house. Firefighters used an exhaust fan to remove
the smoke and were on the scene about 10 minutes.
II Three firefighters responded to an injury accident two miles north of
Hazel on U.S. 641 South at 10:27 p.m. Saturday. They assisted ambulance personnel with loading the patient.
•Seven firefighters and an engine responded to fire at Applebee's at
10:29 p.m. Friday. Someone set the toilet paper dispenser on fire in the
men's restroom in the restaurant. The fire was out when the firefighters
arrived at the scene.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A caller from Wesley Drive requests assistance with retrieving a dog
stuck in a drainage pipe under the road at 4:01 p.m. Sunday.
•Extra patrol was requested at 3:03 p.m. Saturday because someone
on Liberty Road reported dumping and stealing newspapers.
II Sylvester Olive, 62, of Paris, Tenn., was traveling northbound on U.S.
641 South when his 2000 International truck started to go off the right
side of the road 1.5 miles north of Hazel about 10:20 a.m. last Friday. He
tried to correct to the left and his truck had no steering. The truck and
trailer, which Tosh Farms in Henry, Tenn., owns, left the right side of the
road, striking trees before stopping in a small field. Olive was transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where he was treated and
released.
III A burglary was reported on Radio Road at 12:50 p.m. Friday.
Numerous items were reported stolen.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
MA traffic violation investigation turned into other charges for a Puryear,
Tenn., couple Monday. A deputy was dispatched to Bright Lane near
Draffenville in reference to a possible driving-under-the-influence incident. Timothy W. Rogers, 43, was charged with DUI, but he resisted
arrest. While the deputy was handcuffing him, the vehicle's passenger
— Sally Rebekka Fowler, 45 — ran behind the deputy and struck him on
the back and attempted to pull him backward. Another deputy arrived
and subdued Fowler, who was charged with 4gtsisting arrest and disorderly conduct. Rogers was charged with first:Manse Dyt, disdrdliidy•
conduct and resisting arrest. Both were lodged in Marshall County's
detention center. While the deputies were waiting for a wrecker for the
vehicle, a second vehicle drove up on the scene. An investigation of the
second vehicle led to the arrest of its driver — Dennis Lee Rogers, 46,
of Buchanan, Tenn. — on a DUI charge. From Friday to Sunday, the
Marshall County Sheriff's Department made five DUI arrests.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs and
citations from various agencies.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A 28-year-old Murray man was
charged Thursday evening with
first-degree sodomy after police
investigated an incident involving a
6-year-old girl.
Murray Police arrested Craig L.
Rogers. Police officers were dispatched to Forrest View Apartments
at 7:37 p.m. Thursday because of a
possible sexual assault of a juvenile, according to a release from the
police department.
The assault allegedly happened
while the girl was being kept by a
friend, police said.
the
in
Rogers remained
Calloway County jail in lieu of a
$50,000 cash bond, a jail
spokesman said this morning. He
will likely be arraigned via video
Monday, according to the Calloway
District Court clerk's office.
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Bishops getting church abuse blame
WASHINGTON (AP)— Two unprecedented studies
that document pervasive sex abuse by U.S. Roman
Catholic clergy found nearly 11,000 minors have
claimed they were molested since 1950, and that bishops bear much of the responsibility for the crisis. One
document says their failure to stop predators let the
"smoke of Satan" into the church.
The studies — commissioned by America's bishops
— found that 80 percent of the alleged victims were
male and that just over half said they were between ages
II and 14 when they were assaulted, a source who read
the reports told The Associated Press on condition of
anonymity.
The abuse claims were filed against 4,392 of the
109,694 clergy who served over the last half-century —
or about 4 percent of all clerics.
The National Review Board, a lay watchdog panel
formed by the bishops, was scheduled to release the
reports Friday at a news conference in Washington. One
is the church's first national accounting of molestation
claims and was conducted by John Jay College of
Criminal Justice. The other is the board's own investigation into how the crisis developed.
The John Jay findings are based on information provided by most of the 195 American dioceses. Victims
said any study by the church is bound to underestimate
the number of abuse cases and that many of those who
were hurt still haven't come forward.
Dioceses nationwide received 10,667 abuse claims
since 1950, according to a news release from the

Diocesi of Yakima, Wash. Of those, claims by approximately 6,700 were substantiated. About 3,300 were not
investigated because the accused clergymen were dead
Another 1,000 or so claims were unsubstantiated, the
diocese said.
The national report also calculated abuse-related
costs such as litigation and counseling at $533.4 million. However, the John Jay report covered claims up
through 2002, and many multimillion -dollar settlements
have been reached since then.
The AP has been tracking reports from individual
bishops of their own tallies of abuse costs and so far,
137 dioceses have already said they spent more than
$573.3 million to address the problem.
The report on the causes of the crisis was based on
interviews with clergy, victims, experts on sex offenders
and others who have studied molestation.
The findings are sure to fuel debate among Catholics
on two controversial issues: whether the church should
try to screen out gay priests and whether celibacy for
clergy should be optional.
The board said celibacy was not a cause of the scandal, but that the celibacy requirement may have attracted candidates for the priesthood who were seeking an
escape from their sexual problems.
The board came to no direct conclusions about
whether gays should be ordained, the source said.
The panel noted that any evaluation of the crisis had
to take into account that much of the abuse involved
men preying on boys. the source said.
„.,

Fires ...
Man arrested, found in law office •
From Front
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray man was arrested for
burglary after being found inside a
law office on South Fourth Street on
Thursday morning.
Murray Police charged Russell

Blankenship, 24, with third-degree
burglary after being dispatched to
Mark Blankenship's law office at
409 S. Fourth St. at 8:13 a.m.
Thursday, according to a release
from the police department. There is
no relation between the two men,
Murray Police Detective Capt.

Eddie Rollins said.
An employee arrived at work
Thursday morning and found someone inside the building, police said.
Russell Blankenship remained in
Calloway County jail on a $2,500
cash bond, a jail spokesman said
this morning.

•Kenley
From Front
"I remember talking to (white people). and they
would say over and over how they wished we could
spend our money in town," Guess said. -Things were
much easier it seemed.. much more than what we were
hearing (elsewhere). I wanted to stay out of that."
That is why she did not participate in a Gadsden
march led by the movement's main voice, Rev. Martin
Luther King. Jr. Fortune was with her, though.
"They came right past my house," she said, remembering that, while Gadsden seemed more bearable than
other places, King wanted more. "He said he wasn't
leaving Gadsden until he saw a colored person in every
store.
"That was also the time he made the speech where he
said, 'I might be gone, but don't ever look back.. keep
pushing forward.—
King and others' efforts helped lead to the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, basically eliminating all segregation
laws. Lyndon Johnson pushed for such a law before
becoming vice president under John F. Kennedy.
Kennedy initiated the '64 act but never saw the measure
approved.
"That liked to have killed me," said Kenley, who was
doing her house-cleaning job in Murray when the news
came of Kennedy's assassination in Dallas, Texas on
Nov. 22, 1963. "It was sad, sad, sad. It hurt (the movement) so bad."
There were other times of hurt for Kenley. One that

•Decision ...
From Front
people needed a right to be heard."
After hearing from the public,
the council will decide which direction it wants to proceed with the
rezoning. If council members vote
for the city attorney to draw up an
ordinance, then the issue is still
alive. However, the council can
reject an ordinance on its first or
second readings. The council must
approve an ordinance on two separate readings before it becomes policy.
This rezoning recommendation
comes on the heels of other controversial rezoning decisions in recent
months. The Whitnell house on the
southwest corner of Sycamore and
12th streets was torn down to make
room for a Family Dollar store and
other retail spaces. On the northeast
corner of the same intersection, four
houses have been rezoned to commercial, but no specific plans are in
place.
In other business, the council:
• Approved Murray Police Chief
John Knight's request to demolish
the former Gentry House behind the
police department to create additional parking. Knight said the parking is needed especially for citizens
to park at the department, which has
limited spaces available at its Poplar
Street location.
The project will cost about
$6,000. Half of that is the amount
for demolition and clean up and the
rest is the paving cost to create a
parking lot with about nine spaces.
The Gentry House was moved to

a newer fourplex in December. The
city originally bought the property
about six years ago for possible
police department expansion.
• Appointed council members
Pete Lancaster and Hugh Massey to
an ad-hoc committee to discuss
changes to the city's sign ordinance.
From Front
The two, who are members of the
council's long-range planning comDozens of Bush protesters gathmittee, will join representatives
ered downtown as police on horsefrom the planning commission, back kept watch. Demonstrators
board of zoning adjustments and the held signs protesting tax cuts, the
city's planning and engineering Iraq war, Bush's stance opposing
department.
gay marriage and federal education
"We've got to watch this," policy.
Massey said. "The ordinance has
Stacy Dunsmore, who identified
worked well and I think there are
herself as a nurse, was among the
people coming in here wanting to protesters and said she was "sick of
the way our country is going downput up larger signs."
The planning commission has hill."
Bush told a friendly crowd at the
recommended some housekeeping
changes to the ordinance, but this ISCO plant that the economy is
ad-hoc committee will address more growing. noting that 100,000 new
significant changes involving mon- jobs have been created since
ument-style signs and electronic January.
A sluggish job market looms as a
readerboaords, said David Roberts,
liability for Bush.
potential
and
planning
of
director
city's
the
Democratic Chairman
State
engineering.
used his own statisGarmer
William
one
"We've been known to have
Bush's economic
to
denounce
tics
of the more strict ordinances,"
record.
Roberts said. "We don't want to
"We've got the biggest deficit in
back down from that, but we need to
history, and we've lost 2.3 million
address some things that aren't in jobs and I think those figures speak
there."
for themselves," Garmer said.
Roberts said he expects the adThe mood was more upbeat at the
hoc committee to meet a couple of economic forum.
times after an initial informational
Jim Kirchdorfer Sr., the ISCO
session. The committee will make chairman, said the tax cuts, coupled
recommendations to the planning
with low interest rates, encouraged
commission, which will vote on the
his business to expand last year. The
changes and send its suggestion to company added 40 new employees
and spent $3 million on equipment.
the council.
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Kirchdorfer said he started the
company 42 years ago behind his
father's hardware store. Bush said
the tax cuts would stimulate risktaking by other entrepreneurs like
Kirchdorfer.
"Government must not thwart
this entrepreneurial spirit by bad tax
policy, by bad medical policy, by
bad regulatory policy," he said.
Another business executive credited the tax cuts for enabling her
company to keep paying all the
costs of her employees' health insurance.
Jeannie Unruh,chief executive of
Mac Construction & Excavating.
said her company was faced with
asking employees to start picking up
one-fourth of the costs of their
health coverage because of rising
premiums.
A tax break for small business
saved her company $100,000.
Unruh said. The money was used to
keep paying all her employees'
health insurance.
Rob Hansen, an accounting specialist at ISCO. said his family got a
$1,200 tax rebate last August.
He said he used the money to buy
glasses for his daughter. He also
paid off medical bills and squirreled
some away in savings.
Before Bush arrived Thursday
morning, Bruce Crater, a fabricator
at ISCO Industries, said he would

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors°

give Bush a "B-minus" for his handling of the economy.
"We're seeing some turnaround."
Crater said. "It's just going to take a
long time to'come back, hut we're
going in the right direction."
Garmer. the Democratic state
chairman, said the huge deficits
have caused hardships for states.
resulting in cutbacks in education
and increases in college tuition. He
said the deficits also threaten future
Social Security benefits.
"People in Kentucky are starting
to connect the dots, and that these
kinds of things are directly related to
the tax cuts that President Bush has
given to the wealthiest members of
our society." he said.
Before Bush spoke at the fundraiser, Gov. Ernie Fletcher and
Labor Secretary Elaine Chao. who is
married to Republican U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky,
defended Bush's handling of the
Iraq war and the economy, while
attacking Democrats who want to
unseat the president this fall.
"The decision is profound. the
stakes are high. The decision is
clear. Kentucky must to its part to
re-elect President George W. Bush."
Fletcher said.
Bush's tax cuts have saved
Kentucky residents $3.5 billion
since 2001. an average of $2.(XX) a
year per family. Fletcher said.

Greer
Houston

Serving the Nashville Area
4301 Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215
Bus 615-383-01&3 Ext. 119
FAX 615-353-6583

r

Advertising Mgr

•Bush ...

BACK IN MURRAY!
We've „
ite-Olstleg

still causes her to tremble came in 1940s when three of
her brothers returned from serving in World War II.
"My mother (Alice) would walk the floor just praying for them. Then, they came home and not a one of
them had a scar on them," Kenley said. "They had done
things for their country, yet nobody cared. They didn't
show them any respect at all. Nothing!"
Respect was hard to find, even when it came to worship. Something Guess says still puzzles her is how
those supporting and enforcing segregation could use
Christian beliefs to justify their actions.
"I read the Bible. I prayed to God. Yet, you'd see
(segregationists) talk about the same things and treat us
like that?" she asked. "When I think about that now,
after forgiving them, I've come to think they just didn't
know better.
"It makes you think of that song, 'Red and yellow,
black and white, they're all precious in His
sight'...we're all from one blo(xi under a God of all
nations."
And once in a while, the surefire sign that segregation has been defeated can be heard in a nursing home.
"This lady here has one of the biggest hearts of anybody." Bedwell said, noting how most of Kenley's hall
gets a big dose of religion when Kenley, living in almost
continuous physical pain these days, tries to deal with it.
"She just starts singing that gospel music as long and as
loud as she can and you remember it.
"We're not stopping her, either."

will still be dry, which is usually
what catches fire. He said CCFR
was in this situation not too long •
ago.
"There was water and mud in the
field but the grass was on fire," he
said. "It can be wet one day and
burn the next."
Manning suggests those burning
should watch the fire until the
embers have completely died out.
Have water handy and a rake to
spread ashes. When the embers die,
he suggests spreading the ashes and
dousing them with water until all
the embers are extinguished. He
also advised against any type of
burning when it is windy.
"A person's got to use common
sense," he said. "If it is windy, you
shouldn't be burning."
Manning also suggests carrying
a cordless or cellular phone to contact•CCFR in case something does
go out of hand.
If a person has a fire that has gotten out of control, he said not to
hesitate to call CCFR because they
are afraid they will get fined for
burning when they weren't supposed to.
"The sooner we can get there the
sooner we can get it out," he said.
"We don't fine or write tickets."
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By George Gedda
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No Small
Challenge
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
it comes to assessing enemy
weapons threats, U.S. intelligence
agencies have a hard time getting it
right.
They overestimated Iraq's programs a year ago and underestimated those of Iran and Libya.
It is unclear to the sleuths just
how far along North Korea's
weapons program is.
Getting a- handle-on threats from
abroad has been a problem for a
long time. After World War IL
American officials were surprised
at how much of Japan's stockpiles
of weapons had gone undetected.
Obtaining accurate reads on
enemy firepower is perhaps the
most crucial challenge the nation is
facing. says David Kay, the former
head of the U.S. weapons inspection team in Iraq.
Kay's message is clear: If the
intelligence is correct, policy-makers have a better shot of doing the
right thing. If it isn't, the resulting
policies are likely to be flawed.
Recently, U.N. Secretary
General Kofi Annan said that the
damage caused by the apparent
U.S. misperceptions about Saddam
Hussein's weapons will take time to
heal.
-People are going to be very
suspicious when one talks to them
about intelligence," he added."And
they are going to be very suspicious
when we try to use intelligence to
justify certain actions."
But good information on an
enemy's intention may be more
important than ever as terrorists
clandestinely seek doomsday
weapons for attacks on the United
States. Many are happy to risk
death to advance their causes.
The Bush administration's
National Security Strategy, set forth
a year after the Sept. II terrorist
attacks, made the ca.se for preventive action against enemies — and
stressed the need for good intelligence.
"America will act against such
emerging threats before they are
fully formed," it says."We cannot
defend America and our friends by
hoping for the best. So we must be
prepared to defeat our enemies'
plans, using the best intelligence
and proceeding with deliberation....
The only path to safety is the path
of action."
The war with Iraq began six
months after the new doctrine was
issued. And now, with no weapons
stockpiles uncovered, there are
many who share Annan's concern
about the reliability of intelligence
as a basis for going to war.
It is unclear whether there is a
connection, but the administration's
instincts toward unilateralism seem
far more muted these days.
President Bush is usin4multilateral
a•
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approaches to deal with weapons
programs in Iran and North Korea.
Sabre-rattling has all but disappeared.
And the assignments handed to
intelligence agencies seem evermore demanding.
One can only imagine the challenge of tracking, say, chemical
shells pilfered by terrorists from a
warehouse in Russia. Former Serf.
Sam Nunn, D-Ga., who chaired the
Senate Armed Services Committee.
says,"Once they leave the source.
it's like finding a needle in a
haystack."
Then there is the question of
what policy-makers should do with
the intelligence they receive. Vice
President Dick Cheney once said
before the Iraq war that Saddam
Hussein had "reconstituted" his
nuclear program.
CIA Director George Tenet does
not share that stance."We said
Saddam did not have a nuclear
weapon, and probably would not
have been able to make one until
2007 to 2009," the CIA chief said
recently.
Tenet says intelligence analysts
were "quite worried" about surprise
attacks and what they didn't know,
given Saddam's history of deception. Estimates also indicated he
had biological and chemical
weapons and other programs.
"Whether it stands up or it doesn't
stand up over the course of time is
something we're going to look at
quite carefully," Tenet told the
Senate Intelligence Committee on
Tuesday.
Satellite photos can be a useful
intelligence tool, but they can't
detect what's happening in an
underground tunnel or read the
minds of enemy decision-makers.
Human intelligence can provide
some answers. However, reliability
is often a problem. Kay believes
that part of the difficulty the United
States had in Iraq was bad information from on-the-ground sources.
"The secrecy and corruption in
Iraqi society meant that accurate
intelligence from reliable sources
was very hard to get," Kay says.
Tenet acknowledges that the
U.S. record in Iraq concerning
human intelligence "was mixed
He also says intelligence successes should not be overlooked,
pointing out that, among other
breakthroughs, covert officers
helped expose the nuclear smuggling activities of Pakistani scientist
Abdul Qadeer Khan and his supply
network, as well as the capture of
Khalid Sheikh Muhammad, reputed
mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks.
George Gedda has coveredforeign affairsfor The Associated
Press since /968.
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Attention Washington!
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Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115 (Washington

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.jim bunningebunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-254 (Washington #)

Washington, D.C. 20510

BUSH STRIKES BACK
President Goes on Offensive
When President
kind of mess we are
Their reaction to the President's
President Bush fired back at his
Bush goes on the
now seeing in Haiti
handling of these issues should be
Democratic critics Monday night.
offensive, he's going
- another UN and
a warning sign for the President.
After being a sitting duck for the
to have to remind
Clinton "success."
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Columnist
What's the Democrat answer?
fighting the war, and applaud his
their answer is, "Well, no, but I
conservative
pro-life policies, they disagree with Well, they say they'd make foreign
'want to take a stand."
base and
nations enact the same kind of
him on the amnesty issue, for
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this election, because he has a
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Plenty of material
Tired of being a punching hag for Sen. John
Kerry and the rest of the Democratic Party.
President Bush hit back last Monday night. In
an address to Republican
governors in Washington.
Bush displayed quiet confidence in stark contrast to the
anger and invective heaped
on him. Instead of attacking
leading Democratic presidential contender Kerry by
name, the president referred
with humorous jibes to "a
Massachusetts senator.",
Cal's
The initial strategy Thoughts which could change if it
By Cal Thomas doesn't work in raising
Syndicated
Bush's sagging poll numbers
Columnist
and lowering Kerry's - is to
portray Kerry as a political
opportunist, changing his
mind when it suits his personal political agenda
and standing for nothing as a matter of principle. In his speech, the president suggested the
country could not afford to have a president
who is double-minded about the military and
the war on terror.
There is plenty of material from which to
draw. The Republican National Committee and
various pro-Bush Internet sites have posted
multiple pages of information on Kerry votes in
the Senate that either seemed inconsistent then
or are inconsistent now with v.hat he says he
believes. He voted for the Iraq war but didn't
think the presidint would go .0 far. He served

in Vietnam but opposed the war when he
returned, thus giving encouragement to the
enemy at a time when his fellow soldiers were
still being shot at, wounded and killed. He
might have gotten away with that had he not
slimed all in the military as mass murderers.
During testimony before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on April 22, 1971, Kerry
spoke of "war crimes" committed by his fellow
soldiers (he didn't say if he had committed any
and alleged that such war crimes were "not isolated incidents." Rather, he claimed, they were
"crimes committed on a day-to-day basis, with
,The full awareness of officers at all levels of
command." Kerry claimed that American soldiers had "personally raped, cut off ears, cut off.
heads, taped wires from portable telephones to
human genitals and turned up the power, cut off
limbs,(blew) up bodies, randomly shot at civilians, razed villages in fashion reminiscent of
Genghis Khan. shot cattle and dogs for fun,
poisoned food stocks and generally ravaged the
countryside of South Vietnam."
It is one thing to criticize a war that many
came to believe was poorly conceived and
wrongly fought by the political leadership. It is
quite another to slander your fellow soldiers
who remained in peril. If Kerry had names and
evidence supporting his claims of atrocities.whether on a small or large scale, as he asserted
- why didn't he turn them over to the proper
authorities for investigation?
On Feb. 27, 1992. Kerry delivered a speech
on the Senate floor Ifending Bill Clinton's
and avo' ance of the draft as irrelese
non-rvice

vant and lamenting that Vietnam had been
"inserted into the campaign." Another presidential candidate at that time, Sen. Bob Kerrey of
Nebraska. was using his own Vietnam service
as a political weapon against Bill Clinton (history does repeat). John Kerry told his fellow
senators, "What saddens me most is that
Democrats, above all those who shared the agonies-of that generation, should now be re-fighting the many conflicts of Vietnam in order to
win the current political conflict of a presidential primary.. We do not need to divide America
over who served and how"
Kerry continued, "If support or opposition to
the war were to become a litmus test for leadership, America would never have leaders or
recover from the divisions created by that war."
The Bush reelection team will take such
statements, along with scores of what appear to
be pragmatic flips on a number of issues, and
assert that Kerry doesn't know what he believes
and cannot he trusted, especially at a time of
grave peril to American interests and security.
From his understated counter-putiches at Kerry.
it is clear that the president is confident he
won't run out of material between now and
November.
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours" on Fox
News Channel Saturdays at II p.m. ET Direct
all MAILfor Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave.. Suite 1500,
Chicago. Ill. 606'1. Readers mar also leave (
mail at wwwcalthomas.com.
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Billy Don Hampton
Billy Don Hamilton, 55, Montgomery, Ala., formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday, Feb. 25, 2004, at 9 p.m. at his home. He had been ill with cancer
for two years.
A Marine veteran, he was the son of the late Jim Hamilton and Nell Knight
Hamilton. Also preceding him in death were two sisters, Dean Childress and
Sue Hamilton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mandy Hamilton and Brittany Hamilton,
and two sons, Doug Hamilton and Steven Hamilton, all of Montgomery; two
sisters, Mrs. Louise Bass of Murray and Mrs. Martha Wilson of luka; one
brother, James Ray Hamilton of Murray.
A memorial service was Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Greenwood
Funeral Home, Montgomery. The body was cremated.

Loyd Byron Arnold

a

The funeral for Loyd Byron Arnold will be Saturday at noon at First
Christian Church. Murray. The Rev. C.E. Timberlake will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Special visitation services with Masonic rites will be tonight (Friday) from
6 to 8 at St. John Missionary Baptist Qhurch, 122 Spruce St., Murray.
Harnock-Bowles Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Arnold, 88, Murray, died Sunday, Feb. 22, 2004, at the home of a
daughter in Toledo, Ohio.
Retired from the Murray Division of Tappan Company, he served two
terms on the Murray City Council, worked with the Human Rights
Commission, was past president of the Murray NAACP and a nominee for the
2000 Kentucky Civil Rights Hall of Fame.
He was past worshipful master of Ruling Star Lodge #51, past worthy
patron of Virgin Chapter #55 of the Order of Eastern Star, Grand Inspector
General, 33rd degree Mason,a member of Paducah Consistory #92 and Balkis
Temple #157, and also an honorary grand master of Prince Hall Grand Lodge
of Kentucky of Free and Accepted Masons. A Kentucky Colonel, he had been
a member of St. John Missionary Baptist Church, Murray, for 66 years.
His wife, Katie Ellerson Arnold, and two children, Geneva Dunbar and
Richard Arnold, all preceded him in death. A native of Paducah, he was the son
of the late Wiley Arnold and Jenny Harrell Arnold.
Survivors include four daughters, Ms. Katie Marie Arnold and Ms.
Georgetta Arnold, both of Milwaukee, Wis., Mrs. Diane Ivery, Toledo, and
Ms. Mary Lucille Arnold, Alexandria, Va.; four sons, Joe Arnold, Murray,
Harold Arnold, Milwaukee, Anthony Arnold, Indianapolis, Ind., and Ronnie
Arnold, Toledcr, two brothers, Alton Arnold, Paducah, and L.T. Arnold, Mt.
Clemons, Mich.; 13 grandchildren; several relatives and friends.
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Army 2nd Lt. Jeffrey C. Graham
Services for Army 2nd Lt. Jeffrey C. Graham, 24, of Lexington will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. at First United Methodist Church, 211 Washington St.,
Frankfort. Dr. Jack Brewer, Lt. Colonel Brian Wade, Ben Baxter and Chaplain
Terry Walsh will officiate.
Honorary pallbearers will be his cousins, Lauren and Madison Hohman,
Layne and Ashley Bush, Jared and Carley Revlett. Burial will follow in the
Frankfort Cemetery, where military honors will be conducted by Delta Troop.
1st Squadron, 16th Calvary Regiment. They will also serve as pallbearers.
Visitation will be at the LeCompte-Johnson-Taylor Funeral Home, 1725
Louisville Road, Frankfort.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Kevin A. and Jeffrey C.
Graham Memorial Fund, c/o Jackie Shroat, 1231 Kimble Drive, Frankfort.
Ky., 40601. Contributions will be used for depression awareness/suicide prevention at the University of Kentucky.
Lt. Graham was on active duty with the U.S. Army when he was killed by
a roadside bomb near Ithaldiya, Iraq.
Born in Landstuhl, Germany, Graham was a 2nd Lt. Tank Platoon Leader
with the U.S. Army, 1st Battalion, 34th Armor in Fort Riley, Kan. He graduated in 1998 from Brooke Point High School, Stafford, Va., and was a 2003 distinguished military graduate of University of Kentucky where he received his
bachelor of science degree in civil engineering.
He also received his Engineering in Training Certificate from the Kentucky
State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors.
He was a former leader of UK's Pershing Rifle drill team and a member of the
Baptist faith. He has posthumously been awarded the Bronze Star Medal and
the Purple Heart.
Lt. Graham was the son of Mark and Carol Shroat Graham, Ft. Sill, Okla.
Other survivors include one sister, Melanie Graham, Lexington; his fiancee,
Stacey Brooke Martinez, Elizabethtown; maternal grandmother, Mrs. Carl
Shroat, Frankfort, formerly of Murray; paternal grandparents, Bill and Pat
Conrad, Ballwin. Mo.; maternal great-grandmother, Mrs. Jack Gardner. New
Albany, Ind., formerly of Murray; paternal great-grandmother, Mrs. Athel
Padfield, Ballwin. One brother, Kevin Graham, preceded him in death.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) - Rebels
who have launched a bloody uprising took control of another town Friday, closing in on the capital as President Jean-Bertrand Aristide appealed
for foreign peacekeepers and the country lurched
toward chaos.
As Aristide's government appeared to be losing the confidence of the United States as well as
France, the rebels drove police out and freed
about 67 prisoners in Mireblais, about 25 miles
southeast of Port-au-Prince, witnesses said. It was
unclear whether the rebels were still in the town
or were pushing toward the capital.
Haiti's third-largest city, Les Cayes, fell
Thursday and is now in the control of the Base
Resistance, an anti-government group allied with
Haiti's opposition Democratic Platform but not
tied to the rebels.
French Foreign Minister Dominique de
Villepin was holding talks Friday in Paris with
leaders of Haiti's government on how to end the
crisis.
De Villepin, who,has called for Aristide's resignation and an international civilian force to
back up an interim government, was meeting at
the French Foreign Ministry with a delegation led
by Haitian Foreign Minister Joseph Antonio.
Aristide supporters, meanwhile, gathered outside the National Palace Friday morning to protect Haiti's embattled leader. Teenagers used bulldozers and forklifts to build barricades of
wrecked cars, telephone poles, chairs, garbage
and burning tires.
In Washington, Secretary of State Colin
Powell questioned whether Aristide could continue to rule and came close to telling Aristide he
should bow out before his term expires in
February 2006.
"Whether or not he is able to effectively continue as president is something he will have to
examine carefully in the interests of the Haitian
people," Powell said Thursday.
Haiti's rebellion erupted Feb. 5 in western
Gonaives, the fourth-largest city, and on Sunday
the second largest, the northern port of CapHaitien, fell with little resistance.
Rebel leader Guy Philippe, speaking to an
Associated Press reporter in Cap-Haitien on
Thursday, said his forces were already converging on Port-au-Prince and would attack if Aristide
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Mortar launched at American base in Fallujah
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)- U.S.
soldiers arrested five Iraqis today
after a roadside bomb struck a U.S.
convoy north of the capital. A series
of nighttime explosions shook the
volatile area of Fallujah, but the
U.S. military said they caused no
casualties.
American troops sealed off the
area and arrested the Iraqis after the
roadside bomb went off this morning in Khalis, 50 miles north of
Baghdad. A civilian SUV was damaged and three passengers may have
been injured, witnesses said.

The violence came a day before
A U.S. Army spokesman also
said a mortar was fired Thursday the deadline for members of the
night at the Forward Operating Iraqi Governing Council to approve
Base St. Mare in Fallujah, but it an interim constitution, a key step
caused no casualties or damage to in U.S. plans for transferring power
the post. Witnesses, however, said to an Iraqi government on June 30.
Mahmoud Othman, a Sunni
they heard multiple explosions.
In nearby Ramadi, witnesses Kurd member of the Governing
said a pair of Army Humvees were Council, said, however, that it was
attacked with RPGs as they tried to unlikely the draft will be finished
visit a police station. Hatif by Saturday. He said major differMahmoud, who saw the attack, said ences remain among the drafting
there didn't appear to be any casual- committee members, including the
ties, but a window on one of the
Hum‘ees was broken.
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The funeral for Paul Maggard will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at St. Leo
Catholic Church, Murray. Fr. Ray Goetz will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home from 6 to 9 p.m.
Saturday. The Rosary service will be Saturday from 5 to 5:30 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's Research
Hospital. 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, Tenn., 38105.
Mr. Maggard, 82, North 20th Street, Murray, died Tuesday. Feb. 24, 2004,
at 6:20 p.m. at his home.
He had owned and operated the former Jerry's Restaurant and Long John
Silver's on South 12th Street, Murray, for many years. A member of St. Leo
Catholic Church, he also attended St. Henry Catholic Church, Aurora. A
Marine veteran of World War II, he was a member of Murray Lions Club and
Knights of Columbus.
Born Jan. 2, 1922. in Cumberland, he was the son of the late Preston
Maggard and Susie Creech Maggard. One grandson, Christopher Paul
Jenkins, one sister and six brothers all preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lorraine Goski Maggard, to whom he was
married Dec. 15, 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Candy Jenkins and husband,
Charles, Murray; one son, Ted Maggard, Okeechobee, Ha.; two sisters, Mrs.
Dorothy HoIlin and husband, Charles, and Mrs. Ruby Kirby. all of
Cumberland; one brother. Bruce Maggard and wife, Eulahgrey, Lexington;
seven grandchldren, Cathy Smith and husband, Sammy, New Concord, Chad
Jenkins and wife, Barbie, Kirksey, Mitzi French and husband, Steve.
Springboro. Ohio, and Shelly Maggard, and Elizabeth. Victoria and Harley
Rain, all of Okeechobee; eight great-grandchildren. Lori. Jared and Tyler
Jenkins, Dalton Gillapsie, Levi Boney, and Autumn, Ashley
Paid Obituary
and Aaron French.
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Thursday saw sixth-grade girls at both Calloway County and
Murray middle schools engage in Girls Engineering Day, a program headed by Murray State University's Engineering
Department. At both stops. MSU students assisted their
younger counterparts with designing a network of pipes aimed
at successfully sending water to buckets. Here, MMS students
Anisha Gray, left, and Shale Goode receive guidance from
MSU's chairman of its Department of Physics and Engineering,
Dr. Steve Cobb in getting the faucet turned to start the water.
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HopFed
58.97
+
Asg...10639.11
Doss Jones Ind.
97.26 + 0.47
48.95• 0.05 I B M
Air Products
29.54 + 0.04
-85.43 + 0.06 Intel
Anthem
19.47 + 0.02
0.09
20.06
Kroger
AT&T
0.06
+
16.88
19.09 + 0.15
Mattel
1113/4T
27.79 + 0.01 McDonalds
28.75 + 0.45
Bell South
68.81 + 0.31 Merck
4836 + 0.72
Briggs & Stratton
.27.72 - 0.51 Microsoft
26.56 +0.06
Bristol Myers Squibb
77.17 • 0.78 J.C. Penney
Caterpillar
31.80 + 0.80
Chesron Texaco Corp 88.64 + 0.53 Pepsico. Inc.
51.95 + 0.21
45.20 + 0.76
Daimler Chrysler
37.15 + 0.02
Pfizer. Inc.
_.36.45 + 0.11
Dean Foods
17.98 + 0.07
Schering-Plough
42.66 + 0.35
Exxon-Mobil
46.96 + 0.29
Sears
.......13.89 + 0.23
Ford Motor ......
17.48 + 0.01
Warner.._
12.86 + 0.18 Time
General Electric
+ 0.17
29.79
Planters
48.30 + 0.52 Union
General Motors
+ 0.02
28.42
Bancorp
42.50 - 0.22 US
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
+ 0.03
...._....37.93
.
............
......
UST
+ 0.13
Goodrich
+ 0.53
59.93
Wal-Mart
0.32
8.31 +
ear

YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE'
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

753-3500
www.mckinneyins.com

1)01,1.17,6N-1-4,- New Spring items!
,

1 weal
• SaV1
%L.

at...

RITA'S NEAT REPEATS

Prom Formals - Unique - Hard To Find
All Winter Clothes Go For $1 - Feb. 2-Feb.6
Sack Sale - Feb.7-Feb. 13
Free Until Gone - Feb. 14
Open Monday-Saturday 10 am 6 p.m
605 S 12th St. •(270)762-0207 • Owner - Rita Wyatt

Court Square, Murray, KY 47071
270-753-3366• 800-444-1 854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F

I

The Boston-Ewing Investment Group

ID LYONS
4WHILLA
HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.

on,,
'Naha,d Woos Is a fnarkel maker ,n I ol,s
war -pr A x unchanged
,
roe
AddOsonal InformattoA wadable ,IA r

LLB.

WORSE PI NEW YORK STOCK 151 HANG( AND UPC

. AL 44:04vas
-.ANA

$4495
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

Safeco Insurance

role of Islam. Kurdish autonomy
and how to constitute a new administrative body to take power June
30.
On Thursday, Iraq's most prominent Shiite cleric, Grand Ayatollah
Ali al-Husseini al-Sistani. said he
would accept a weak, unelected
government to rule after the June 31)
deadline if elections are scheduled
as soon as possible thereafter and
the United Nations guarantees no
more postponements.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

Paul Maggard

at
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Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

$7995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease 8 Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

$9995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil 8 Filter if needed
Grease 8 Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

$14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs.

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St
Murray

g•II
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Kentucky State Fair to
feature Calloway artist
A Calloway County artists will
be among those selling her work
as part of the 23rd annual Kentucky Crafted: The Market.
Barbara Harrell, a lifelong Calloway County resident, will exhibit and sell her Kentucky Crafted
vintage figures and accessories at
the Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center's South Wing A on Saturday and Sunday. She has owned
her craft business for 13 years
and has participated in this craft
show Inc 12 years.
The market will feature 300 Kentucky exhibitors. The exhibits will
include contemporary and traditional crafts, two-dimensional visual art, books, musical recordings,
food products, children's craft activities and cultural entertainment.
The product showcase will feature "The Nature of Kentucky"
and focus on newly created works
related to garden art plus the Kentucky Collection, a kiosk display
of crafts, visualarts, music, food
and hooks found in selected stores
throughout the state.
The collection is a pilot project of the Kentucky Craft Marketing Program. Products are selected through an application process
from the participants of the partner groups. which include the Kentucky Department of Agriculture,

New NAMI chapter will
meet here on Tuesday

Kentucky Arts Council, Kentucky
Folklife Program, Kenthcky Book
Fair and the Kentucky Woods
Products Competitiveness Corporation.
The event will also feature a
specialized gallery section, which
will feature one-of-a-kind and limited production items, ideal for
museums, collectors and commissions.
Since 1981. the Craft Marketing Program's mission is to develop the state's craft industry, support and empower Kentucky artisans and craftspeople, create an economically viable environment for
craft entrepreneurs, preserve the
state's craft traditions, stimulate and
support product development and
generate public interest.
The market hours are 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Sunday. Admission is
$8 for adults. $4 for children 6
to 12 years old and free for children 6 and younger. For a $1 off
coupon on adult admission, visit
the Kentucky Craft Marketing Program
Web
site
www.kycraft.ky.gov. Parking is $5.
Wholesale buyers should call
for special dates and times.
For more information, call 1P,
provided
Pictured is a painting by Kentucky artist Barbara Harrell to be
888-592-7238.
featured at the Kentucky fair and Exposition Center.

'Murray on the Move' breakfast scheduled
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, in partnership
ith Town & Gown, will host
its second "Murray on the Move:
Business @ Breakfast" on Wednes-

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Twisted
R - 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:15
50 First Dates
PG13 - 1.20 • 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:25
Eurotrip
R - 3:15 - 9:10
Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen
PG. 1:15 - 7:10
Passion of the Christ

day, March 10, at 7:30 a.m.
The breakfast will be held in
the Murray room of the Murray
State University Regional Special
Events Center.
MSU President King Alexander will speak on the impact of
state budget cuts on MSU and on
the local and regional economies.
He will also be sharing the results
of a recent ecoaomic impact study
which shows the effects of Murray State on the local, regional
and state economies.
"Murray State University is a

The 16th Weeruns
Children's Consignment Sole
DON'T MISS IT,

•

24th (12 pm-7 pm)
25th (10 am-5 pm)
26th (10 am-6 pm)
27th (11 am-4 pm)
28th (10 am-3 pm)
Thousands of items including clothing, baby equipment and furniture,
maternity clothing, toys, and basically everything for childrenll
Coll toll-free now to participate! 1-877-73-5551,
or visit the website at wwwkyweeruns cam!
This sole is HUGE' You hove have got to see it to
believe It! And it is held ONLY in Murray, KYl
Located on Hwy. 641 across from
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Look for the red and
white striped buildingf

R- 12:45 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 3:50
R • 6:45 - 7:15 - 9:30 - 9:50
Miracle
PG. 12:55 - 3:40 - 6:55 - 9:4
Welcome to Mooseport
P613 - 1:30 - 3:55 - 7:30 - 9:45
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MARCH 4
•

0.0

Passionate Notes

Tung,rs.,c 0.retto•

•

'tower do Nor mark $2per Isther ter

Samantha R.C. Stanley, daughter of Bill and Georgia Stanley of
DeKalb, Ill., and Brian William
Evans, son of Gary and Susan
Evans of Almo, will be married
Saturday, Feb. 28, 2004, at
Lutheran
Immanuel
Church,
DeKalb, Ill. A dinner reception will
follow at South Point Center,
DeKalb. Invitations have been sent.
Mrs. Ruth 0. Foster of Murray will be honored with a party
in celebration of her 90th birthday
on Saturday, Feb. 28, 2004, from
2 to 4 p.m. at the Senior Citizens area of Weaks Community
Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.

Form a Relay
for Life team

Ill•ethoven • Symphony no. 9
,
Lutilt•f CARSON FOUR RIVERS CENTER
Saturday, April 3,2004•8:00pm
Adult*.• '19,'17,15
'.
.
Studene14.7512.7
' 5.10.75
oi.o apt umiak S2,pr ricktt fir

Project Graduation meeting

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County High School Project Graduation
will have a parent meeting today, Feb. 27, at 5:30
p.m. in the school library. Kelly Lyles, sponsor,
urges all parents or guardians of seniors to attend
to plan for this special 'event for the class.

Coles reunion will be Saturday
The annual family reunion of the late George Coles family will
be Saturday, Feb. 28, at 6 p.m. at the recreational building Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church. Barbecue will be furnished and others are to bring dishes to share. This reunion falls on what would
have been the 118th birthday of George Coles.

Relay for Life plans promotion

and

Relay for Life Team of Sammons' Bakery will have "Burger Night"
at the bakery today, Feb. 27, from 3:30 to 8:30 p.m. This will include
a dinner of hamburger, fries, drink and dessert for $5. This will be
dine-in or carry-out orders. For information call 753-5434.

g

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other sayings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is

3.50%
The rate is guaranteed tor the lass month and men
on vary monthly a can be hacked n tor one year.
Guaranteed no Owe( than 3%

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

at

CCHS Baseball team plans promotion
Calloway County High School Baseball Team will have a fundraising car wash on Saturday, Feb. 28, at Hardee's, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets. Donations will be accepted and times will be according to the weather.

CA

Youth Center plans promotion
Main Street Youth Center will have a rebate day Saturday, Feb.
28, at Captain D's. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the
box for the center on the counter to receive credit for them.

Houston will be honored Sunday
The Murray State University Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will recognize alumnus, Dr. Hal E. Houston Jr. of Murray, by
naming the Pike Lodge, located on Stadium View Drive, in his honor
on Sunday, Feb. 29, from 2 to 4 p.m. This will take place at the
lodge and is open to the public. For more information call 762-6874.
Co

Wild Game dinner will be tonight
First Baptist Church's Men's Ministry Wild Game Dinner will be
Friday, Feb. 27, at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall. Guest speaker
will be Roy Grimes, deputy commissioner of Fish and Wildlife Department. Persons may prepare your favorite wild game recipe and bring
it to share with others. Vegetables, salads and breads are also needed, so.if you don't have any wild game to prepare, bring a side dish.
Admission is free, but tickets are required. Tickets are available in
the church office. For more information call the church office at 7531854 or Jeff Stewart at 293-6779.

D.
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Concert will be on Saturday
Main Street Youth Center will have a concert on Saturday, Feb.
28, at 7 pin. Featured bands will be Et Cetera from Louisville and
Anchored Soul. An admission fee will be taken.

Sc
Sc
an

Lenten fish fry at church today

OF

The first of the annual Lenten fish fry dinners will be today, Feb.
27, from 5 to 7 p.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, 410 North 12th
St., Murray. These will continue each Friday through April 2,

CCMS Speech Team plans dinner

How ABOUT AN
ANNUITY?

spinsorrd6
U.S. Enrichment Corporation
sponiorrd by MeadWestvaco
The evenirw _we've all been waiting for...
featuring Mark Fulgharn, trumpet.
Featunng the Paducah Symphon
Wagner • DI. Meistersinger Overture Chorus and winners of the Young
Artist competition.
Haydn • Trumpet Concerto
;
\
•<Lt.rnits F CAssui• Fotm RIVERS CENTER
Saturday, March 6,2004•8:00pm
Mutt*. '19.'17.'15 • Student' '14 75.'12 75.'10 75

The following is a remainder
of events planned for this weekend "that were recently published
in The Murray Ledger & Times:

iTURING

Achievement 9f the
Human Spirit

Tchalkovsky • Symphony no. 4

20. ii I.006
MHO.'58. 1.-

-•71
°

•

Program Information Call 753-3314

(11:1111 •11;

•

February
February
February
February
February

(Showing on 2 Screens)

SYMPHONY

huge economic engine to our community and our region. It's important for Chamber members to network and learn firsthand about the
economic impact of MSU from
Dr. King Alexander," said Tab
Brockman, executive director of
the Chamber.
All Chamber of Commerce
members are encouraged to attend
this informative event. Seating for
the breakfast is limited to 200.
Reservations may be made in
advance by calling the Chamber
at 753-5171.

EventReminders

lo's
Datebook

The New Murray NAMI (National Alliance of
the Mentally Ill) affiliate will meet Tuesday, March
2, at 6 p.m. in the private dining rooms 1 and
2 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
At 6:30 p.m. the group will divide into rooms
1 and 2 for separate support groups for person
with mental illnesses and for family members of
persons with mental illnesses.
These meetings and support groups are free of
charge and are open to the public.

Calloway County Middle School Speech Team Dinner Theatre will
be Friday, March 5, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Money raised through the
sale of tickets will help to pay for state tournament expenses. The
public is urged to buy tickets at the school or from team members.

at
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Family Literacy Night scheduled
East Calloway Elementary School will host a Family Literacy Night
on Tuesday. March 2, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. The event will be a
fun night of reading. games, food, prizes, and also a book fair. For
more information call the school at 762-7325.

ri
er
a

Bi-Annual All Night Crop planned
Bi-Annual All Night Crop of Wild Raspberry will be Tuesday,
March 5, from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. at First United Methodist Chure‘ti„.
Murray. A portion of the crop fee will be donatecrto Relay for Life.
To register and reserve hour spot, call 753-0859

sh
a
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AARP 55 Alive Driving Class planned

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
%LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOPOOFFICE:OMAHA,

An AARP 55 Alive Driving Class, sponsored by Good Life of The
Murray Bank, will be Tuesday and Wednesday. March 9 and 10, from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. each day. This is free to members of Good Life,
but a fee will be charged for other persons. To enroll call Patti
Thomas at the bank, 753-5626.

at
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HAPPENING NOW!
Dining Sale
a

20-40%.
Dining Tables, Chairs & Glass Tops
a •

IThru March 21)

Hurni Is!
Sale Ends
sundaY,
Feb. 29

at llurray's

Piet

impopt

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Muria%

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE!

ALL
CANDLES

All Bedroom Collections Are
Off
tiding Throws & Select Nlirrors

20%
1Thru Sun., Feb. 29)

Off

Wedding

Creative Arts Department

Engagement
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Hendon and Lynn vows said
Photos provided
Ray Paschall, side photo, presented a program on "Tooling and Stamping Leather"
at the recent meeting of the
Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club at
the club house. Serving as
bottom
were,
hostesses
photo, from left, Jean Simmons, Jo Crass and Norma
Paschall.

Goetz and Jackson

Photo provided

Charles Homra, right, recently reached his nine-gallon donor
mark at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank. He
received a chamber check in appreciation of his contribution
from Beth Wiggins, left, Blood Bank coordinator.

Barbara Goetz and Dewayne Jackson announce their engagement
and approaching marriage.
The wedding is scheduled for Sunday, April 25, 2004, at 3 P.m.
at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Friends and family of the couple are invited.

Homra reaches milestone

CASA program given at Kiwanis meeting recently •
Elizabeth Riley, director for were appointed to be the voice
CASA (Court Appointed Special for the children in the courts.
By 1982 it had grown to the
Advocates) presented a program point of being a national organifor the Kiwanis zation. Today there are approxiClub of Murray mately 900 programs nationwide
at Pam's Cake serving approximately 300.000 children.
and Deli.
CASA was started in Murray
was
CASA
founded in 1977
by a judge who
was concerned
children
that
were not being
Riley
Our Registered
heard in the
Couples:
Bridal
courts. Through his concern adults

Parker admitted
to MU School
COLUMBIA, Mo. — Andrew
D. Parker of Murray, Ky., has
been notified of his admittance
into the School of Journalism at
the University of Missouri, Columbia.
Founded in 1908, MU's 1School is recognized as the first
school of journalism in the world
and one that consistently ranks at
or near the top for training and
educating students in undergraduate, masters and doctoral programs
of journalism.
In pursuing the News-Editorial sequence, Parker will be taking classes which will require him
to research, report and edit stories for the Columbia Missourian. the only daily metropolitan
newspaper produced solely by journalism students.
This type of "hands-on" experience, coupled with a strong liberal arts education, has come to
be known as the Missouri Method
and is a hallmark of the program.
Students in the J-School are
encouraged to complete internships which provide credit for
approyed employment in journalism. Parker has been accepted for
an internship at The Paducah Sun
during summer 2004.
A 2002 graduate at Murray
High School, Parker is a junior
at the University of MissouriColumbia, majoring in English,
as well as journalism.
He was named to the dean's
list for the fall 2003 semester. To
qualify for this honor, a student
must have earned a minimum 3.25
grade point average on a 4.0 scale
while taking as least 12 credit hours
of coursework.
Parker is the son of Martha
and David Parker of Murray, Ky.

in 1998 under the leadership of
Donna Herndon. Since then over
100 children have had an advocate in the court.
Riley said "More volunteers are
needed in Calloway County to
meet the needs of the children.
Training is provided for the volunteers."

Riley shared tht.April is Child
Abuse Prevention Month. On April
22 there will be a Light of Hope
Banquet for CASA. At this event
a drawing will be held for the
playhouse that is now on display
on the Murray courtsquare.
For more information on CASA,.
contact Riley at 767-0064.

Leigh-Allyn Baker
SE Keith Kauffman

ularly to the Blood Bank..
Persons can help others in the
community by giving blood at
your hospital Blood Bank. A blood
donor must he at least I X years
of age: be in good health, weigh
at least 110 pounds. and pass a
brief physical and health history
exam given prior to the donation.
To make a donation, call the
MCCH Blood Bank at 762-1119
to schedule an appointment.

1 Day

Julie Graves & Scott McKee]
Kelly Felts & Chris Meyer
Slone Hutchison & Nick Cansler
Wendy Dowdy & Matt Imes
Megan Penniston & Jared Wolf
Molly Me!son & Greg Goodmai,
Nola Goehman & Luke McCall
Jennifer Myers
& Mitchell Tucker
Kayla Cates & Kerry Amis
Adrienne Brown & Mark Yeager
Brittany Beane & Clint Johnson
Krista Winn & Shannon Sullivan
Kassa Kelso & Derek McCallum
Jennifer Carr & Wayne Hamaker

Misses Colorful Solid

Spring Twin Sets
Reg '32-'44

Heather Skees & Tim Johnston
Melissa Herron & Drew Pern

Misse..! Jackets 8 Pants

Active Separates

501
5A%
VOFF

Reg '34-'44

Jessica Stevenson
& Jonathan Reid

Woven Tops
Reg to '38

Tiffany Lassiter & Greg Linville
Krista Gaines & Scot Albrecht
Courtney Christopher
& John Eric Yezerski
Emily Cleaver dr Tim Stark
'ourtney Wood & Ryan Lewi,

5004F

Reg to '48

501

Misses Polo Style

Sleeveless Tops
Reg. '34
Misses New Spnng

Fashion Sweaters

9299
1499

Reg to '48
Misses New For Spring

Fashion Polo Knits
Reg to '34
Misses New Sprrog

Rafaelle Rib Knits

501

LEI.* Denim Shorts
Reg to '28

$11499
9999

Mens Fashion Colored

50:4F

Linen Shirts

251

Polo Shirts

Reg to '14

Designer Separates
Reg to '59

-Bridal "- kgistr)

gifts

University Square • 12th St.
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

Reg to '6'8

Flip lops

Reg to '20

Spring Sunglasses
Reg '20

Ladies Dresses
Jacket Dresses
Reg to '98

OFF
40%

Junior New Screen Print

Message Tee Shirts

Chiffon Dresses
Reg to '68

Designer

$3499

Pictured Rebecca Wilson and
Pam Roberson, Owner/Designer

Mens Denim & Khaki

Designer Shorts
Mens Famous Maker

9999

Select Styles Reg to '36
Young

Designer Polos
Reg '52'

$3999
$3999

Mens

Reg '32-'38

OFF
50%

Huge Selection, Reg to '18

$6"

Young Mens Fashion

$999

Knit Polos

Via Porr Slacks
Reg '40

Ong '250
Mens Lorenzo Carduce

Super 100 Suits
Ong '350

Young Mens Orange County

Mens Allyn Si George'

Reg to '20

Girls New Fashion

Spring Dresses
Reg '24-'42

$1299

Tees, Shorts & Skorts
Reg '12-'14

Polos, Tanks & Skorts

Spring Sportcoats
Ong '250

0/0
OFF

925

$799

$999

Mans Entire Stock Allyn St George5

Dress Shirts
Reg '29'-'34"

OFF
01

Designer Neckwear
Reg to '32'
Mens Short Sleeve

Fine Gauge Knits
Reg '35

RR

4

A%

Mens Prere Cardin' &Geolfry Be,•

rdowahares
444

$99

Mens Furnishings

40

Little Girls Assorted Fashion Knits

Reg '18-'22

$77

FerrettF Blazer

Reg to '29'

Chopper Tee Shirts

799

Mens Pre-Culfed Gabardine

Mens Super 100 s Navy

Young Mens Short Sleeve

Collegiate Tee Shirts

Z I

S1699
1999

Microfiber Knits

Reg to 49'9"

Denim Floods

99

Reg to '45

Reg to '18

SHOPPES OF

(270) 753-7455

Oxford Cloth Shirts

Junior New Spring Fashion

Girls 7-15 New Spnng Separates

Ladies Solt Floral & Solid Spring

Rebecca Wilson

$999, $999

11

Mens Solid 8 Striped

Mens Polo & Crew Neck

Reg '24

F

Reg '28

Junior New Spring Solid

Childrens

/4
500

MenS New Sue:rig Naturalire'

Reg '36

Fashion Polos

50

Reg '59"

Great New Necklines Reg to '18

Ladies Huge Selection

Ladies Two Piece Spring

S

5os
OFF
501

Ladies Sgnng Solid Printed & Stripe
Reg to '30

IIAIRPORT

Actio
UVOFF

Ladies New Famous Brand

Spring Handbags

$599

Fashion Tee Shirts

Cargo Shorts
Accessories

Tropical Shirts
Reg '49'

Junior Select gyres of New

Young Mens UnionBay• 8 Pfugg'

Reg '34

Mens 100% Silk

Athletic kooters

Junto( Up-Dated

Misses New Spryly

Fashion Sweaters

Junior

Junior Select Styles of New Spring

Misses Solid & Striped

Initial Jewelry

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, KY
Open Mon.-Sat.

The Blood Bank at MurrayCalloway County Hospital has
announced that Charles Homra of
Murray has reached the nine-gal.Ion donor mark.
Hoinra reached a milestone in
giving the gift of life, reaching
the nine-gallon mark in his 22year history of donating blood.
Retired from Murray State University, he attends First United
Methodist Church and donates reg-

Super Spring

Ladies New Spnng Fashio-

WELCOMES

L.J Hendon and Renaye Lynn were married Saturday. Feb. 14,
2004, at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Courthouse. Murray.
Judge Executive Larry Elkins officiated at the ceremony attended by
family and friends.
Mrs. Hendon is employed at Briggs & Stratton.
Mr. Hendon is self-employed.
The couple is now residing at 228 South 15th St., Murray, along
with Mrs. Hendon's son, Jonathan Lynn.

io

OFF

799
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Winter storm hits Southeast; West Coast gets heavy rain TV, radio executives
CHARLOTTE. N.C.(AP) — A storm brought
snow, sleet and. freezing rain to the Southeast on
Thursday. shutting down schools and government
offices and forcing the cancellation of a visit here
by President Bush.
The unsettled weather in the Carolinas,
Georgia, Tennessee and Kentucky left up to 6
inches of snow in some places, with a second
wave in the forecast that could add several inches
overnight.
In Georgia. which got up to 4 inches in northern counties, high winds brought down trees and
power lines. knocking out electricity to as many
jti 61,1W homes. Most of them were in the
Atlanta area, which got up to 2 inches of snow.
Power was restored to most customers by the
afterin mon.
Snowy. wet weather in South Carolina made
for treacherous driving. Slick roads were blamed
for two fatal wrecks in which vehicles slid into
the paths of oncoming trucks. State troopers
ins estigated nearly 600 accidents.
Some of the heaviest snow fell in North
Carolina's SandhiIls, in the south-central part of
the state. At one point, snow fell at 2 inches an
hour. reducing visibility and forcing officials to
send workers home from the Army's Fort Bragg
in Fayetteville.
The president canceled a visit to Charlotte.
Schools across much of the region sent students home. Forecasts called for more snow
Iis ernight.
•
John Tov.e. 53, walked out of a Charlotte hard% are store with a plastic sled in hand.
"I told the kids I wasn't corning home without
a sled," he said. "And I took a vacation day — it
ALAN MARLER/AP Photo
Alice Randles gets hit from behind by a snowball near Arden, N.C., Thursday. School
souldn't be any. better. We're going to play in the
systems statewide canceled classes or sent students home early for the day In the
snow "
Meanwhile. unusually heavy rain in Southern face of the heavy snow. Forecasters predicted snow accumulation across all of North
('alif,Irina was blamed for an upsurge in accidents Carolina, except for rain along the coast. Heavy
snow fell across much of the state by
on I os Arveles area freeways Thursday. Two midday.
drisers were killed in crashes during downpours. .
Ten sits public schools reported damage from cier 24 hours dropped several inches (it snow in wildfires reported no major problems. Emergency
leaks, and power was out temporarily for about the mountains,6 inches of rain in areas of Ventura crews and residents had set up sand bags and con27,0111) customers, most of them in the San Pedro County, 3 inches in downtvwn Los Angeles and crete barriers weeks ago to help prevent flash
.nearly 4 inches in Beverly fills.
:ire&
floods or mudslides like those that killed 15 peoBut communities in mountains left bare by fall ple Dec. 25 in the San Bernardino Mountains.
The storm began Wednesday afternoon and

say they're making
airwaves clean
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
"Bubba the Love Sponge" is gone
and radio shock Howard Stern is on
hiatus from some stations. TV networks are time-delaying certain
shows to make sure inappropriate
material doesn't make it onto the
airwaves.
Broadcast executives cited these
and other examples Thursday as
evidence they are taking heed of the
government's call to clean up the
airwaves.
"We at Fox have heard your concerns loud and clear," said Gail
Berman, the network's president of
entertainment. "We sincerely regret
that a few incidents of inappropriate
programming have overshadowed
the good shows we proudly air on
Fox each week."
It was the second time in two
weeks that the House Energy and
telecommunications
Commerce
subcommittee queried broadcasters
about indecency. The first hearing
came on the heels of the notorious
Super Bowl halftime show that
ended with singer Justin Timberlake
exposing Janet Jackson's right
breast to 90 million viewers
"Networks are being proactive in
the efforts to clean up the airwaves," said subcommittee chairman Fred Upton, R-Mich., who has
sponsored legislation to increase the
maximum fine for indecency from
$27,500 to $275,000.
Several broadcasters endorsed

This notice paid for with public donations

—

FREE HYPNOSIS
Weight Loss & Stop Smoking Hypnotherapy
I leiltliAwlurtiess Clinics
)v.idint therapists to adninister weight loss and stop
smoking. group hypnotic
Therapy.
For many people, this
tf ierapy[WIices2to 3clothing
sites and/or stops smoking.
'midilig for this project
c..ime from public donations.
Alivone who wants treatment
w ill receive professional hypnotherapy free from charge.

An appointment is not Nlonday, March 1, 7:30 P.M.
necessary. Sign in and immeShoney's Inn
diately receive treatment.
1503 N. 12th Street
Health Awareness Clinics
MURRAY
is a nonprofit organization.
They rely on donations to
make treatment available to "Illesday, March 2., 7:30 P.M,
those in need. A modest
Holiday Inn
$10.00 donation from each
2910 Fort Campbell Rd
person is appreciated.
HOPKINSVILLE
Sign in 30 minutes early
!
HealthAwarenessClinics.org
(337)235-6217

AFTER INVENTORY
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Sponsored each week by
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Menus or the various lunchrooms in the county and city schools for
the week for March 1-5 have been released by Janice fvfcCuisto
n and
Marie Stalls, food service directors for the county and city schools
respectively.
The menus,subject to occasional change, are as follows:

the higher fines.
John
Hogan,
president Clear
Channel Radio,
said the move
would "serve as
a 'shot across the
bow' of the
industry, putting
us all on notice
that Congress
Hogan
and the FCC
(Federal
Communications
Commission)are
serious
about
cleaning up the
airwaves."
Federal law
bars radio stations and overthe-air television
channels from
airing material
Stern
that refers to sexual and excretory
functions between 6 a.m. and 10
p.m., when children may be tuning
in. The rules do not apply to cable
and satellite channels and satellite
radio.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell
and other members of the FCC have
criticized radio and TV network
executives for not doing more to
police the airwaves. They have
warned executives they will face
greater scrutiny and more tines if
they fail to act.

Rover captures
dusty sunset in
blue martian sky
PASADENA. Calif.(AP)— The
Opportunity rover turned its
panoramic gaze on the horizon and
captured a dusty blue sunset at the
end of its 20th day on Mars.
The six-wheeled robot snapped
photographs not for the sake of
beauty, but because scientists want
to learn about the properties of dust
in the atmosphere.
"It's pretty cool," pancam lead
scientist Jim Bell said Thursday at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Library as he
showed a movie made from images
recorded about three minutes apart.
A bluish tint and rapid dimming
of the sun at the horizon were caused
by dust scattering the sunlight, just
as smog might tic) on Earth.
"Those of you who live in Los
Angeles are very familiar with this
effect." Bell said. "What's happening is the sun is sort of setting into
the murky, dusty atmosphere of
Mars."
Opportunity found twice as much
dust in the atmosphere as was seen
by NASA's Pathfinder spacecraft at
another location on Mars in 1997.
Pathfinder and two Viking spacecraft that landed in the 1970s also
took sunset pictures.
Opportunity also was ordered to
reduce its daily communications and
take more powered-down "naps" to
conserve electricity. Less sunlight is
reaching the solar panels as Mars
heads into its winter season.
Next week, the rover team will
attempt something that's never been
done: photographing an eclipse from
the surface of another planet, Bell
said. A rover camera will attempt to
record the passages of the martian
moons Phobos and Deimos across
the face of the sun.
Meanwhile on the other side of
the planet, the twin rover Spirit was
told to attempt to photograph dust
devils spinning across the martian
surface. The rover also will take a
closer look in coming days at a rock
dubbed "Humphrey."

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily) Monday - apple
turnover, fruit juice; Tuesday - Dr. Suess' Birthday - green eggs, ham,
toast, fruit juice; Wednesday - cereal, cinnamon toast, fruit
Thursday - sausage biscuit, fruit juice. Lunch - (milk is served juice;
daily)
Monday - Domino's pizza, baked apples, raw veggies with dip, brownie; Tuesday - Chuckwagon sandwich, French fries,
peaches;
Wednesday - taco salad, lettuce, tomato, corn, wheat bread;
Thursday - turkey and cheese sandwich, smiley potatoes,
lettuce,
tomato, pickle.
•
Elementary - Breakfast (milk, juice, toast or muffin, cereal, yogurt
or fresh fruit available daily) Monday - oatmeal and Poptart; Tuesday
- Dr. Suess' birthday - green eggs and ham with toast; Wednesday
breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday -French toast sticks with syrup. Lunch (vegetables, chef salads, fruit
and milk available daily) Monday - ravioli casserole with bread sticks,
corn dog; Tuesday - chili with crackers, grilled cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets with roll, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - pizza, submarine sandwich; Friday - Oriental chicken and rice with egg roll, cheeseburger.
Middle - Breakfast (yogurt, cereal, toast, fruit juice, fresh fruit and
milk available daily) Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes with
syrup; Wednesday - bacon and egg biscuit; Thursday - blueberry
muffin; Friday - breakfast bagel with cheese. Lunch (Domino's pizza,
chef salads, vegetables, fruit and milk available daily) Monday - vegetable soup with pizza sticks, breaded chicken on bun, submarine on
hoagie; Tuesday - chicken nuggets with roll, roast beef and Swiss
sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - Mexican bean
roll, hamburger, turkey sandwich; Thursday - Oriental chicken and
rice with egg roll, corn dog, submarine on hoagie; Friday - stromboli,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (Pop Tarts, muffins, toast, cereal, donuts, fruit
juice and milk available daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on a
stick with syrup; Tuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - ham and
cheese biscuit; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday French toast sticks with syrup. Lunch (vegetables, fruit, cold sandwiches, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads, Domino's pizza, fruit drinks tea and milk
available daily) Monday - steak fingers with roll, chicken pattie on bun;
Tuesday - cream of potato soup with pizza sticks, Chuckwagon sandwich; Wednesday - taco salad with Mexican corn bread, fish sandwich; Thursday - Oriental chicken and rice e with egg roll, beef and
Swiss on hoagie; Friday - chili cheese baked potato with bread sticks,
BBQ on bun.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available
daily) Monday - green eggs and ham; Tuesday - Power bar;
Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday
- muffins. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk available daily) Monday - hamburgers, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday
- chef salad with crackers, cheese pizza; Wednesday - potato soup
with turkey sandwich, chicken sandwich; Thursday - corn dog,
Chuckwagon sandwich; Friday - stuff crust pizza, fish sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, milk and juice available daily)
Home
Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday Auto
Honey bun; Thursday - sausage gravy and biscuit; Friday - muffins.
Farm
Lunch (fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk available daily)
Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday IRA's
turkey and cheese wrap, pizza, tuna salad plate; Wednesday - corn
Nursing
Home
dog, chef salad with crackers, cheeseburgers; Thursday - chili with
cheese, ham wrap, chicken sandwich; Fray - burrito with cheese
sauce, Chuckwagon, fish and cheese sandwich.
mo=i - Breakfast (toast, cereal, milk and juice available daily)
y - waffle stix; Tuesday - pancake and sausage on a stick;
Wednesday - assorted muffins: Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday HWY. 121 BYPASS • 751- 17n
Danish. Lunch (pizzas, cheeseburgers, hamburgers, ice cream,
snack crackers, cookies, canned fruit drinks and milk available daily)
www.kfbmurray.com
Monday - chicken fried steak, corn dog; Tuesday - pasta bar, stuff
Salisbury steak with gravy,
Thursday
; Iers
;Wedn
- es
, dbepelaftfen
zaala
x4;tito
y oup and cheese bread, chef
crt:ktepnizs
ch
STUART
salad with crackers: Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich, fish and
cheese sandwich.

INSURANCE

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3361
You Since 1955"

10% OFF
STOREWIDE "Serving

'Some items excluded

ALEXANDER

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

@CODED

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
KLEIMurrae.com
e-mail: stuart_alexander cikelbins.com
PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Spencer Co 73, TrIPPY Co 62
SI. Henry 54. Holmes 51
Todd Co Canirel TO F1 Caerpbell 47
GIRLS
Anderson Co 56 Frenkton 47
Apollo AO Baler Co 34
Bawd \lemon.' 60. Frollon Co 46
Betsy Layne 61 Penedo 66
Boyd Co 79 Time HSI Chasten 411
Elnoothon Co 64 Owskey Co 47
Breceennoge Co 69 McLean Co 34
&len Central 66 Trimble Co 34
Calory Christen 56 Ludlow IS
Cartel* Co 44 Murray 42 OT
Clinton Co 67 flarron Co 45
Ccedu 69 Red BIM 43
Done. Co 46 Whoessee Toney 43
Esha Co NI Bouncon Co 3,
Fanner* 37 Morgan Co 30
Fleming-Neon SI elpard 49
FronliP•Simpeon 73 Glasgow 56
Fl Campbell 59 Um..., Heights 29
Harrison Co 68 Co. Paul Dunbar, 5,
Henry Co 60 Brake East 58
Heniego 44 Lee Sayre 44
Lae Co 70, Bockhorn 44
,
Livingeton Central 59 Cemosien FollowshA 5
Iccoa Oak 40 Grants Co 36
Lou Collegete 59 Ky School to Me Deal 25
Lou Mercy SI Elbabentoren 46

Used Ca

rucks

2003 Toyota Corolla

$12,995*

3 to choose from! Very low miles! Nice. Loaded! Stock #TC5475

2002 Ford F150 XLT

$22,988*

Triton V-8, FX4 Offroad 4x4 Pkg.. XCab, Black, Low Miles,
Stk. #GT5486

2002 Cadillac STS

Baseball gets
explosive send off
CHICAGO (AP) — Die-hard
Chicago Cubs fan Dave Kunicki
watched as the baseball many blame
for the team's playoff failure last
year was reduced to a pile of

was obliterated.
Kathy Kemulcahy of Glendale
Heights said now that the ball is
gone and its curse is lifted, it's
time to talk about the upcoming
thread.
season.
He wasn't impressed.
"I'm very relieved," Kernuk
"To be honest, we were a lit- ahy said. "It's done, and now
tle underwhelmed," Kunicki said. we're going to the World Series."
"It was a little overhyped. But
Ward Tannerhauser, who stood
only in Chicago would fans care above the crowd on stilts dressed
enough about their team for this as Wrigley Field's ivy outfield,
to happen."
also was optimistic about the seaThe ball was blown up Thurs- son. He hopes he can paint his
day night by a Hollywood special green leafy costume red in the
effects expert in a Bash of light fall if the Cubs make it to the
and sparks inside a bulletproof World Series.
tank. The stunt was broadcast use
"It's going to be a great year
on television from inside a tent
for
the Cubs. They have the best
at Harry Caray's Restaurant, but
Tannerhauser said. "And
pitching,"
the
some fans who gathered on
that in the fall, I
hoping
I'm
street outside didn't have much
to red to match the (ivy)
change
of a view.
wall as it turns colors. Red means
"All of a sudden it was bang.
World
Series."
bang and it was over. But it's still
who has made no pubBartman,
exciting to be here." said Kim
since issuing an
statements
lic
Hoffman of Hinkley.
October, didn't plan to
in
apology
To celebrate the ball's destrucattend Thursday's event, a family
tion, some fans wore replicas of
friend
said.
the thick, black-framed glasses
final hours, the ball was
its.
In
Cubs'
famous
the
worn by Caray,
broadcaster. Most held up a beer put on display, given a massage
to toast Caray, who died in 1998, and treated to a "last meal" of
and sang "Take Me Out to the steak and lobster, or at least the
Ball Game" just before the ball drinna.
!

$32,300*

Diamond White, 17.000 Miles. Loaded, Stk #GC5483

2002 Ford F150 XLT

$16,995*

15,000 miles, 2 Wheel Drive, Loaded, X-Cab. White, Stk #GT4083A

2002 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT

$17,995*

Blackisilver V-8. auto ,AC, Pit, PNV, TIC, Stk #TC4121A

2002 Dodge Dakota Club SLT $14,986*
White. V-8. auto , NC, PNV, Pt, CD, Local 1 owner Stk #CT328A

2002 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT

$17,995

White, V-8,.auto A/C PV/ Pt T,C Local 1 owner Stk #CT4091A

2002 Toyota Corolla

$10,995*

Silver, Auto/Air. Low miles Stock #TT3362A

2001 Chrysler Concorde LX

$11,995*

Tan, V-8, Auto., P;W, PiL. TIC. Stk. #CT4137A

$8,988

2001 Olds Alero

2 Door Coupe, Burgandy, Good Miles, Loaded. Stk #TC4180B

2001 Chevy Tracker

$11,988*

Loaded. Sunroof. Auto, PiW, P/L. Tilt, Low Miles, Stk #TC4254A

2001 Ford Escape XLT

$14,988*

Black. Loaded. Leather, All Power. Sunroof. Low Miles. Stk #TC42554
X-cab, Red, Auto . Loaded. 37,000 miles Super sharp truck. Stk
#TT4314B

2001 Chevy Monte Carlo SS

$1.4,988*

Power. windows 8. seats. loaded, 43.000 miles. Stk. #GC4t13A

2001 Ford Taurus
Loaded! Low miles Stock #1T4185A

2000 Chevy Silverado
Z71 X-Cab

$16,988*

Black, Loaded, SuPer Sharp, 63.000 Miles. Stk. #GT4329A

2000 Olds Intrigue GL

$13,988*

Leather Roof. All Power, Heated Seats. Spoiler, Chrome Wheels, 1

2000 Ford Expedition XLT

JEFF ROBERSON
Sparks fly moments before a baseball is blown up inside
a clear case Thursday night in Chicago. The baseball was
deflected by a fan during the Chicago Cubs' loss in Game
6 of the 2003 National League championship series against
the Florida Marlins and blown up to help Cubs fans forget
about the loss.

$18,988*

Leather, Sunroof. All Power Dual Air. 4WD, Stk #TT4280B. Silver,
Sharp. Low Miles

1999 Chevy 1500 LS Z71

$11,995*

Tan V-8. Auto PAN P.W. T.C. Stk #CT4028A

1999 Chevy X-Cab

$14,988*

2WD, One Owner Local Trade. White, Loaded, Stk #GT4328A

1999 Ford Taurus SE

$5,995*

Silver, V-6, Auto., NC,P/W, P/L, T/C Stk #CC4038A

1999 Chrysler 300M

$8,988*

Burgandy, sharp. loaded. Stk #GC4081B

1998 Dodge Dakota Sport

$7,995*

Blue. V-6, Auto . NC,Stk #CT4042A

1998 Chrysler Cirrus LXi

$6,995*

Burgandy. V-6, Loaded Leather. Stk #C74163A

1998 Chevy WIT

*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
*MOST ALL CREDIT GRADES
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARDS
*CREDIT CHALLENGES/BANKRUPTCIES
COME BY TODAY AT 632SOUTH 4TH STREET,MURRAY,KY
OR CALL 270-753-7665
Cr
EGLAL HOLSNS
LENDEP
TOLL FREE -246-4093

Lecider&Times file ptict
basketball team
Racer
Jeff Martin, left, a member of the
State Halt
Murray
the
into
inducted
from 1985-89, will be
Bear,
of Fame Saturday, along with fellow inductees Frank
er, Elvis Green, April Horning and Heather Samuel

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
When Murray State inducts its
latest class into the Hall of Fame,
the collection of former Racer legends will not only grow in number, but in stature.
Included in the five-person class
are two coaches who took Racer
athletics to the national stage and
three former athletes who are among
the most celebrated in their respective sports.
MSU will induct former head
coaches, Frank Beamer (football)
and Elvis Green (rifle), as well
as former athletes April Horning
(women's tennis), Jeff Martin
(men's basketball) and Heather
Samuel (women's track) into the
10I-member Hall of Fame during
its annual banquet .on Saturday at
11:30 a.m. in the Murray Room
at the Regional Special Events
Center.
Most notable among this year's
class is Martin. the greatest scorer in the 79-year history of Racer
basketball.
During his four-year career from
1985-89, the Cherry Valley, Ark.,
native scored a school-record 2,484
points. To this day, no Division I
player in Kentucky has scored as
many points as. Martin.
A two-time Ohio Valley Conference player of the year. Martin was an All-OVC first-team
selection as a sophomore. junior
and senior. He led the Racers to
OVC chalgnships in 1988 and
1989.
In 1988. Martin and the Racers recorded the school's only
NCAA Tournament victory when
they knocked of North Carolina
State in a first-round game in Lincoln. Neb.
Following his Racer career. Martin was drafted by the Los Angeles Clippers, where he played two
seasons before being traded to the
Detroit Pistons.
He finished his playing career
with a long and successful basketball career in Europe. Shortly
after his Racer career ended, Martin became just the fifth player in
school history to have his number retired.
Beamer may be known nationally for leading Virginia Tech to
national prominence, but he was
well on his way to leading the
Racer football program to the
national spotlight before he left

RACER BASKETBALL

$6,988*

White, 2W0, Reg Cab Nice dependable truck
Auto V-6, Stk #1T3536A

1998 Olds Achieva

$3,995*

4 Door, Stk. #TC4042A

1998 Ford Explorer

$9,995*

Lady Racers vs. [astern Illinois

$8,995*

Sal, Feb. 28 at 5:15 p.m. at RSf(

$5,750*

(Pregame Senior Recograhons)

2WD Loaded' Stock CT305313

1997 Volvo S90
Blue. Very Clean Vehicle. Stk #CT4031A

1996 Ford F150 Club XL
Green Stk aCT4'''#'*

1995 Mercury Cougar

$4,988*

2 Door Coupe. PAN, PI, TiC, White. Stk #CT3300C.
86,000 Miles

1995 Olds Cutlass Ciera
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Tleursdory • *cores
By The Acsoncleind Press
Boys
Barbotonle 74. Pineville JO
Baleen Co 67 Canton Co 65
IheAcp &UMW 77 Swum KN.o, 41
Bowe Co Si Scoll 44
Elowbon Co GO Reruns Co 57
&own it, Henry Co Se
Callowey Co 59 St lAary 51
ComPhiel Co 79 .tretePorl Cornet Catholic Si,
CAMP* Co 5, Murray 46 OT
Core eloty Crom 62. NewPon 56
Owners Co 72 VIOsier Co 51
fee Caner 54 Bath Co 42
Eel Ridge 67 Phelps 42
Frankln-Sornpson 66 Glasgow 47
Fulton Co 73 Balked Memorial 38
Grant Co 55 Connor 53
Hazard 61 Alen Central St
Leo Some 53. Lou Broom 50
Loa Tates Creek DO Wocellord Co 54
Livingston Centred 98 Chnsien Fellowship 37
Lone Oak 63 Graven Co 61 20T
Nevoporl Cenlral Cadmic 55 Carnperee Co
Oneida Baptist 74 Whaley Co 51
P.m, Co Centr41 82 Este Co 51
Byte SO Lloyd lairmonal 36
Somerset 66 Akencertio 40
Smith Oldham 63 Lou Central 55

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2004

Racers vs. {astern Illinois
Sat., Feb. 28 at 7:15 p.m. at RSfC

$2,995*

(Pregame Senior Recognitions

PostAgame Awards Ceremoni

Auto/Air, Power WIL, Tilt. Cruise Nice! Stock #GC4235A
Disclaimer: 'Sale price includes $64.50 doc fee, taxes & license extra.
Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Comps

Automotive Group Used Cars fi Trucks
2400 E Wood St., Paris 2420 E Wood St., Paris.

UR simPoar
SNOW VV.
TA'( RAcras otwo WEAR
COW 70 ME CAW/
Corporate Sponsor

TICKETS: 762-4895

MSU in 1986 to coach at his alma
mater in Blacksburgh, Va.
From 1981-86, Beamer coached
the Racers to the top of the OVC.
compiling a six-year record ot
23-2 (.646) to rank fourth ill11111Ir
all-time MSU head coaches iii
number of victories.
He wrapped us his stint in Mm
ray by winning the whool's tint.
OVC football title and leading thi.
Racers into the Division I-AA
playoffs for just the second tom
in school history.
During Beamer's tenure. lit coached 17 All-OVC' pettomer
and one All-American.
It's difficult to determine tlui.
greatest women's track and tido
athlete in MSU history. but CI'l
tainly no one was as decorated
sprinter Heather Samuel.
In the early 1990s. Samuel dom
mated the OVC,earning ()V(' I raci
Athlete of the Year in 1992. 199'
and 1994 and All-American lion
ors in '94.
While at MSU. Samuel set IR,
sprint records and won eight indi .
vidual OVC titles in outdoiii
and field in the javelin. 1(8)
and 400-meter dashes.
In addition to her dynamic. NISI
career. Samuel represented ht.
home country of Antigua III lilt
three Olympic games (9.7. .(lr
and '00).
In fact, she carried her ci rn!
try's flag in the opening
monies in all three years. In :!ICNI
Samuel was ranked filth it, th,
world in the 1(8) nretets
competing in the World Athlet,
Championships and World
Championships.
She also won gold. siker am ,
bronze medals at the Central AMC!
ican and Caribbean Games in
'97. '99 and '02.
Of all the outstanding cliai 1
to have led MSU athletic
since 1925. only once coach ha led the Racers to a national ch,o.
pionship: Green.
For the record, the former Ht..
coach led Murray State to t‘k.
NCAA championships.
From 1981-99. Green led Ow
Racer rifle program to nation;il
prominence, resulting in natiraial
championships in 1985 and 1987
and runner-up finishes in 19)0.
and 1988.
During his tenure, which includ
ed six OVC championships. (lreei
coached four Olympians. sty in&
vidual national champions and 5'
All-Americans.
Among the four Olympian
Green. coached was Pat Sputgin
who in 1984 became the first feimil.
shooter to win a gold medal.
Green, a native of Francist
Ala., was named NCAA Coach ,
the year in 1997 and OVC Coa,t
of the Year three times. In ht.
final year in 1999. Green %s
named the National Rifle Ass,.
ation's
Colli
Distinguished
Coach.
When it comes to winning
women's tennis at Murray Slat(
the name at the top of the list
Horning.
Playing for the Racers tr.
1980-84. Horning is the only play
er in school history to win 1181
doubles matches in her career
She led the Racers in doubi.
four straight years with four dit
ferent doubles partners. A mem
her of MSU's OVC championship
team in 1984. Horning was named
All-OVC in 1983 and 1984.
A native of Harrisburg, III
Horning is the only player in MS('
history to obtain 1(X) wins in both
singles and doubles and ranks ii.
the top 10 in singles and double,
wins.
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Board work leads to Racer rout Williams
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Rebounding has been one of
the hallmarks of Murray State basketball for many years.
And the 2003-04 season has
been no different.
The Racers (24-5, 13-2 OVC)
— ranked third in the Ohio Valley Conference in rebounding entering Thursday's play — and league
individual leader Cuthbert Victor
held a huge advantage on the
boards in clubbing rival and shorthanded Southeast Missouri State 7663 last night at the Regional Special Bents Center.
The Indians (11-15, 4-11), ninth
in the 11 -team OVC in rebounding. were without the league's second-leading rebounder — center
Brandon Griffin — due to an
injury, and it showed.
Murray had nearly as many
offensive rebounds (20) as Southeast had total boards (29) in a
one-sided affair under the basket,
which went in the Racers favor
by a 47-29 count. As a result, the
Indians were officially bounced
from .contention for one of the
coveted eight OVC Tournament
slots.
. Victor had 15 of those 47
rebounds and nearly completed
another double-double with nine
points. Three Racers reached double figures, led by Chris Shumate's
14 points on 5-of-10 shooting from
the floor.
SEMO head coach Gary Garner knew his ball club was in for
an uphill battle against a relentless MSU squad that seemingly
pulled down every missed shot.
"Their ability to rebound the
ball was pretty much the story of
the game," Garner said. "We would
not have beaten Murray State
(Thursday) with Brandon Griffin.
But 1 think it may have been a
lot closer if he had played."
The Racers' dominance on the
boards was more or less expected by head coach Mick Cronin.
"You've got to realize that
SEMO was playing short-handed,"
Cronin said. "They're not a great
rebounding team anyway, and then
you take away a guy who led the
league in rebounding last year....
We're supposed to dominate them
like that.
"I'm happy., about it, but that's
something we should have done
anyw ay."
MICHAEL DANN Lea 4o, & Times photo
Cronin, however, was less happy Senior Antione
Whelchel (34) goes in for two of his seven points against the defense of
about what he referred to as "slopSoutheast Missouri's Adam Crader (44) during Thursday's OVC action at the RSEC. Murpiness" during the waning Minutes of the second half, when they ray pounded the Indians on the glass, outrebounding them 47-29 in the 13-point win.
game's outcome had already been titneout to bench Paschel after the all year."
of the first half as the Racers
decided.
incident.
With the exception of those few effectively put the game away with
Senior Kevin Paschel, who is
"We're up 16 late in the game. minutes, the Racers continued to a 16-3 scoring run.
drawing the most minutes at point There's no need to be throwing a fine-tune their machine for the
Murray led 39-23 at the interguard in the absence of injured lob pass like that." Cronin grind of next week's MC 'four- mission and built as much as a
junior Adam Chiles. drew the ire explained. "I thought we played narnent.
27-point cushion (62-35) in the
of Cronin when he unsuccessful- hard for 35 minutes. but we screwed
The Indians stood (tie-to-roe second half before settling for the
ly threw an alley-oop pass to Vic- around for the last five minutes. with MSU for the first 13-plus final I3-point margin.
tor in the final minute of play.
We took some selfish shots and minutes of Thursday's matchup.
The Racers' opponent for their
The Racer head coach called a did some things we haven't done but began to wilt in the final 6:43 first-round OVC Tournament game

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI (11-1S)
Gonner 1-11 4-4 6, Goison 8-15 3-4 19.
Naas 1-1 0-0 3, Prattler 2-5 1-1 5, Winans
6-13 0-0 15, Hale 2-4 0-0 5. Willoughby
0-1 0-0 0. Hence 2-9 3-4 8, Crader 1-1
0-0 2 Totals 23-60 11-13 63.
MURRAY STATE (24-5)
Victor 3-9 3-3 9, Whelchel 2-7 2-2 7. Hornig
4-8 0-0 8. Paschal 1-4 0-0 2, Shumate 510 0-0 14. Akin 1-3 0-0 3, Wog 0-1 0-0
0, Brown 4-10 3-4 11, Jones 3-7 0-0 9.
Witherspoon 6-9 0-0 13 Totals 29-66 8-9
76
Halftime — Murray St 39-23 3-poInt goals
— SE Missoun 6-19 (Winans 3-7, Nelke
1-1. Hale 1-2, Hence 1-5, Willoughby 0-1,
Gonner 0-3), Murray St. 10-23 (Shumate
4-7, Jones 3-7, Witherspoon 1-1, Wheichel
1-2. Akin 1-3, Victor 0-1. Paschel 0-1, Woll
0-1). Fouled out — None Rebounds —
SE Missoun 29 (Goison 6), Murray Si. 47
(Victor 15) Assists — SE Missouri 9
(Gonner 3), Murray St. 18 (Shumate 7).
Total fouls — SE Missouri 10, Murray St.
11 A
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Cronin to
honor Racers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
, Murray State head coach
Mick Cronin has requested that
Racer fans remain in their seats
immediately following Saturday's regular-season finale
against Eastern Illinios.
Carrying over a tradition
from his days as an assistant
coach at Louisville, Cronin will I
hold a brief awards ceremony
to honor the 2003-04 Racer

has still yet SCI be decided with
one league game remaining. However, the picture became somewhat clearer on Thursday with
Samford's 86-70 victory over Tennessee State.
With the loss, TSU dropped
into a tie for seventh place in the
league standings with Jacksonville
State. Both are 6-9 in conference
play heading into a crucial headto-head battle Saturday night in
Alabama.
The winner of that contest will
likely travel to Murray on Tuesday, while the loser appears headed to Clarksville, Tenn., for a
meeting with regular-season champion and top-seeded Austin Peay.
Meanwhile, the Racers will keep
fine-tuning with tomorrow's 7:15
p.m. season finale against lastplace Eastern Illinois (6-20, 4-11).
However, the Racers will again
do it without Chiles, whom Cronin
said will not be available to play
until Tuesday, at the earliest.
"He's been participating in all
of our practices that involve no
contact," noted Cronin. "I want to
make sure that he's fully ready to
play before I put him back out
there. He needs to be in shape
because I think guys get hurt when
they're not in shape."

Lady Racers upset SEMO
Staff Report
Aga'inst Southeast Missouri, the Lady
Murray Ledger & Times
Rac.rs kept it close for much of the
The Murray State Lady Racers contes
outscored visiting Southeast Missouri 19espite leading by as much as six
10 over the last eight minutes and scored points in he first half, Murray found
seven unanswered points down the stretch/ itself behind 27-22 at the halftime break
to secure a 64-59 upset win over the and trailing 44-37 with 12:42 remaining.
Lady Otahkians Thursday night.
But, relying on the strength off senThe win pushed MSU (12-14, 8-7 iors Megan Fuqua, Stacy Holmes and Jenny
OVC) into sole possession of sixth place Bowden, the Lady Racers used a 20-7
in the Ohio Valley Conference standings, run over the next eight minutes to take
one game ahead of Morehead State and a 57-51 lead with 4:25 left.
a game behind fifth-place Eastern KenMSU then got a bucket from Rebectucky.
ca Remington and hit 5-of-6 free throw
The loss dropped SEMO (15-1 I, 10- attempts in the final 2:05 to hold off
5 OVC) into a tie for third place with the Lids Otahkians.
Jacksonville State.
I can't say enough about our three
seniors ihiqua, Holmes and Bowden),"
SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times photo
said Lads Racer head coach Joi Williams.
Junior guard Rebecca Remington
"We challenged them before the game.
(21) beats Southeast Missouri's
I'm so proud of how they came out and
Brandi Russia (22) to the basket kept their poise when SEMO went on
during Thursday's play at the RSEC. their run.

"Jenny Bowden did a good job of
leading the team; that's senior leadership. It was a great team effort. We're
trying to get better every time out.
"This was a big win. SEMO was
ranked No. 1 pre-season, and they are a
very talented team. We did a good job
against them; this show that we can play
with any team in this conference."
Murray State was led by Fuqua's gamehigh 24 points and two steals. Holmes
added 19 points and a team-high nine
rebounds, while Remington put in 16 points
on 7-for-9 shooting from the floor and
had a co-team-high two steals.
Bowden handed out a team-high four
assists, while junior forward Kaleena Miller
had eight rebounds.
SEMO was paced by 14 points from
Kenja White. Chandra Brown added a
double-double with 12 points and a gamehigh 11 rebounds, while Yashika Sidbury
had 12 points.

Lakers finish regular season by downing St. Mary
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH. Ky. — Terry Adams
torched the St. Mary defense for
30 points as the Calloway County Lakers closed out the 2003-04
regular season with a 59-51 win
oser the Vikings Thursday night.
As an added bonus, the Lakers

notched their 20th win, something
they've only been able to do four
times in the school's history.
Head coach Terry Birdsong
called the win a nice touch on a
season in which expectations were
exceeded for a team who played
16 road games.
"I had a lot of faith in these

guys. and It's a nice way to end
the regular season," Birdsong said.
"Anymore. there just isn't any
room for error. But these group
of seniors had a 21-win year as
sophomores and 19 wins as juniors, so I knew what they were
capable of."
Adams. who drained four first

half 3-pointers, was helped out in
the scoring department by Aitor
Salinas and Seth Barrow. who each
tallied nine points. Logan Walker
dumped in four points and Roger
Jones had three, while Cody White
finished with two points.
After taking a 13-10 lead in
the first quarter. Calloway stormed

out to a 30-18 halftime advantage.
St. Mary pulled to within nine
at the end of the third period,
trailing the Lakers 44-35. But the
Vikings couldn't overcome a 12point deficit in the final minutes.
Chris Miller led St. Mary with
16 points, while Gabriel Shaw
added 15.

to miss
start of
season
By The Associated Press
Kenny Lofton won't change his
approach with the New York Yankees now that Bernie Williams is
out after having his appendix
removed.
"I came into spring training
expecting to play center field and
DH," Lofton said Thursday. "My
preparation is going to be the
same."
Lofton, signed as a free agent
and expected to challenge Williams
for the starting job in center field,
will not have competition at the
position at least for the start of
the season.
Williams'
appendix
was
removed Thursday, and manager Joe Torre
said the center
fielder
most
likely will miss
opening day.
"It would be
Williams
a long shot for
him to start the season," Torre
said. "It will probably put him
back three weeks. I think in three
weeks he can probably get in the
'flow of things. It wouldn't be fair
to rush him as-bats and all that
stuff."
"
Williams, New York's regular
center fielder since 1992, began
experiencing discomfort Wednesday night.
"I'm very sorry for Bernie
because he came in such great shape
and worked so hard," Yankees
owner George Steinbrenner said
in Tampa, Fla. "He's a very integral part of this team. I know
Bernie. He'll fight through it and
be back quicker than everybody
thinks. He'll be back full burn-

Also, New York released third
baseman Aaron Boone, who hurt
a knee in a pickup basketball
game on Jan. 16 and will miss
most or all of the season. The
injury set the stage for the Yankees to acquire Alex Rodriguez
from Texas last week. Boone, an'
NL All-Star last season before being
traded to New York, becomes a.
free agent.
New York says he is entitled
to just 30 days of termination pay,
which comes to $917,553 over
the Yankees' 188-day season. The
move cuts the active payroll to
$180.9 million.
"I know I'll be back 100 percent next year for the season,"
Boone told The Associated Press
from his home in Newport Beach,
Calif., where he's already begun
physical therapy on the knee. "That
is ultimately my goal. Now with
that said, I expect that I will be :
playing late in this season."
In Peoria, Ariz., Ryan Kleskti
reported to camp with a healthY
right shoulder and a new position
— a new old position.
Due to another offseason reshuffling by the San Diego Padres,
Klesko will move from first base,
his spot for the last four seasons,
to left field.
"Obviously, my first choice
would have been to stay at first,"
Klesko said. "But when it comes
down to it, I want to do what's
best for the team and I want to
win. So if that comes down to
me playing catcher. I'll do it."
Klesko had season-ending shoulder surgery on his right shouldet
Sept. 4 and hopes to rebound from
a career-low .252 batting average.
He'll play left field — a position he played for five seasons
in Atlanta — and Brian Giles will
go to right. Phil Nevin, who dislocated his shoulder last spring
while trying to play the outfield,
will take over at first base.
In Vero Beach, Fla., Los Angeles Dodgers second baseman Alex
Cora remained uncertain he will.
be able to participate in any exhibition games after breaking his right
forearm playing winter ball.
"We're hoping to get the range
of motion back first," said Cora,
who had surgery Jan. 30. "That's
the first step."
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Panthers suffer through lost year

OVC Standings
OMC
Austin Pesy

15-0
13-2
9-6
8-7
7-8
7-9
6-9
6-9
4-11
4-11
4-11

ikurray sone

184
244
14-12
13-13
13-13
12-15
13-13
7-19
11-15
9-18
6-20

Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Corniced
isclusonvIll• State
Tennuses State
Southeast Missouri
Tenn. Martin
Eastern Illinois
Thursday, Feb. 26
Samford 86, Samford 70
Murray Stets 76, Southeast Mo. 63
Tenn.-Martin 77 Eastern Illinois 73
Saturday, Feb. 26
SEMO at Tennessee-Martin — 6 p.m.
Eastern IN. at Murray St. — 7:15 p.m.
Eastern Ky. at Austin Peay — 7:30 p.m.
Tenn. St. at Jacksonville St. — 7:30 p.m.
Morehead St at Tenn Tech — 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 2
OVC Tournament — First Round

Panthers
At A
Glance
Eastern Illinois kept its postseason hopes alive last week with a
split of its OVC action. The Pan,"thers, who lost an 81-72 non-con:ference decision to Division II Florida Gulf Coast on Feb. 16, upset
' Morehead State (78-59) before
falling to Eastern Kentucky (7187). Sophomore guard Josh
'Gomes averaged 20.5 ppg. and
6.0 rpg. in the two OVC contests.... Senior forward/center
Jesse Mackinson sits just eight
points shy of 1,000 for his career....
The Panthers have lost 11 of their
last 12 road games.... After hitting a total of eight 3-pointers and
averaging 17 ppg. against FGC
and Morehead State, junior guard
Emannuel Dildy was limited to
one FG attempt and no points
against EKU.... Tied for ninth place
in the standings entering this week's
play, EIU could miss its first OVC
Tournament since joining the league
before the 1996-97 season.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
In many respects, the 200304 campaign has represented a
lost season for the Eastern Illinois Panthers.
Entering Thursday night's play
at Tennessee-Martin, the Panthers
(6-19, 4-10 OVC) were battling
depleted
the
Skyhawks (8-18,
3-11) to stay out
of the cellar of
the Ohio Valley
Conference
standings.
A good portion of the Panthers' struggles
this season have
Samuels
come on the
offensive end of the court, where
they rank eighth in the league in
scoring at just 69 points per game.
Furthermore, no EIU player
ranks in the Top 10 of any of
the OVC's six major statistical
categories. The Panthers' top scorer — sophomore guard Josh Gomes
— averages just 13.7 points per
game. Junior forward Aaron Patterson, a junior-college transfer, is
the only other Eastern Illinois player averaging in double figures at
10.0 ppg.
The Panthers' offensive woes can
be traced to the loss of former
All-OVC selection Henry Dornercant, who averaged 27.9 ppg. during his senior year of 2002-03, when
EIU finished 14-15 overall and 97 in conference play.
Eastern Illinois also ranks eighth
in the league on the defensive end
of the floor, allowing its opponents an average of 74.5 points
per contest.
Those statistics wouldn't appear
to bode well for the Panthers as
they enter their regular-season finale
on Saturday night against secondplace Murray State, which drilled
them 85-67 back on Feb. 5 in
Charleston, Ill.

Panthers.OuldW-„Ftlidtt
Charleston, III
Location
1895
Founded
11.163
Enrollment
Blue .5 Gray
Cobra
Lantz Arena/5,300
Arena
Louis V. Hencken
President
Director of Ath...Dr. Richard McDuttfie
6-19
2003-04 Record
4-10 (10th)
2003-04 OVC Record
6/6
Letterwinners Returning/Lost
2/3
Starters Returning/Lost
Statistical Leaders:

Ham
J
A.
J.
J
E.

ens. Piss. Ass.

13.7
Gomes. G
Patterson, F 10.0
Mackinson. C 9.7
8.1
Wnght, G
7.5
Dildy, G

3.5
45
5.2
3.1
1.5

1.8
1.0
1.0
2.3
2.2

In that game, the Racers, who
lead the league in scoring (81.0
ppg.), jumped all over EIU in the
first half and led 51-22 at the
halftime break. MSU shot 59 percent (32-of-54) from the field and
held the Panthers to just 39 percent (28-of-7 1) shooting.
Senior Chris Shumate paced
four Racers in double figures with
20 points on 7-of-10 shooting.
Jake Sinclair led Eastern Illinois
with 16 points.
Dating back to the 2001-02 season, Murray has now won six
straight games over the Panthers,
including two straight victories in
the OVC Tournament.
The Racers knocked off EIU
74-63 last March in the opening
mind of the tournament before
falling to Austin Peay in overtime
in the semifinal round.
The year before, MSU pounded the Panthers — again in the
first round — by a score of 10356 on its way to the OVC Tournament crown.

SCOTT ti4At.NEY Ledger 8. Times photo

Junior point guard Adam Chiles, shown here in a game
earlier this year, has not played since a Feb. 14 loss at
OVC archrival Austin Peay. There is no certainty the 6-toot,
190-pounder will play in another game this year. However,
the Racers and head coach Mick Cronin would like to get
Chiles some work before postseason play begins Tuesday.

Around
Samford 86,
Tennessee St. 70
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
— Eddie Harper scored a careerhigh 27 points and went 9for-12 from the floor to help
Samford beat Tennessee State
86-70 Thursday night.
J. Robert Merritt scored 11
points and grabbed a career-high
11 rebounds for the Bulldogs
(12-15, 7-9 Ohio Valley Conference).
Roshaun Bowens led Tennessee State (7-19, 6-9) with
23 points and seven rebounds.
Samford broke the game
open with a 26-5 run early in
the first half and was up 4023 at halftime. The Bulldogs
extended the lead to 25 points
in the second half.
Samford out-rebounded the
Tigers 40-26 and made 13-of16 free throws.
Tenn.-Martin 77,
E. Illinois 73
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) —
Jared Newson had 18 points
and nine rebounds to lead Tennessee-Martin to a 77-73 victory Thursday night over Eastern Illinois.
Tyler George added 17 points
and Jeremy Kelly 11 as the
Skyhawks (9-18, 4-11 Ohio
Valley Conference) held off a
late rally by the Panthers.
Aaron Patterson led Eastern
Illinois (6-20, 4-11) with 14
points. Jesse Mackinson and
Josh Gomes both had 10 points
for the Panthers.
The Skyhawks shot 37 freethrow attempts to just 16 for
Easters; Illinois, making nine
more. The Panthers were whistled for 29 personal fouls to
15 for Tennessee-Martin.

AFTER TUE GAME CTOP

RESTAURANT

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

1

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

CALENDAR OF SPECIALS
Shoot For Yor FREE - I resh Baked 1)ailyoh
h obbler 1,trreci
Appetizer Al Day Long

B.B.Q.• RIBS • BURGERS
Located Off 16th St. Ext. & Hwy. 121 North • Murray
Just Down From The RSEC

TIMELESS QUALITY:

GRANITE

\ontila Bean I.

COUNTERTOPS
Shoot for a Free Appetizer
0

ANY LARGE PIZZA

5-7 p.m., Mon.-Sat. &
All Day Sunday

Good Luck
Racers!
patele

Amee

*GRANITE COUNTERTOPS
*HOME & GARDEN GRANITE PRODUCTS
FREE ESTIMATES • MEASURING • COMPLETE INSTALLATION

Jerry Adorns • David Edwards

Keepsake Monuments,Inc.

Bucket of Bones Check Out Nick's

specialty Pizzas
Or Build Your Own

St Louis Sep4e B80 Ribs, sloe cooked doily
lot hdl-off-the bone tenderness
Tr A
NICK'S KNOWS BURGERS
Rib, 'N Buffalo Shrimp
1/2 Pound • 3/4 Pound
000.°1
The Big Pounder (Orriv if vow dare,
Ribs 'N Pesi-N-Est Shrimp
Firehous.n' or 9,8°. Rib: 'N BBQ Chickso • Seifesi Combo
can.'Ca
lub
Mushroom
WIlini
"
..

If you thought you
couldn't afford the best,
let us give you an estimate.

3812 Hwy.641 North (next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

762-0022

270-759-1333
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RIC FRANCIS/AP Photo
Mel Gibson, left, director, co-writer and producer of the new movie The Passion of the
Christ",
appears on the Late Show with Jay Leno Thursday, in Burbank, Calif. The film
opened
Wednesday.

Mel Gibson defends his 'Passion'
on 'The Tonight Show'
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Mel.Gibson said Thursday
that his film "The Passion of the Christ" was unfairly
prejudged for a year before its release — but he forgives
his critics.
Gibson told Jay Leno on NBC's "The Tonight Show"
that he would try to adopt a loving attitude "even for
those who persecute you."
"For a year. it's been nothing but nasty editorials and
name-calling," he said.
The movie, which grossed $23.6 million on its openmg,day Wednesday. is based on Gospel accounts of the
last hours of the life of JeSus. Some have praised
(;ibson's commitment to his subject while others have
called the movie excessively bloody;obsessed with cruel() and unfair in its portrayal of Jews.
Gibson acknowledged the movie is violent and said it
was R-rated for a reason.
"The Bible is R-rated. I mean, look at that book.
....
That's a hot book." he joked.

But he noted that many other films were violent, mentioning "Kill Bill: Vol 1," the Quentin Tarantino martial
arts bloodbath.
"Why am I being picked on for this? There's far more
violent movies," he said.
Gibson alleged that a copy of the script was obtained
"nefariously" before the film was completed, leading to
"all these accusations .of anti-Semitism," which he
denied.
"That's not what the film's about," he said.-It's about
tolerance."
Gibson said he never considered changing the script
because of protests.
"I don't know any director, any artist who would bow
to this kind of pressure. It's un-American," he said.
In his opening monologue, Leno joked that the
movie', which cost Gibson $30 million to make, was
doing so well that "there's now talk of turning it into a
book."

Kerry,Edwards find more common
ground than differences in debate
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Democratic presidential rivals
John Kerry and John Edwards
sparred over .trade, the death
penalty and who has the best
chance of defeating President
Bush in November. But days
before a 10-state showdown the
two found common ground in
opposing gay marriages along with
Bush's request to make them
unconstitutional.
Edwards had hoped Thursday
night's debate would help emphasize differences in an attempt to
gals anize support and narrow the
large gap with the front-running
• Kerry.
"I know he's looking for some
differences because you need
them," Kerry chided Edwards at
one point.
Both took nearly identical positions on the gay-marriage issue —
voicing personal opposition but
saying it should he left for states to
decide rather than be banned by a
constitutional amendment. as Bush
called for this week.
On the day that celebrity Rosie
O'Donnell was married in San
Francisco to her longtime girlfriend, Kerry and Edwards both
sharply criticized Bush's call for a
constitutional amendment.
"Hes doing this because he's in
(political) trouble. ... He's playing
politics with the Constitution of
the United States." said Kerry.
"This is clearly nothing but politics.' said Edwards.
Long-shot Al Sharpton; who
along with Dennis Kucinich
shared the debate stage, accused
Bash of-gay baiting. ..: The issue
is not who you go to bed with. The
iskue is whether either of you have
a job when you get up in the morning."
Both Kerry and Edwards were
campaigning Friday in some of the
10 states with Democratic contests
on what is known as 'Super
Tuesday. Kerry was giving a
speech in Los Angeles on terrorism and national security before a
trip to Oakland. Calif. Edwards
was headed to St. Paul, Minn., *to
meet voters.
Together, next week's primaries
and caucuses, stretching from New
England to California, offer 1,151
delegates — more than half Of the
2.162 delegates needed to clinch
the nomination.
Kerry went into the debate with
686 delegates in The Associated
Press count, compared to 206 for

(

SUPER SANWA/
'04 TACOMA 4X2
Regular Cab , 5-Speed ,A/C
Stk #4Z3074 I 9

MSRP $14,041
Sale Price $13,099
Rebate $1,500
Rebate Coupon - 750

TOTAL

Cantrys, Corollas,
Matrixs,
Highlanders
& 7Undras

I 0,849**

'04 COROLLA CE

'04 CAMRY LE

Pwr. Door Locks , CD Player ,Auto
Stk #400529I9

Pwr. Seat , Keyless Entry ,CD/Cass.,Cruise
Stk #4U859744

MSRP

$15,407

MSRP

Sale Price $14,747
Rebate Coupon -

TOTAL
MARK J TERRILL AP Photo
John Edwards. left, and John Kerry talk face to face during a
Democratic presidential hopefuls debate at Southern California
University in Los Angeles, Thursday.
Edwards, and set his sights on
securing the nomination Tuesday.
Edwards • hopes for a comeback to
keep his campaign alive.
"Are you ready to go out and do
what we have to do next
Tuesday?" Kerry told supporters at
a party after the debate. "Don'4
believe the polls. Don't ever let
anyone put a label on me."
Kerry was joined by former
California Gov. Gray Davis, who
announced that he was endqrsing
his fellow Vietnam veteran. "I am
ready to enlist in the Kerry Army,"
Davis said.
In the debate. Kerry and
Edwards sparred over who has the
hest chance of defeating Bush in
the fall.
Asked if Kerry could connect
with Americans, Edwards said: "I
think it depends on what is happening in the country at the
moment. I know (can."
Edwards, as he does repeatedly
on the stump, emphasized his
humble origins as the son of a textile mill worker tossed out of work
when the factory closed, compared
to Kerry's relatively affluent
upbringing.
"He's a good man ... he'd make
a good president. But we come
from different places." Edwards
said.
In response. Kerry said: "I think
John has run a terrific campaign. I
appreciate completely where John
has come from. I've had experi-

ences that John hasn't had. We all
bring to the table our life."
To a question about whether the
death penalty was justified for a
child killer. Kerry said his instinct
"is to want to strangle that person
with my own hands." But the former prosecutor said he favors the
death penalty only for terrorism
cases.
Edwards said some crimes
"deserve the ultimate punishment"
and cited as an example the killers
of James Byrd, a black man who
was dragged to,death from a pickup truck in 1998 in Texas.
At one point, debate moderator
Larry King of CNN asked
Kucinich,"Why are you here?"
"I'm offering some substantive
change in this country," 'said
Kucinich. He said he did not
intend to leave the race.
Edwards conceded Kerry's
•ddminance of the race so far;
Kerry has won 18 of the 20
Democratic contests. But Edwards
said that in primaries where
Republicans and independents can
vote, they were voting for him.
Kerry disputed that and noted
his wins in Tennessee and Virginia,
two Southern states Edwards had
hoped to win.
Edwards sought to portray himself as tougher on trade and protecting jobs and suggested that,
unlike Kerry, he doesn't take campaign
contributions
from
Washington lobbyists.

$20,574

Sale Price $18,899

750

Rebate Coupon -
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'04 SOLARA SE V-6
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Worship

SECTIONB
Friday, February 27, 2004
In our

ChurchBulletins
have
Various
churches
released information concerning
their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
Coldwater Church of Christ:
• Richard Guilt, minister, will speak
about "Those Wedding Vows You
from
with
Take"
scripture
Ecclesiastes 5:2, 4, 5 at the 10:15
a.m. worship service. A worship—in
song will be at the 6 p.m. service.
Song leaders will be men of the
congregation. A fellowship with finger-foods will follow the song service.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis
Norvell, pastor, will speak about
"How to Be a Good Witness" with
scripture from Acts 20:1-21 at the
8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services.
The 6 p.m. worship service will
include a program, "Focus on
Women's Ministries." The ladies
will share in testimony and song.
The Ladies Choir will sing "Circle
of Friends" with solos by -Tracey
Kelly, Amy Futrell, Stacey Arnold
and Stephanie Phillips. Jennifer
Wilson will lead the music service.
Pastor Norvell will speak about "A
Real Woman" with scripture from
Titus 2:3-5 at the 6 p.m. service.
Accompanists are Hazel Brandon,
Susan Reynolds and Carol Kelly.
Sunday School for all ages will be
at 10 p.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor, will
speak about "Let the Church Bells
from
with
Ring"
scripture
Ephesians 1:22-23 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Dr. Pamela
Wurgler is minister of music with
Joan Bowker as organist. The
Handbell Choir will play "Victory in
Jesus" and "They Shall Soar Like
Eagles," accompanied by Heather
Karen
Waters, flutist, and
O'Daniel, violinist. Jennifer Riley
will speak about "God's Happy
Meal" for the children's moments.
Acolytes will be Alex Bloodworth
and Alexis Lowderrmilk. Church
School will be at 9:50 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Dr. Jim
Simmons, pastor, will speak at the
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. His morning
subject will be "Honor and Love on
the Home Front" with scripture
from Exodus 20. Paul. Adams is
music director with Kathy Thweatt

and Misty Williams as accompa- be at 10 a.m.
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
nists. Michelle Paschall will sing a
solo, "In Christ Alone" and the Ann Marie Montgomery, co-pastor,
Younger & Older Children's Choir will speak about "Can We Drink
will sing at the 10:50 service. This Cup?" with scripture from
Assisting will be Dale Thomason Luke 4:1-13 at the 10:45 a.m. worand Mark Cohoon. Sunday School ship service. Margaret Boone is
choir director with Lee Kern as
will be at 9:40 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of pianist. The anthem will be "Be
Christ: John Dale, pulpit minister, Present At Our Table Lord."
will speak about "The Passion of Deanna Wolf will give the Minute
the Christ - More Than A Movie" for Mission. Assisting will be the
with scripture from Luke 23:32-49 Rev. David M. Montgomery, liturat the 9 a.m. worship service and gist, and Terry, Robin and Ian
about "I'll Live for Him Who Died Holmes, ushers. Sunday School
for Me" with scripture from will be at 9:30 a.m., Korean
Galatians 2:17-20 at the 6 p.m. Worship at 4 p.m. and Youth meetworship service. Jerald Sykes will ing at 6 p.m.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
direct the song service. Assisting
will be Justin Gibbs, Tommy Smith, Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
Todd Bohannon, Jeff Lewis, about "The Passion of the Christ"
James Gibson, Wesley Burns and with scripture from Matthew 27:36
Jonathan Lewis. A short worship at the 10:30 a.m. worship service
service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible and about "The Greatest Life Is the
classes at 10:15 a.m. Other minis- Obedient Life" with scripture from
ters are Garry Evans, Alan Martin Deuteronomy 11:26-33 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott
and Nick Hutchens.
West Fork Baptist: The Rev. is minister of music. The choir will
Wayne Carter, pastor, will speak at sing "Celebrate the Lord" featuring
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship One Voice who will also sing a
services. His morning subject will special number at the morning
be "It Would Take A Miracle" with hour. G.A. Ward will present spescripture from John 11..34-44 when cial music at the evening hour.
he will also conduct Children's Assisting will be John Yezerski and
Church. Henry Nance is music David Heathcott. Eric Miracle is
director with Cyndy Satterwhite minister of students and Lisa
and Janet Arnold as accompa- White is minister of children.
nists. Allie Nance will sing a solo at Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
University Church of Christ:
hour. Nathan
the
morning
Williams, youth minister, will Charley Bazzell, minister, will
assist. Sunday School with Phillip speak about "In the Hands of
Bazzel as superintendent will be at Jesus" with scripture from John
6:1-13 at the 10 a.m. worship serv10 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev. ice. Richard Youngblood, minister,
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will speak will speak about "The Not Ready
about "The Lord Brought Us Out of for Prime Time Disciples" with
scripture from scripture from Luke 9 at the 6 p.m.
Egypt" with
Deuteronomy 26:5-10 at the 10:30 worship service. Assisting will be
a.m. Holy Communion worship Hampton Brooks, Randy Dunn
Danny
McCrory.
Jim
service. George Friebel will serve and
as elder. Sunday School/Adult Claiborne is worship leader and
Bible Class will be at 9 a.m. and Roy Hawkins is youth minister.
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
social hour at 9:45 a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Dr. Paul E. McWherter, pastor, will Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will
speak about "Broken and Contrite" speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
with scripture from Psalm 34:18 at worship services. Jason Carroll is
the 11 a.m. worship service and minister of youth. Oneida White
about 'The Government and the and Dean Stephenson are accomChurches" with scripture from I panists. The choir will sing "0
Timothy 2:1-4 at the 6 p.m. wor- Worship the King" at the morning
ship service. Sunday School will hour and "Come, Thou Almighty

King" at the evening hour when the
ordinance of The Lord's Supper
will be observed. Assisting will be
Brice Ratterree, Kevin Phillips,
Lincoln Rowe and Roger Fox as
ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Prayer meeting at
5:30 p.m.
North
Grove
Pleasant
Cumberland Presbyterian: The
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will
The
speak
about "Sorting
Treasures" with scripture from
Matthew 13:31-33, 44-52 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Jim Cain will
have the children's time. The choir
will sing "The Family of God" with
David Bogard as music director
and Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Ray,
pastor, will speak about "The
Treasure Principle" at the 8:30 and
10:55 a.m. worship services. Mike
Crook is minister of music with
Lisa Ray and Margaret Wilkins as
accompanists, along with members of the Praise Worship Group.
The sanctuary choir will sing "Be
Strong in the Lord" and "A Towel
and a Bowl" with Dottie Kraemer
as soloist at the 10:55 service.
Vickie Travis, follow-up director,
will give her testimony on
Experiencing the Journey, and
Joetta Kelly, minister of preschool/children, will give the children's sermon at both morning
services. Assisting will be Mark
Roberts, Scott Winkler and Tom
Christensen. The Youth will lead
the 6 p.m. worship service. Other
ministers are Terry Garvin and
Boyd Smith. Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and a contemporary
praise and worship service for college students will be at 8 p.m. at
the University building across the
street from the church.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist: The Rev, Scott Alford,
pastor, will speak a the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Assisting will be
Delaney
and
Clark
Darrel
Aldderson, acolytes, along with
Michelle Osborne and members of
the United Methodist Youth
Fellowship.
America's Church of God:
Pastor Allen L. Waid will speak at
services at 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center.

ghnuts on Sunda
No dou
begin
adultery
"So v. hat do we do?" she said. "We eat."
While the Bible frequently condemns gluttony.
Marshall said, "it just appears to be a more
acceptable vice."
A 1998 study by Purdue University sociologist
Kenneth Ferraro concluded that church members
were more likely to be overweight than other peoBy BOBBY ROSS JR.
ple.
Associated Press Writer
Ferraro analyzed public
GRAPEVINE, Texas (AP) — At one time, records and surveys
Sunday morning worshippers at Fellowship involving more than
Church satisfied their spiritual hunger with God 3,600 people. Broken
and the Bible — and their physical appetite with down by religious
Krispy Kreme doughnuts.
Southern
groups,
Then pastor Ed Young preached a sermon Baptists were heaviest,
series on the biblical principle of the body as the while Jews, Muslims
temple of the Holy Spirit.
and Buddhists were less
"People loved the Krispy Kremes, but the likely to be overweight.
more we started thinking about this, we were say"In many respects, a
ing,'We can't talk about this on the one hand and lot of the Christian relion the other hand have all these doughnuts." said gions, especially the funYoung. whose I8,000-member suburban Dallas damentalists, just have
church increasingly touts healthy eating and not made the connecphysical fitness.
tion yet that you
In the Bible Belt, fried-chicken fellowships can dig a grave
and potbellied pastors are as much a part of the with a fork,"
culture as NASCAR races and sentences that start Ferraro said.
with "Y'all." Churches traditionally have not
That's
worried much about waistlines.
readily
As Autumn Marshall, a nutritionist at Church acknowlof Christ-affiliated Lipscomb University in edged in
Nashville, Tenn.. explained, most evangelical "High
Christians don't drink, smoke, curse or commit Calling,

Churches
to confront
nutrition, fitness

Life Boat
Life Preserve'
Life Insurance
There are some things
that you don't think you'll
ever need. But forgetting
them can be costly!

High Anxiety," a nev book by the Rev. 0.S.
Hawkins, president and CEO of the Southern
Baptist Convention Annuity Board in Dallas.
That board administers the medical and retirement plans for the denomination's pastors.
The top two medical claims paid by the
denomination's health insurance program in 2002
were for ailments such as back problems and high
blood pressure, often the results of obesity or
a sedentary lifestyle.
"It seems the secular community is sounding the alarm over the evils of obesity, but
Christian churches do not seem to have heard
the message," Hawkins wrote.
He cited denominational statistics that
showed 75 percent of Baptist pastors eat fried
foods at least four nights a week and 40 percent
snack two or more times a day on cookies, chips
or candy.
"We're pretty good at avoiding alcohol and
tobacco, but 25 percent of us drink six or more
cups of coffee a day," Hawkins wrote. "Baptists
definitely hold the heavyweight title in ministry."
The Rev. Byron McWilliams once fit that
hill. Two years ago, when he weighed 260

See Page 3B

Black History program
will be at Mt. Horeb Church

Dr. Debbie Owens, professor at Murray State University, will be the featured speaker at the Black History Week program on Sunday. Feb. 29, at 3
p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Walnut and North Third Streets.
Murray.
The theme will be "Family Unity." Special music will be by the group,
Voices of Praise, and the Male Chorus of St. John Missionary Baptist
Church. This special program is being sponsored by the Murray Chapter of
National Association of Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
Refreshments will be served. The public is invited.

Post-Prison Ministry
program is scheduled
Plans are being made for Manny Mill of Koinonia House International
Ministries to come to Murray to challenge and equip the churches of the
community in strategies for effective post-prison ministry. This special program is scheduled for Saturday, May 22. The place and time will be
announced later.
Mill will be featured in the radio program of "Focus on the Family" on
the Hardin Christian Radio Stations on Thursday, March II. This will be at
noon and 7 p.m. on WVHM, 10:30 a.m. on WTRT, and I() a.m. on WAAJ.

Green Plain Church
to sponsor programs

Green Plain Church of Christ will sponsor a nev. television show.
"Searching the Scriptures," according to Andy Erwin, church .minister. Thc
show will be shown Monday at 6:30 p.m. on Channel 19. Charter: on
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. on Channel 15, Murray Electric, and on Sunday at
7:30 a.m. on Channel 24, UPN the Beat.
For more information call 492-8206.

Local church wanting
to start sports team

First Christian Church is wanting to start a co-ed adult baseball/softball
team and would like to hear from other area churches with existing team about setting up a late summer schedule.
Persons are asked to call Laura Lee at the church office. 753-3824

Episcopal missionaries not
hindered by bishop backlash
AUSTIN,Texas(AP)— They're
headed to Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Middle East to
work with street children, build
shelters for the fibriNeless and help
communities
AIDS-stricken
improve medical care.
But while a world away, these
aspiring Episcopal missionaries
know that the struggle at home over
the U.S. church's acceptance of an
openly gay bishop will follow them.
The consecration of V. Gene
Robinson as bishop of New
Hampshire has divided the worldwide Anglican Communion, of
which the 2.3 million-member
Episcopal Church is the U.S.
branch.
Most Anglican groups outside
the United States oppose the ordination of gay clergy. After Robinson's
consecration three months ago,
overseas bishops who said they represented 50 million of the world's
77 million Anglicans jointly
announced that they were in a "state
of impaired communion" with the
Episcopal Church — a step short of
declaring a full schism.
Despite that outcry, no province
or bishop has asked the Episcopal
Church tO recall missionaries or stop

Worship with us in the traditional Angli'unil'.1'i"' paliari vs as

Sundays at 9:00 a.m.
Communion on the first Wednesdav
of the month at 7:30 p.m.
Call(270) 527-8202 for more information
Christopher Seddon. 1 icor
1214 Mayfield Highway (Just off the 64! four %si”, )• Benton. 10

invites everyone to join

Green Plain
Church of
Christ
'Searching the
Scriptures"

Bishop Bob Spain
during his study "Revisiting Old Wells."

presents

Ryan Edwards

Thursday at 6:30
on Murray Electric Channel 15

211 Maple St.
Murray, KY

Sunday at 7:30 am
on UPN the Beat Channel 24

All Ave Welcome

Keep'

'Long Term Care 'Annuities
*Life Insurance

753-2007

-

•See Page 3B

ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH

Please join us on
Wednesday evenings
March 3rd, 10th and 17th
at 7:00 p.m.
2nd floor of the
Christian Life Center
503 Maple St.

he Company You

sending new ones, said Rev. Jane
Butterfield, the denomination's
director of mission personnel and a
former missionary to Zimbabwe.
More than 90 Episcopal mission'aries serve at
the invitation of
Anglican leaders in 29 countries — including many that
opposed
Robinson',
appointment.
"Disagreements over sexuality take a back
Robinson
seat to the more
pressing realities of civil war. pov erty, malaria and HIV/AIDS, and the
need to develop educational and
economic structures to sustain and
deepen rapid church grow 'h."
Butterfield said.
But the Rev. Todd Vv'etiel, e ecufive director of Dallas-based
Anglicans United, a conservative
group that opposes what it calls the
Episcopal Church's "theological and
moral decay," believes the damage
has been done.

First United Methodist Church

a TV Bible Study

dllhi••••IP••••••••.•• Aft

•

CIIURCHES

Monday at 6:30 p.m.
on Charter Channel 19

Bishop Bob Spain

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 492-8206
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Directory of Churches
Friday, February
ADVENTISTS

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 9:00 •.m
Worship
Sat. 1015 a.m.
Sabbath School

ANGL1CJUI
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Highway, Benton. KY 42025
270-527-5002
900•in
Serv irs.
of a. h month 7 30 p in
1st
W.-.1
hioo-t
Fiii

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
10 30 a m
SoridaN Morning Worship
600 p m
Sunday Evening WorshM
7 00 p m
Wednesday Bible Study

Barns".
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
EYrining Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
SlIfiliAV School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m
( hori h Training
7 p.m_
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Schirirl
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
600 p.m.
Ei.ening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 p.m.
Wednesday Sen.10.00 •.m.
Sunday. St hood
11.00 a.m.
Worship Service
6 00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
900 a.m.
Surf iy S. hool
10 00 a.m & 600 p.m.
Worship
5.00 pm.
DIM ipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1100 am.
Mormog Wor-41-up
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
F.IILST BAPTIST
9 45 a m
Saida) Sh.I
i430& 10 55 am &6pm
Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
645 p.m
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
hisii930a m
Sonihis
10 45a m.
Worship
t:ItAt'E BAPTIST
9.30 a ni
Sunday School
1045 am. & 6 p m

Worship

EASTISIM HI BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a m
Sunday S.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m & 600 pro
7.00 pm.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8. 915 & 10 30 a m.
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10130 a.m.
Sun Scbools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Woriihip
7 p.m.
WW1 Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
9.30 a m.
Sunday School
10 30 m & 6.30 p m.
Worship
5.30 p m.
Church Training
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am & 6 p m.
WorshirrSerVieP
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11.00 a.m.
Morniog Worship
6 30 p m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTERWSSIONARY BAPTIST
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 am & 600 p m.
Preaching
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
7.00 pm.
day Worship
,
Welirw
LOCUST GROVE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School .
11 am. & 6 p m.
Morning Worship
700 pm
Wednesday Worship,
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2.00 p m.
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
:iril Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.30 a in.
Sunday School
11.00• m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
1000 a m
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Since there is a finite human
limit to the amount of forgiveness most people possess, we
may not be emotionally able
to forgive someone for a particular offense more than once
or twice. And, we may rightly
believe if someone continues
to hurt us that we simply must
walk away as a means of selfpreservation. After all, this is
only human. Furthermore, we
may run the risk of hurting our
loved ones when we forgive
those who wronged them. But God's answer to the
question is concerning how many times we should
forgive someone is that we should forgive our brother
not once, or even seven times, but seventy times
seven times. This means that there should he no end
to our forgiveness. Consider the prophet Hosea. His
wife Gomer was unfaithful to him and was basically a
harlot. And yet Hosea forgave her, and when she was
in the process of being sold as a slave by her most
recent lover, Hosea bought her at great expense and
took her back to his home, forgiving her for her
infidelity, just as God forgives us for ours.

NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p m.
Worship
OAK GROVE
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a m & 7 p m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
1000 a m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
600 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 845 am & 11 am &6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday
SCCYITS GROVE
945 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship Service
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p m.-I0 p.m.
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
11.00 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 630 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m & 7 p.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST.JOHN
930 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
SUGAR CREEK
10 am.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10-30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m. Wednesday

•
•
411P
•
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BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8 a m & 11 a.m.
Sunday Masses

A Cle-onda

90;

CHRISTIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Ilam & 6pm.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m
Bible Study Wednesday

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
10:30 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

FORD
MERCURY

10.10 a in
12-3 pm
7 30 p m

LINCOLN

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
1003 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.00 a m.
Sunday School
11:00 a in.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
950 a.m.
Morning Worship
6_00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

EPISCOPAL

NEW CONCORD
950 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 pm.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m.
Morning Service
6.00 p.m.
Evening Service

csPt Ar
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759-8780 bcampbellrealty.com

CARROLL TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT,INC.

1-or All Special Occasions
UM Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270 759-5000

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a rry
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 5 p.m
Worship

MURRAY RESTORATION BRANCH
OF JESUS CHRIST
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11•00 a m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 a.m.
Public Talk
1030 a.m.
Watchtower Study.

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 pm
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9 00 a.m.
Bible Study
1030 a.m.
Worship

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00-4km.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
1030 a.m.
Sunday School
600 p.m.
2nd Si 4th Sun. Night

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a. m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
2:00 p.m.
Sunday Celebration Service
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
950 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a m , 6.00 p.m.
Worship

i

pots

PRESBYTERIAN

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10.00 a in.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

LYNN GROVE
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School

t

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1050 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship

GOSHEN METHODIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship

INDEPENDENT

react lee-

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
1030 a m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 a m
Sunday Worship & Service
Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m
Worship

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 .00 a.m.
Worship Service

KIRKSEY UNITED
9M a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship

cc,

FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
•
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
6
Praise and WotshIp 10:30 a.m. & p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
950 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Service

pocopsysitole%

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
804 Chestnut St.• 753-6656

www.caios.net

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield. Ky

NISSAN
OF MURRAY
1‘.

NAZARENE

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center .
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.m. to I p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to I p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Tuesday
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
Weaks Community Center
1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Sundays

CHRYSLER•DODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY •753-6448

Route 45 North

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.M.
Sunday School
1100 a in.
Morning Service

NEW LIFE CHRISI1AN CENTER
1030 a m
Sundays
700 p m
Wednesdays

612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

Over 50 Years'Experience in Design
and Craftsmanship

(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

jabp.P

CHURCH
1/4 soles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service

Church
Bulletin

LEDGER & TIMES

1305 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-1489
Michelin - Tout' - Yokohama - Multi-Mile

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Night
1000 a.m.
Sunday Morning
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
HARMONEY MENNONITE

with

1393 State

MT. CARMEL
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 am
Sunday School
1100
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
930 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
1707 W. Main • Murray

()Murray

"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
2 1 2 E. Main St. • 753-1586

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Morning Worship

10'c Discount

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Appliance
and TV

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Sun, Celebration Services
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10.70 a.m.
Worship
900 a.m.
Sunday School
CHRISTIAN COMMUNTTY CHURCH
10.30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
11.00 a.m.
Children's Sunday School
t

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
900 a in
Worship Service
10.30 a m
Sunday School

CAMPBELL
REALTY

_

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a m
Sunday School
10-50 a m.
Morning Worship
7-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

ip

WEST MURRAY
10:50 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 pm.
Wednesday Night

FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service

Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
12701759-15;7,

UNION GROVE
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a in.
Bible Study
9:50 a m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p m.
Mid-Week Worship

rrr
Itrt4 nwort Comomarty

PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

DEXTER
9:30 am.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m:
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLASH
1000 a.m.
Bible Study
1045 a.m.
Morning Service
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
430 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday

Reading Room Every Wed.
2nd Wednesday

You must dwell as minefor many days;
you shall not play the harlot, or belong to another man;
so will I also be to you.
Hosea 33
S

64"oc-c•iesI
.

k41
ii)

How Many Times Should
I Forgive

qIP

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups

CO
NO
CO
KWIK STOP
626 S 4th St., Murray, KY
753-7773

(GALLERY)
Custom Framing • Prints • Sculptures • Photo Framer • Silks Plants
301 N. 12th SL • University Square•759-1019

LAI \URI'
'

Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Merrun
753-8850
800 Chestnut St.

Register
To Win''
;25.00 hi'
FREE gasp
each wee

BOONE
CLEANERS

7I/e e4u, Vivre 7.Sew *ea dind *oder based Ores
270-753-1962

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S. 6th Si • Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500

NOW OPEN ON THE SQUARE!
qe
605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

We're More Than Just A flower Skoppe.'

Ike Clurvuj Ttee Thvtiet it Glib
111 S. Fourth Si•(270) 761-G1FT(4438)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9:00-6:00, Sat. 9:00-3:00

I

I

II Backlash ...
woman who will work with street children in the
From B Front
Dominican Republic said: "It's like we didn't take into
"What I see is the graciousness and consideration of consideration what anybody else was thinking."
the church in Africa, Asia and South America," Wetzel
The missionaries said their efforts to build relationsaid. -They are not going to act quickly or rudely ships with Anglicans overseas transcend issues such as
toward missionaries already in place. So you'll see mis- homosexuality and women's ordination.
sionaries from the Episcopal Church slowly receding
"If we dwell on that which makes us different, then
from the overseas Anglican mission field."
we'll never be the people that God calls us to be," said
At the recent Wesley Fletcher, the 25-year-old assistant coordinator
eight of the denomination's Young Adult Service Corps.
seminar,
On the Net
missionaries, all
Jennifer Johnson, 25, from Rockland, Mass., asked.
III Episcopal Church
late
teens
in
their
"What would Jesus do? Would he focus all his attention
www.episcopalchurcti.org
gathto
mid-20s,
on one particular issue or would he be focusing on the
IllEpiscopal Theological
a
around
ered
mission of the church?"
Seminary of the Southwest:
table and disAsked specifically where they stand on Robinson's
cussed the furor appointment, the missionaries declined to answer,
over Robinson's except to say their views differed.
consecration.
Fitzsimmons characterized the question as "frustratAustin Rios, 26,from Black Mountain, N.C., said the ing."
concern abroad goes beyond one issue.
"The important thing is that we all still love each
In his view, the world outcry reflects a general view other," she said.
that the Episcopal Church acted without regard to the
They're hopeful that love can help the Episcopal
rest of the Anglican Communion. Robinson's consecra- Church and the Anglican Communion overcome their
tion is seen as just another example of American unilat- differences.
eralism, Rios said.
"These are more or less the ambassadors who go
That's why he intends to refrain from espousing his out," said the Rev. Christopher Duraisingh, professor of
views when he arrives in southeastern Mexico.
applied theology at the Episcopal Divinity School in
"I don't presume to be so arrogant that my stand on Cambridge, Mass. "People in Africa and Asia will disthe issue is the right one," he said.
cover the Episcopal Church is not this doctrine or this
Philadelphia
21-year-old
a
,
Fitzsimmons
Melanie
practice, but flesh-and-blood people living their faith."

www.,

III Nutrition ...
From B Front

On the Net

pounds, the pastor of First Baptist 81 Fellowship Church
Church in Buna said he didn't dare -www.fellowshipchurch.com
address the subject of healthy eating
Southern Baptist Convention
to his South Texas congregation Annuity Board
because he would have felt like a www.absbc.org
hypocrite.
..itA
Then, he turned 40. About the emphasis on God's role in healthy
same time, he watched a family in living persuaded Angela Wicker, 35,
his congregation suffer through the to finally improve her diet and exerdeath of a middle-age father from cise for reasons other than vanity.
heart disease, and he attended a
"Before, I'd exercise for a while
denominational meeting where and quit," she said.
Hawkins discussed the need for pasAlong with changing her own
tors to take better care of them- diet, she replaced her children's
selves.
fast-food chicken nuggets and fries
"I realized I was probably more with turkey sausages and steamed
of the problem than the solution," vegetables. Her 12-year-old son
McWilliams said.
Christopher has lost 20 pounds and
So, the father of three started kept it off, she said.
running and limiting himself to
To help promote physical activi2,000 calories a day. He shed 50 ty, Fellowship Church offers runpounds and 6 inches from his waist- ning and cycling clubs, team comline.
petition in basketball, soccer, flag
"It was pretty amazing as to how football, softball and sand volleyquickly the body, the way God has ball, and even a fitness "boot
designed it, responds to regular camp."
exercise and eating correctly," he
Young, the church's pastor, said
said.
he works out in a gym and runs
It's a message McWilliams now three or four times a week. His wife,
freely proclaims — even from the Lisa, joins him at the gym and leads
pulpit.
a "walking with weights" program
At Fellowship Church, a similar

for people in the congregation.
As part of a "Body for God" sermon series that he preached, Lisa
Young cooked on stage and demonstrated how changing a few ingredients in a meal could reduce the fat
grams.
"We're not like purists," Ed
Young said. "It's not bean curd and
tree bark and carrot juice every day.
But I would say about 95 percent of
the meals that we eat at home are
healthy. She uses lean meats, fresh
vegetables, not a lot of butter."
Still, the Youngs' congregation
— like churches in general — has a
long way to go.
That's evident to anyone who
stops by a restaurant chain near the
church after Sunday morning worship.
"You'll see a group of people
who have obviously been to
church," Ed Young said. "And
you'll see them order all this fatladen food and then they'll say,
'Let's pray together. God, bless this
food to the nourishment of our bodies.'
"The deal is they should have
prayed before they ordered, 'God,
help me order stuff that will glorify
you. "

SBDM Council Parent Nominations Being Sought
Nominations for new SBDM Council members are being sought for all three Murray
Independent Schools. If you are interested in serving Murray Elementary School on
the SBDM Council, you may come by the school office and fill out a nomination form.
The deadline for nomination forms will be Monday, March 1. The nominees will be
introduced at the March 2 PTO meeting and will have an opportunity to speak if they
so choose. The election of SBDM members will begin on April 16 and continue through
April 21.
A parent council member shall be a parent, step-parent, foster parent or legal
guardian of a student attending the school during the member's term of office. A parent is ineligible if he/she is an employee or a relative of an employee of that school or
the district central office, or a local school board member or the spouse of a school
board member.
SBDM members at Murray Elementary serve a one-year term and are required to
attend a regularly scheduled monthly meeting at the school. Members may also be
memasked to attend special called meetings. There is also some training required for
cenBoard
School
nt
bers, which is usually scheduled through the Murray Independe
tral office.
Murray
Persons interested in seeking nomination for the Murray High School or
or
767-0134,
at
(MMS)
Butler
Teresa
contact
may
Middle School Council positions
talents
your
use
you
might
how
consider
Please
753-7721.
Sylvia Garrison (MHS)at
important
to contribute to the school. The SBDM Councils at each of our schools is an
."
Excellence
of
"Tradition
our
of
ion
part of the continuat

-
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Hope
Hope

9:00 1 9:30 .10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

8:30
Bonnie

Super Millionaire I

News

Bonnie

Super Millionaire I

News I

News
Third Watch (N)I
News
Investigsess
Hours
48
I
Stereo)
(In
(N)
JAG
(NO(
Joan ot Arcadia
News I
(NOE
Watch
Third
I
6
Stereo)
WPSO-NBC
6
(In
6
6
NBC
Melina
,
News
I
Millionaire
Super
Bonnie
Hope
Married
Lopez
7
7
"B•143C 7
News
Now With Bill *left Wash Wk Wall
VINV-P9S 8 8
Fred Rogers:
KEISI-Foi 9 9 2 3 The Greet American Celebrity Spelling Bee 70e Show Will-Grace Simpsons
Milne NBC (in Stem)I

*S66-NBC 4 4

VITIT-C,BS 5 5

Friends I hereon Nighdine Jimmy Kimmel Live
UMW Jimmy Kimmel Live
The Tonight Shaw I Lee Might In Stereo. Last Call

Plighene Untold

Late Show (In Stereo) Entertain The Late Late Show
The Tonight Show I Lee Night In Sterec Last C.8N
Nightlife Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinleld HayServed

New Orleans

Wash Wk Wall

Becker I Cape First Drew
Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
Harvey

FrasierI King

Blind Dale 5th Wheel Harvey
WOTV-UPft 10 17 11 30 Movie:** "Mercury Poing"(19'38, Suspense) To Be Announced
News I Late Show (In Stereo) Fnends I The Late Late Show
Investigetes
Hours
48
I
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Joan of Arcadia (N)E JAG(N)(In Stereo)
Becker I Becker I Eemidele 5th Wheel Osbourn* Show
News I Alaska
WGN
16 38 9 10 (6:30) Movie: air* "The Game"(1997)I
David B. CrossTalk
SumSkip
Inspirtionl Jewels
Feed
INSP
Your Day Life Today Today
17 83 28
Brkthrgh Feed
Rose "N! I
Charlie
Washngtn
Entrepren,
Now With Bill Moyers Assembly News
Wash Wk Wall
VitOilli-PBS 21 21 5 11 Comment Group
Road Rule
Ripley
Prog.
Paid
,l
Extra
Roseanne
Roseanne
*DKA-WB 22 16 10
Rebel Reba I Grounded log Life I Auto Preview 2004
SportsCtr.
Outside
I
(Live)
SponsCenle
I
(Live)
Sonics
Seattle
at
ESPN
24 29 26 8 NBA Basketball: Raptors at Celtics NBA Basketball. Phoenix Suns
X Games
Karate
Karate
Karate
' Karate
Boxing: Friday Night Fights (Live)I
ESPN2 25 30 25
Dream Job I
MTV After Hours
Clash
Video
Music
Videos
10s10sMTV
26 49 27 24 Reel Wrld "Reel Wrid True Life (In Stereo)
' 11991. Drama i I 5*'1 .Max,rnum Risk'
Movie: * "Exit Wounds"(2001) Steven Seaga Movie: **'7 -Out tor Justice
TNT
23 27 39 14 Law & Order I
While You Were Out While You Were Out What Not to Wear
29 41 41
TLC
While You Were Out While You Were Out 1What Not to Wear
'Ellen I
Mad
Wild Card A.
Movie: ** "Chance of a Lifebme”(1998)1 Merge I
1Nanny
30 52 31 31 Nanny
LIFE
2 "IGngpin
,
**
Movie:
I
Monk
Law Order CI
flilonk (Nil
Law & Order
32 51 49 5 Law & Order
USA
(1971)
BloodDnpped
That
House
"The
More:
•R'
Island'
Sunrivai
34 58 29
AMC
Movie: *** "The Eiger Sanction"(1975) Clint Eastwood. Movie: "Pinata
Berenger
Torn
(1986)
'Platoon'
a***
Movie:
I
Watch
Third
35 35 44 27 Movie: **** "Platoon"(1986) Torn Berenger. Airline I Airline I
A&E
Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
Club I
FAM
36 53 36 2 Movie: *14 "lope Roars"(1998, Romance)I Whose? Whose? The 700
3's Co.
3's Co.
Cosby
Cosby
Roseanne
Roseanne
Cosby
Cosby
Neutron ChalkNICK
37 22 24 4 Oddpar• 'Robot
Design
Design
Travis Facelift
LandDesigners Designers Outer
Design
Design
43 36 18
Travis' Facelift
HGTV
Henson 'Blind Date Real TV I Real TV
Scn
Crime
CSI:
Gen.
Trek
Star
Gen.
Trek
Star
44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen.
SPIKE
(1998, Horror)I
Movie: *'!^2 "Ghosts ot Mars"(2001) Ice Cube Movie: * , Deep Rising
52 26 21 13 Movie: *'-: -Deep Rising"(1998, Horror)I
WTBS
Courage
Wagon
Party
Bravo
Grim Adv. Scooby
Ed, Edd CodenParty Wagon (N)
65 32 50
TOON
Mastrmnd
Forensic
'Detective
Forensic
Stereo,
NYPD Blue ,In
-Forensic Detective Forensic Mastrmnd ,The System
COURT 66 61
Comicview
Love
Midnight
Music
News
(6:30) Movie: ice "Waiting to Exhale"(1995) Comicvira
67 39
BET
Inside Fame
Stacked Inside Fame
Video
Johnny Cash Memorial Tribute Inside Fame "Johnny Cash"
70 34
CIATV
7 ''Fretrap"(2000)'R I
*'
Movie:
Stereo
(In
Time
Real
Curb
I
'R'
Movie: ** "Femme Fatale"(2002)
Reel Time IC
651 71 51
HBO
Beet Sex Naked Fairy Tales
I
Movie: *Sii "Collateral Damage"(2002)'R'I Movie: et* "Spider-Man"(2002)'PG-13
765 72 54
MAX
Chris Isaak Show (1. il Things to Do'
Biz
Family
Biz
Family
I
Me
Like
Dead
I
Movie: ***)/ "The Hours"(2002)'PG-13'
758 73 52
SHOW
Lilo Stitch Recess I
Sister
'G' I Even
Movie: tire "Bug's Lite"(1998, Fantasy)'G'I Movie: et* "Bug's Lite" 1.1998, Fantasy)
78 31 57
DISH
"Killer•K s'
fi'
(1994)
Us
of
Sum
'The
Movie: eta
'R'
"Crimes and Misdemeanors"(1989) Movie: *** "Mac"(1992) John Tunurro
705
FL I X
it
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Mann
Juwanna
Movie:
"The Wire In Stereol I Oz "Wheel of Fortune" 10z In Stereo)I ,
(6:15) Movie
152
HBO2
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Style

WKRN-ABC 2 2
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3 3 3
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WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 HomeWBBJ-ABC 7 7
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Woman Rebecca Lilo
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Tuten-

Shark

Today )In Stereo I
News
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Paid

Animal

News I

Sesame Street I GED

GED
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Paid

Cubs I Turtles
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Forum

9 9 2 3 Paid
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WO7V-UPN T 10 17 11 30 Off Air)

Kids-

Lilo

Busi-

Kirby
Sports
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9:30 10:00110:30 11:00 11:30

Lizzie

So

• Kim

Lizzie

So

Kim

Trading Endur-

Rangers Rangers NBA
Rangers Rangers NBA
News
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Little
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So
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Marichirt- U.S. Farm Report Breakfast Show
Soul Train
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GRC
Paid
GRC
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16 38 9 10 FarmRpt Fishing Report People Paid
WGN
i
'SeeHealth and Fitness
Various
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17 83 28
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'Sewing
America
Family Sewing INeedle
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Yu Gi
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Match
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I Sports- PGA
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(4(00) Movie
HBO
Movie: -Formula 51(2001)
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Related"
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Movie:
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Jim
(2001)
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"The
Movie: ***
(400) Movie
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"A River Runs Through It"'PG' Movie: 'The Color of Money
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SHOW
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Gen
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Time
More
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715
FLIX
,
"Boycc
Movie
'Ft
1990)
l
Woman"
*
**
"Pretty
Movie:
'Movie: "Stand and Deliver" Starsky "Real Sports I
(4:05) Movie
HBO2
152
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Busi-

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
A BCD 12:00 12:30 1 1:00 1 1:30
WKRN-ABC 2 2
WSIL-ABC

3 3 3

WSVV-IBIC 4 4
WTYF-C8S
WPSO-M3C
WBBJ-ABC
VOIPT-POS
KBSi-Fox
VIOTV-UP14

FEB. 28, 2004

A-Charier 13-Murray Electric
C-M•dtacorn D-Galary

2:00 1 2:30

3:00 13:30 1 4:001 4:30 1 5:00 L5:30

CLOSETMAID

FREE ESTIMATE • FREE DESIGN • LIFETIME WARRANTY

-••

753-9688
www.closetmaid.com

4831 Poor Farm Rd.

.....

•••

.4 a.

6:00
News

College Basketball: Regional Coverage PGA Golf WGC Accienture Match Play Championship -- Semifinals (Live)I
College Basketball: Regional Coverage PGA Goff WGC Accenture Match Play Championship -- Semi oafs.(bye)I
NBC
News
Taxi I OddCple Snowboarding I Gymnastics Visa Amencan Cup I
Paid
Paid

6:30
Fortune

Pyramid Seinteld
News

College Basketball Regional Coverage College Basketball: N Dame at UCLA Edition CBS
Paid
Mat5 5
NBC
JeopSnowboarding I Gymnastics Visa Amencan Cup I
Paid
Paid
Paid
Eyre6
6
6
6
7 College Basketball Regional Coverage PGA Golf WGC Accenture Match Play ChamtNonship -- Semifinals illwei I
7 7
Justin W Wood- Router Wood- Quilting Wonder- Painting Work- House Ask This HomeKerr
8 8
ix "Ace Ventura When Nature Calls" Movie: act 'Bever* Hills Coo'(1984)
9 9 2 3 (I.1:30) Movie: "City Slickers 2"
The Lost World I. To Be Announced
10 17 11 30 Movie: Ira': Uncle cover Blues - (1993) Movie

News
News a Fortune
News

Fortune

Trailside Wild
Andromeda !'t14
Star Trek Ent,

01

1
News ft Ray.
College Basketball. Regional Coverage College Basketball. N Dame at UCLA Sports CBS
Cosby FreshPr Game'
Andromeda 'Ni lk Morn16 38 9 10 FreshPr FreshPr Movie: **.7 "Cadillac Man."(1990)I Mutant X All
WON
Fellow- Old Gospel
InspirFeed
Inspirational
Variety
Feed
Programming
Inspirational
17 83 28
INSP
Red
AnyWelk
Lawrence
BookSchools
GED
GED
Religion
DeciBurt
Painting
One
5
11 Glass
IVXMU-PBS 21 21
Power- ''Whats
BeastMaster I
Basketball
College
Stale
Kansas
at
Visscurt
Basketball.
College
10
Dharrna
16
22
WDKA-Vil
SportsCenter if
Game- College Basketball
'College Basketball
24 29 26 8 PGA Golf
ESPN
Field a Billiards
and
Track
GameStrongStrong- Strong- StrongCollege Basketball
Basketball
ESPN2 25 30 25
Room
Room
OsOsStereo)
(In
Special
RealWrl- RealWrl- MN
ChoiChatOs26 49 27 24 Newts,- OsliTV
igg , i ir
justice'Out
:
**'
for
Movie:
I
988)
)1
Poor
Dead
"The
7
**'
28 2739 14 Movie Movie: **'r "Sudden Impact"(1983, Drama)I Movie.
TNT
Out
You
While
Spaces
Trading
Betler-Worse
Life
Trauma.
Chien Sweep
Wear at Work
While You Out
29 41 41
TLC
'Out-Carokna
Climate"
(1999)
-A
Cooler
*it',
Movie:
I
(2004)
Too
Young"
'She's
30 52 31 31 Movie: *** "Turnbteweeds"(1999)I Movie:
UFE
Cr -The Musketeer"(2001)I Law & Order
Movie: ace "Far and Away"(1992, Drama) TCfrl Cruise I Movie:
32 51 49 5 !10.00) Movie
USA
'AIR'
Movie: *** "Shenandoah'(1965) James S'ewat•
950)
Arrow"(
(Broken
car
Movie:
(19571
Gong'
0.K
the
at
Movie: sic 'Gunfight
34 511 29
AMC
City Confidential
Movie: **** "Platoon"(1986, Drama' Parole Board
With Malice I
35 35 44 27 Love, Hollywood Style I
ME
:( (.5
York -(2001
New
in
'Autumn
Movie:
36 53 36,2 Full Hee. Movie: "Dont Look Behind You"(1999) Movie: it At First Ssoht'(1999) VS Kilmer I
FAM
NickNickNickNickNickNickNickNickNickNickNick37 2224 4 Arnold Ginger NickNICK
'Flea Mkt Room Country
ApHollywood 505
Gardens Decant- Design- Design- Outer
Garden- Bugs
Gar43 36 18
HGTV
Voyage Home (1986
The
IV
Trek
its:
'Star
i
Movie:
Gen.
44 33 30 23 Hisep- Trucks! Reel N Reel TV Real TV Real TV Star Trek
SPIKE
"Kindergarten Cop
Friends
Horn'
Nom1
(1997)
3
Alone
"Home
Movie: * t
52 26 21 13 Movie: tar 'Baby Boom"(1987) Dane Keaton
WTBS
He-Man TransIsland
Zombie
on
Scooby-000
DodgersiDuclu
Edd
_Ed,
Dexter Coden- Courage Power- Grim
65 32 50
TOON
Cops I Cops I
Drama)
.1991
Run
Dead
Movie:,,
Likely"
)19991
Most
'Murder
Movie:
Movie: Fast Comoany !(1995 Drama;
COURT 66 61
BET
Live
10
Top
1061
Park:
10
Top
City
Rap
Countdown
Music Top 25
Next
67 39
BET
---1
Chesney "Most Wanted Live !Live,
Kenny
Wanted
Devoted
i
Crossroads
Chesney
Kenny
Kenny Chesney
70 34
CIATV
'P0-13
_Movie *** "Oceans Dever (2001) Movie:** "Daredevil"(2003)'P0-11 Movie: as "Iron Eagle-(1986)
(11 .15) Movie
651 71 51
HBO
1
.
Movie:
"Old
School (2003)
Movie: ***'.1 insomnia"(2002)'R'I
Movie: -Mission tmpossibie ' )1996)I 'Don't Be a MenaceNS 72 54
MAX
"Crocodie Hunter Collision"
Efrasco)(1997)
"Donnie
itive't
Movie:
(2002)
Colurnbrnec
for
-Boring
Movie:
Movie
/11 73 52
SHOW
Lil2it
Sister So
_Barber- Even
Recess 1Kirti
_Movie 02. The Mighty Docks"(1994) Lilo
Barber- Kim
TS 31 57
DISN
'Time
Bandits'
(19811'PG
a**
Movie:
Too
Movie Movie: it 'Miracles"(1986) [Movie: 'Once Breen"(1985) ** "Look Who's Taking
71S
FUX
movie at', -high Crimes' 12002)1
Rosa llilovie: ''My Mouser Umbna"(2003)I "The Last of the Blonde'
(11 00) Movie
12
1402
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Skiing IT

"Jesus Owns It .411-

Blues-

Strange Safari

Rangers Rangers NBA
Chris- Louis,Tracks
Garden
Sewing Sewing
Paid
X
Sonic
Ultimate
Turtles
Shaman Sonic X
To Be Announced
[hi)
It
Kickin'
Wild
Animal
Adven-

'Recess Fillmore Proud
Bookworm Bunch (In Stereo) (El)I

7 Market

vn4PT-PBS 8 8
KI3Sl-Fos

5:30
Ron H.

FEB. 28, 2004

A-Charter B-klurrey Electric
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927
ADJUSTMENTS
are requested lo check the hist
thew ads lor any error Murray
i.sartxii,
Ledger it Times ime be resiMnsib4 10,celh on,
incorrect glutton Any error VIOUIO Os ripener,
immediately soca:erecti(ns can be made

tarrulial status or national grips. or intention to nuke an, such prel
etences. limitation' is discrimination
State laws forbid diunmination in the sak rental or advertising of
real estate based un factor, in addition to thux protected under fed
eral law

DEADL INEFri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Mon. 11 a.m
Tuesday
Mon. 5p.m.
Wednesday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Friday
Thur. 12 p.m.
Saturday

Lagal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
tu the Federal Fell
AU real esta idverbild hinel31
Housing AO which males illepf so advertise am preirrence. limcursor or inimmination bawd on race. color religion. sex, handicap.

Kr will knowing)s accept an', advertising tor real estate which is not
in violation of thr Law All persons are Minn Informed that all
dwellings adsertned are avallabe on an equal opporninin basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advemsiny
requirements contact NAA Counsel Rene P
-1131 bet !In

100
106
200
210
220
260
270
280
286
300
320
330
340
3110
370
300
310
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mood* Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horns Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
460
445
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Heel Esteem
Lehe Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVS
Auto Pans
Scion Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$730 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dey Persod

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE ICBM LINE Al2 AND II WILL APPEAR 52N
Al NQ EXTRA CHARGE.
I I N. I

1

..00 First a ay - 20 wo .5 or can
Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$2.75 extra for Shopper(lice.°Naiads go into Stopping Guide)$2.50 extra for bland box ads.
' I

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

[

Notice

C11111 01 THINKS
Card of Thanks

060

020
Notice

Aqua Construction Intl. Inc. will be doing

I he family of Etna Sue Story extends
.1 warm and heartfelt thank you to the
friends. family, and neighbors that
sere there for us in time of our need.
Your kindness will be cherished forA pecial thanks to Rev. Sammy
t'f
Cunningham. pallbearers, Ms. Oneida White
and to the .1 H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Dearlv missed by husband, children, grandchildren. and great grandchildren.
Aug 28. 1940 -- Dec. 30, 2003

swimming pool construction on the Murray
State Univ. Wellness Center located in
Equal Opportunity

Murray, KY As an
Employer and in keeping with the Fair
Business Program, we encourage and
invite all qualified candidates and eligible
business enterprises/firms wishing to be
an EBE, including WBE, MBE, SBE and
HBE companies to inquire or apply for the
following position: Experienced commercial swimming pool permanently applied
gunite constructors and finishers.

Notice

Notice

Interested candidates or companies
should call or fax to:
P-901-853-6167 F-901-766-0946.

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including:

Quest Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

NOW HIRING
We are looking for enthusiastic, high-energy individuals to join our growing inside sales team.
Individuals must be friendly, possess a willingness
to learn and have a positive attitude.

753-1752
Tins IS AN .31IVENTISENIENT

Accepting resumes at
300 East Chestnut Street. Murray, Kentucky
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p m
Or mail to P.O. Box 270,
Murray. Kentucky 42071

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

EOE

1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

PHYSICAL & OCCUPATIONAL
TillERA risT
We are currently looking for Physical and
Occupational Therapist for our state of the art,
high quality outpatient facilities in Union City.
Work and grow in a friendly, team oriented
environment with a progressive company.
Work full time with no weekends! We offer a
competitive salary, continuing education, full
benefits package, paid licensure, membership
dues. mal-practice insurance.

TNE VE MOVED!
. Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
Wed WO
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.

0

FAX RESUME TO:
STAR PHYSICAL THERAPY
731-885-4728 or e-mail to
tammyh@starplorg

'Wu

CDs. CAR SUR
INSIALLAIION

Paris Manor Nursing Center
Position Available

CHESTNUT STREET!RESIDE 11 FNI/1'Si•753-0113

Full Time 11p-7p

300 MAPLE ST., RM 107
MURRAY

Apply In Person Tuesday thru Friday
Paris Manor Nursing Center
1000 Old Paris Murray Road
Paris, TN
'People Caring For People'
EOE

270-753-4668
kcblock@msn.com
ELECTRONIC FILING &
OUT OF STATE RETURNS
050

eilHE BULL PE

Lost and Found

Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

LOST 2.26/04, BLACK
Wal-mart
BRIEF CASE
Call 251-8200 ask for MarI la
"Ice
AUCTION SALE Saturiti,
Feb 28th at 12 00 at
Hooks Mini Unit 046 stor- LOST, Female Black &
White Terrier, wearing flea
age (behind Stella grocollir off of Col
.a. Campcery) Saturday Feb 28th at ground Road
7404
2 00 at Aurora self storage
,In,t A unit 17
060

Steaks and Spirits

020

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
YARD/GARAGE
SALE
Last house on left
on Sunset Blvd.
otf 16th St.
Call 753-1052
Sat.. Feb. 28
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Good quality, name
brand teen/girls clothes
cheerleading uniforms,
purses, prom dresses.
Barbie items, trampoline

•

•

CNA Classes

*Years of Service
*Full Time Benefits
'Paid Vacation
Monetary Award
*Yearly Perfect Attendance
•Paid Holidays
(Monetary Award)
•Sick Leave Pay
*Employee Stock
-401K Retirement
•Group Health Insurance Ownership Program

CAROL BLOCK, EA
TAX SHOP

The Place to Start.

LPNs and

L

Est. 2001

NOW HIRING
Experienced Cooks, Bartenders & Servers.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
4-11Monday thru Friday, 2-4
1
/

Help Wanted

BOOKKEEPER Minimum
of 3 years experience
needed
Qualifications
Quick books A Microsoft
office Send resume to
PO Box 1393 Murray KY
42071

Family Programs
Coordinator Listing
Family Programs Coordinator: PT plus benefits. Conduct home visits and programming
for families. High School Diploma/GED
required, related degree and previous experience preferred, submit resumes and application to Calloway Board of Ed. EOE

BUSY medical office seekng ARNP/PA-C Please
mail resumes to P0 Box
975 Mayfield. KY 42066
SERVICE Technician W/D
repair experience required
with knowledge of the
Western KY area Must be
honest & dependable with
clean driving record. Drug
screen required 1-800622-1489 Jetz Laundry
System

•• IP

10.""

•

Dependable
Waitresses And
Kitchen Help For
Cypress Springs

Call For Appt.
270-436-5496

customer
INSURANCE
service
representative
needed computer skills
professional, meets public
well good communication
skills Send information to
PO Box 81 Murray KY
42071
NOW Hiring
Apply in person only
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N Murray

lislp Wanted

150
Help Wanted

Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale

14X60 2BR central gas
heat/air $300/rent/deposit
753-7953
HOT Tub 1999 model 28R 1 bath $275/mo 759good condition $1200. 8000 day. 435-4319 after
Amana washing machine
Lawn & Landscape
$75. 435-4385
Services
Landscape Division
INTERNATIONAL cub cahas full time openings.
mower;
turn
det-zero
Must have safe driving
Sears craftsman self pro- RENT or rent to own 3+
history. Experience a
peller push mower & weed bedroom house ASAP,
plus. Good pay and
eater brand weed eater, have pets 270-543-6819
benefits available.
excellent condition. $1500 Call after 5pm
Apply in person M-F 8-12 p.m
for all 978-0160
320
512S. Ith
INTERNET HIGH speed
Apartments For Rent
for
service
SIRLOIN Stockade now Internet
hiring full time meat cutter, $29.95/month. Call Beas- 1 Bedroom apartments, al
benefits include health in- ley Antenna & Satellite appliances at the Oaks
surance. Simple IRA. Ap- 759-0901 for more infor- Apartments Coleman RE
ply in person. Monday-Fn- Mation
759-4118.
LIFE IS TOO SHORT for
da 2-4
complicated skin care. 1 OR 2br apts. near downNow you can get dramatic town Murray starting at
results in the time it takes $200/mo 753-4109
ESTABLISHED physians
to cleanse and moistunze. 1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
office seeks nurse LPN or
RN 4 days/week, no week- MALE retiree, seeks part- Lynn Whisenant Mary Kay near MSU. 753-1252 or
ends. Competitive salary time work 3 days per Independent Beauty Con 753-0606
1BR apt available, all apsiiltara 767-0899
limited benefits Send re- week. 270-436-2297
OPEN 24hrs self service. pliances furnished. Mursume to P.O. Box 1040M
090
Rex worm farm. Red Cal Realty 753-4444
Murray KY 42071
Domestic & Childcare
worms, meal worms, wax 1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
EXPERIENCED drywall
about move in free days.
finishers/laborers needed. RETIRED gentlemen wil worms, night crawlers.
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd Mur- c.nleman RE 759-4118
270-291-9009
sit with elderly References
2, 2BR apts Northwood
ray Ky 270-436-2189
HELP Wanted. HVAC 492-8389
area. All appliances furSerInternational
PEAVEY
Technician.
Service
WILL clean houses Rea- ies If, 5pc Drum set, Remo rushed Call 293-6968
Seeking an experienced
sonable rates. References Rings. Ocean Blue, 1yr 2BR 4 bath duplex 293
service technician to join
437-4064
Cambridge Dr. $400 deold. $400. 759-0592
the Harshaw Trane service
1
100
REPO Building factory posit/$450 rent monthly.
team within the western
Business
has 2 all steel arch style year lease required. Call
Kentucky area. Preferred
Opportunity
sale. 55.q-4773
for
buildings
experience 2BR apartment in Northnever
erected.
1(42X56)
HVAC/Re*Commercial
wood. $350/month. 759UNIQUE business oppor
sell!
thousands.
Must
Save
frigeration Experience
tunity with good return on Call Bill at 1-866-848-1626 4406
•50 ton and up
minimal investment plus TEACHER'S
2BR NEAR MSU
complete
•5 plus years expenence
equity and inflation gross. wardrobe for sale. Sizes
Coleman RE 759-4118.
required.
industry
within
Two Townhouse apart- 12-16 Dress & casual. 2BR patio shade w/d
Competitive compensation
ment complexes in excel- 753-8993 LM
hook-up. No pets. $355
and benefits. Send relent condition now availa293-60111
WEDDING dress from Da Call 753-6931 or
sumes to: Harshaw Trane
ble Fully leased. Maybe vid's Bridal size 10, never 2BR upstairs $300, 3BR
1800
Resources
Human
individually.
purchased
been worn Originally a downstairs $400. All $675
Plantside Drive Louisville,
C• t. t 270-767-9024
$850 dress. Asking $300. 489-2296
KY 40299 Fax: 502-49320izim
l
k
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Call 436-5772
0695 Email:
RE 759-4118.
Coleman
CTX
Flex
Cable
WEIDER
hts-hretrane coM
Maxxis 901 Sunny Ln 2-3BR, 1
Machine
EOE/AA
MDM COMPUTERS
weight bath, utility room, carport,
Incline/Decline
NOW Hiring for all posiA+ Certified Technician
bench, 300Ibs weights, $475
tions, for all shifts. Apply
On site service.
w/accessories. 759-9362 1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
In person it Sonic Drive$350 Call 753-3415 or
759.3556
In. 217 S. 12th Street.
753-7123
140
No Phone Calls Please
DUPLEX 1BR furnished
Want to Buy
NOW Hiring Servers &
day. week or month. FishHostesses. Call for apermen welcome. Close to
pointment. (270) 436- ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We ALMOND
Refngerato
plus
5566 Ask for Patty.
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at $100 Dishwasher $65 lake. Or $250/month
416-6061
depnsit
availaPART time position
753-3633
767-0817
DUPLEX 2BR 1 bath.
ble.. Apply at Murray's Pier
CASH paid for
Large Selection
C/H/A, carport, 1802 1/2A
1 imports. 12058 Chestnut
good, used guns.
Monroe Ave. $375 plus
St After 9:00am weekBenson Sporting Goods,
deposit, lease, no pets.
days
519 S. 121h. Murray.
761-R002
RYANS Steakhouse hiring
EXTRA nice 2BR duplex,
Ward-Elkins
good friendly cashier's, PURCHASE fixer-upper
the
On
Square
no pets. 753-7457
carport,
Excelservers.
hosts, and
home for MSU students
753.1713
lent benifits available. Ap- and 2 adopted grandchilnewly deco't6
nice
EXTRA
XT
oly in person.
dren 3BR near school
160
rated duplex, appliance
917-631-6116
Home Furnishings
furnished, 2BR large closWANTED riding mowers, 4
ets, carport w/3 car parkwheeler, go carts that COUCH & love seat
ing drive. Large storage
needs work 436-2667
southwestern style very building, gas heat, central
150
nice. Price reasonable. air, extra heavy installaArticles
753-8743
tion. An attractive yard
For Sale
WWW.TROTTERS- $445/month. 759-3772
WOODSHOP COM
Now accepting
FORREST View ApartBY Joy Time, size 7. Ivory,
753-0249
applications for day
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
short sleeve, pearlized or190
Servers. hostesses,
now accepting applications
ganza, lace bodice. A-line.
Farm Equipment
full time service
for 2br townhouses, basic
$295 753-0231 leave mesmanager.
rent $360/ month.One
sage.
Apply in person
Hearing Aids (2) 65HP Deutz diesel tractor, bedroom $330/month Call
DIGITAL
616 N. 12th Street
plows, wheel disc, box 753-1970. Leave Mesused only about 1 yr. Call
movior. sage.
rotary
753-1184. Leave mes- blade,
$4650 buys it all. 270-293- LARGE 1 Bedroom, furNURSE AID/
sage.
•r 270-753-4268
nished or unfurnished All
DirecTV 3 room satellite 3

Opportunity
CAREER
Calling on Business
Owners! You must have
success calling on Presidents of small to medium
size companies, in a highly
competive market, where
your service was the most
expensive. You must have
strong closing skills and be
willing to prospect. You
should have great phone
skills, exceptional listening
skills and above average
problem solving ability.
Working knowledge of telecommunications is helpful. You must have prior income of at least 40K. Call
1-800-278-2100 between
8am arid 5pm Monday to
Friday. Company name is
0E1 Telcom.

17
11.
111
Ammo

'loin the Tviiin's

Ak

GUNS for sale. Must sell.
Call 759-9564

USED
APPLIANCES

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3beclroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom apartments,
water furnished, close to
campus, No pets Call
753-5980
PET possible 1 bedroom
upstairs apartment $230
-5047
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2 bedroom 2
bath duplex w/carport W/D
hook-up 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477
VERY nice 28R 2 bath, Ig
ncnes& living room, apahe
kpiltic
/aAi
Hg
pliances
hook-up,
rage, $600 month + deposit 759-3183
VERY nice duplex in quiet
neighborhood, 2 bedroom,
1 bath, $450 per month, all
appliances, no pets, lease.
re - es. 436-5927
ki10

354

2 br brick house,appliances furnished, no pets
Call after 5:00pm 7530728
3BR 1 bath C/H/A. stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
w/d hook-up, ceiling fans
storage area, carport,
lease & references No
5450/mo/deposit
pets.
753-1059
360
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
ALL SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE

753-3853
G&C
STORAGE a net
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F

CNA

system only $9.97 Get 7
channels of HBO Free for
3 months Call Beasley
enjoy working with
Antenna & Satellite 759- FIREWOOD: Seasoned or
Green Oak & Hickory.
0901 for_alLItte_cletails.
elderly Pleasant
753-5476
Network 4 room satDISH
atmosphere, goo
270
ellite system free. That's
working
Mobile Homes For Sale
right, hook up 4 TV's with
conditions.
60 channels including local
for 16X80 3BR C/H/A $12,500
networks
Apply in person
$34 99/month Call Beas- 14X70 3BR $4,000. Call
ley Antenna & Satellite 437-4465
759-0901 for more infor- 1990 mobile home 14X80f1
mation.
Excellent condition $8500
1505 Stadium View Dr
Strapless, Call 731-660-3243 (Days)
FORMALS
E OE
Royal blue satin, size 6 731-660-5010 (Evenings)
Employment $80 1 shoulder strap, 2001 Repo: 3 bed. 2 bath,
SUMMER
Opportunities!! Camp Roy red/orange, size 10 $100. J2 acres. 731-584-9429
C. Manchester on Ken- Each worn once 492-6151 2BR trailer for sale or rent
tucky Lake Positions Avail- after 51.)
to buy $1500 In Murray
able Shooting Sports Di- GET home phone service trailer park 270-753-5848
rector, C 0 P E Instructor, quickly! No credit check. cell 270-519-8570
Aquatics Supervisor. Na- no deposit, no ID, no one 4 Bed, 2 bath home with 5
ture Director, Commission- turned down, previous dis- acres. Owner financing
er Director, Mountain bik- connects welcome! Basic 731-584-9429
ing Instructor, and much plan $29 95/month For NEW 2004 Models Come
calk by Clayton Homes in Cammore Call 759-0869 or more information
Beasley Antenna & Satel- den and let your tax return
354-9563 or email 0
chickasawdostroct C hot
lite 759-0901. Beasley An- put you in your new home
mail corn
tenna & Satellite 731-642- today! 731-584-9429
4077
Prefer experience
but will train if you

Fern Terrace
Lodge

appliances including washcommerical prop. for rent
er & dryer (270) 759-5885
or (270)293-7085
LARGE 1BR appliances, 40X40 METAL BUILDING
washer/dryer in Murray, Insulated, 12 foot high
near MSU $280 rent/de- walls, gas heat can be
used for storage or shop,
posit 753-7959
$250 per month, one year
LIVE Oak Apts.
lease. Call 489-2525.
Newly Remodeled
NICE Retail office for rent
1BR $29000
404 N. 4th St. Suite A
2BR $340_00
Shroat Developer 7593BR $425.00
3772
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
Also accepoting applicaPets &Swags
tions for fall.
753-8221
7 month old Chinchilla with
NEWLY decorated, very 2 story cage 759-5406
nice, 2 BR, 1 Bath, all appliances, central g/h/a, no AKC Saint Bernard puppets. 753-2905.
pies $250 male $200 feTWO bedroom duplexes male 759-2484
for rent in residential
DOG Obedience
neighborhoods ImmacuMaster Trainer
late New carpet and paint
436-2858.
Appliances with WD hook
for sale 3 I
TOY
poodles
city
$375In
ups.
limits.
$475/month. Section 8 ac- males, mixed colors 436- I
6338 after 2p m
cepted Call 753-8096

111110dt &Supplies
HAY horse quality, heavy
square bails, Bermuda,
Orchard
or
grass,
oak/wheat Can deliver
731-669-7366 or 731-6953444
REGISTERED paint mare
gentle & well broke $550
759-8000 day 435-4319
alter 6pm
SQUARE bales Orchard
grass hay For sale 4896187

1
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Breaking Up
Housekeeping
Sale
922 Bagwell
753-1752
Thurs. By Appt.
Fri. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Everything
must go!
Real Estate
MURRAY Real Estate Li
censing class. Saturdays
noon-8:00pm. March 6May22 @ Chamber of
Commerce, Hwy 641, Tuiton $960 includes books.
Payment plan $320 down,
weekly pay $64 Phone
270-647-1972, 586-0720.
889-0720 ph/fax. American Career Training Approved School deloisadams@ ahoo.com

Used Cars
1989 Buick Park Avenue
64,000 miles $3500. 7536609
1992 Buick Le Sabre, fully
loaded, excellent condition, Pnced to sell. 4362712.
1997
Mustang
White
w/grey intenor. $5,000 Call
attar 5pm 753-6390
1998 Dodge Stratus 78xxx
miles $2950
.96 Mazda 626 $2950
.99 Ford Contour 83xxx
miles $2950
•96 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Laredo. 4WD $4900
*97 Geo Tracker $2950
.80 Ford F150 $1850
Wolff Tanning bed, new
bulbs $750. 753-1522
1999 Pontiac Grand Prix
GT. white, 4-door, 60,000
miles, excellent condition
& new tires (270) 395(1116
94 Toyota Corolla, ma
mon, 5 speed, w/CD player. 152xxx miles, clean,
runs great. 435-4440 or
293-0954

$$ Sold $S
99 Ford 4-door LX contour
loaded excellent condition,
dark green 112K $3,600
436-5485
99 Grand-Am GT, red,
sunroof, and
loaded
$8 si OBO Call 435-4229

1986 Ford Van F-150, 6
cyl, auto trans. A/C good
work van. $700 753-2486
1992 Ford E250 Van
(white) Good condition
w/storage bins. Call 7533 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath buil 0834 or 293-0285
1997 Dodge Ram Converin 2000 and in excellen
condition. Great value to sion Van W/T.V. & VCR.
homeowner or investor a 78,000 miles. $7,500
$49.900. 217 Spruce St. OBO. 767-9762.
Behind Calloway County 99' Windstar LX mini van,
Judicial Building. Call Ha- 4 door, rear air. white, Miley Professional Apprais- chelon tires, $4995. Call
ing & Real Estate. 270- 753-1522
SOO
293-3181 day 270-753Used Trucks
8251 night.
3BR 2 bath bnck 4 acres
w/stocked pond, newly remodeled kitchen & bath
Over sized 2 car garage
with basement. Too many
extra's to list. $117,500
753-0624 or 293-7089
5 bedroom, 3 full bath,
spacious home, new hardwood throughout. tile bathrooms, garage and carport, 3000sq ft. 1623 Lo270-759-1525
cust
$172,000
8.34 acres home in SE
Calloway, fenced w/4 stall
barn with water & electricity. House app. 3600 sq ft.
4BR/2 5 bath, bonus room,
plus rec. room, 9" ceilings
& lots of crown molding,
HW floors & carpet, heated garage. 435-4752

84 Chevy P/U $1500
84 Ford P/U $250
759-8388 after 5pm
1996 Grand Cherokee
110,000 miles, very dependable, new tires, good
condition. $4500. Call 7594427
87 Chev Silverado 1/2 ton
4X4, $4500. 753-1028
I nacsi_msp
•97 Chevy Extend Cab
350 motor, nice $10,000
•97 Nissan Pathfinder
sharp
miles,
81,500
753-0434
$9
Campers

1996 26f1 Prowler fifth
wheel camper includes
Reese fifth wheel hitch.
Good condition Also has
BY OWNER: 3 BR, 2FB, supershde out. $9000 Call
Brick, all new kitchen ap- 559-4773
pliances. ceramic tile floor
and counter tops. Central
Services Offered
gas heat/air. 999 Wiswell
Rd. 767-0817.
436-5141 A AFFORDA
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1 BLE HAULING, cleaning
big out garages, gutters, Junk,
Bath,. workshop,
yard. $61,900. 753-4109
tree work
HOUSE for sale- Close to
492-8688 Roof Repairs
university, 3 BR, 2 Bath,
New Roofs, all types. 29
large double lot. Call 767Call
years experience
0512.
Carters.
TWO bedroom brick in
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULsouthern Marshall County
ING all around clean-up,
Wood floors, stove, dishgutters. tree work. 436washer. fireplace, deck
2867
$59,500. 437-4623
A-1 Tree Service
www.kyfsbodirect.com
Stump Removal
See local homes for sale
492-8737,
by owner new listing. Call
753-3594
767-9308 for into
Free Estimates
Motorcycles & ATV's

2001 Harley Davidson
sportster 883 $6000 7530736 or 293-3158
2001 Suzuki RM125 low
hours. lot of extras, very
fast, race ready, excellent
condition $3000 or best
offer. 492-8424

Sport Utility Vehicles
ICI
[

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194.
AFFORDABLE Mower
repair, Tune-up specials,
Pick-up/ Delivery. Work
guaranteed 436-2867

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee Special Edition all
available options New factory transmission 118,000
miles, white Must sell!
559-4773 58000

New
Carpentry
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage. screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353

REDUCED! 1996 Ford Explorer 160,000 miles good
condition, loaded, 4X4
$4,500 OBO 762-0540

APPLIANCE repair service
& parts. Installation evadeble 270-293-8726 or 7595534 Chuck Van Buren

2003 Z71 Silverado

Virtually new, only 5,200 miles, fully
loaded truck. Buy this new truck for a
used price $27,900.00.
753-8823

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

IIIIPervicee Offered
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed Roy Hill
L270)436-2113
CUSTOM Maid Cleaning
Service. Call for information 270-436-2147
D.G.
Landscaping &
.L
Nursery LLC
*Fertilization
•Overseeding
•Mulch
•Mowing
-Parking Lot Sweeping
435-4431
DOZER AND
BACK HOE WORK &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract.
Contact at 270-751-9501
DUNCAN Total House
Maintenance. Remodeling,
Roofing, Siding, Additions,
Decks, Etc. Insured & free
estimates. (270) 388-0971
Thorne) 748-5513(cell)
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYMAN Carpenter.
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848.
Donald Simmons
HUMANE/NEISANCE
Wildlife removal from
homes barns and property.
492-8761
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No job too small
*Free estimates
753-8858_
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul away almost
anything, from attics to
barns, odd jobs. Senior
nisrntints (270)4R9-2C83
KNIGHTS Drywall hanging
and finishing. New & old
construction, painting, and
all carpentry. 759-4704
LAWN Mowing, Yard Work
Painting & Home Maintenance. 753-7907 after
4p.m.
MASONARY handyman
brick, block, stone, stucco,
chimney & fireplace repair,
dampers. Specializing in
puck/pointing, commercial
or residential. Free estimates. 270-436-5050
MASONRY:
Residential/Commercial
Block, Brick, Stone. 26
years experience (270)
597-R975
MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 753Painting & Staining, Carpentry, Minor Plumbing
(leaky faucets etc) Reasonable rates. references
gnien_Elannia_435AEL2_
PRECISE
General & Roofing Contractors
*Specialized in New Construction
•Remoctgling
*Roof Repairs
*Garages
*Over 15 years experience
270-293-1899
270-871-0195
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
435-4645
ROY HOLLAND AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE. Off
of 121 North, Murray, KY
.(270) 489-2957. (270)
293-6157.

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & floor Joists
Remodeling Br Plumbing
David

Gallimore, Owner

Will Do Insurance Work
& MaNtercard Accepted

731-247-5422
Peery Lawn
Care
, .red
Reasonable Rates
Mowing. Trimming.
1 1 Orli
,
753-2172

STUMP REMOVAL
TRENCHING
293-5001
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438
WILL remove Dead Trees
& Shrubs 435-4645

Ricky Boggess
Plumbing
DBA Sykes

Services

(270) 759-0610
1645 St. Rt. 121 N.• Murray, KY 42071

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveway,

1-0(460n 40sna
For all your plumbing needs from
well pumps to sewer and water
lines, water heater, etc

SERVII/C MURRAY FOR OVER
50 YEARS/

David Borders

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

Call'Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
te Be Here
For Only
$250°° Per Month!
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price"'
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

WADE FARMS
_ Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality.'
Jamie Wade
Free Estimates
Angie Glisson
References Availabl,

(270)436-62.55
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VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

10 Years Expenen,

Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

-5 Murray, Y

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

.1"
l',101NINC;

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958

Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High PriCO
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD • CARPET

LANDSCAPING

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

K 8t M LAWN SERVICE
Total and Complete
Experienced Lawn Care

Sae-

•

y , 7728r
WE DO! ,, ca, 3,752

Visit Our Showroom Today

8

Licensed & Insured

227-0500
435-4132
STUMP REMOVAL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Feb.
28, 2004:
You are determined to make needed
headway this year and will buck whatever trends you need to. Others support you
in your crusades, and as a result, you
meet a whole new group of friends and
associates. Expansion seems natural, but
take frequent timeouts to see if you are
on the course you want to be on. Follow
your intuition as well. Often you pick up
information psychically. You gain financially from October on, but be careful
about saving some money. If you are single, you're likely to tumble into a very
serious relationship. Be sure that is what
you want. This person could be unusually happy and optimistic. If you are
attached, your relationship works well,
though you might be considering a
change in homes or buying a new house.
Revitalize your domestic life and environment. GEMINI is an anchor.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Expressing your wishes is
step No. 1 to getting where you want to
be. You could be offered several different
paths and need some advice from a trusted friend or adviser. Ask all you want.
Return calls. Tonight: At a local hangout
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Plan on spending some quality
time with an older friend or relative.
Friends and loved ones seek you out. You
could be stretched to the limit Set up
needed boundaries. Explain your feelings and do what you want. Tonight:
Make yourself No. I.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** The world is your oyster right
now, but you might not want to go to
excess, if possible. Curb your spending.
if possible. You don't need to work on
being noticed; rather, think in terms of
sharing your expansive personality
Tonight: Beam in what you want
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Much goes on behind the scenes
Make that OK with you. In fact, you
might want to meet midway a friend who
lives at a distance. You need a timeout
from your daily life. Please take it while
you can. Tonight: Continue recharging.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** ** Take your time assessing
changes in your life. By not jumping too
quickly, you could prevent a problem.
You could see life from a renewed perspective. Enjoy your immediate circle of

NEED MOWING?

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592

Extremely Affordable
Very Reliable
Always Insured

5 Yrs Experience

ANGLIN MOWING

•

Call Now
Hirt ill -1-Irtilies Sao of Merril te Ti Taylor Rood flicet1500forcls.

before Bush took office in 2001 and
was further stalled by terrorist
attacks on Sept. II, corporate scandals and an increase in the defense
budget.
Chao said her recent trip to Iraq
sent a powerful message to Iraqis
about the opportunities available in
a democratic country.
"For these Iraqi men and women,
to see an American of Chinese
descent-a woman no less-come
and meet them, was a tremendous
statement about the freedom and
democracy that we have in our
country," she said to applause.
in
briefly
stopped
Bush
Louisville Thursday to meet with
hand-picked workers at a small plastic pipe business before heading to a
luncheon that raised $1.2 million for
his re-election campaign.
Despite Chao's statements, the
Labor Department on Thursday said
new claims for unemployment benefits last week rose by 6,000 to
350,000, highlighting an uneven
recovery taking place in the jobs
market.

by Jacqueline Bigar
friends. Make the most of the moment.
Worry tomorrow. Tonight: Cheerlead
your pals to having a good time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You seem to flourish right now,
no matter where you are or whom you're
with. Excesses mark your behavior. Take
charge and bring others to you. Others
express their appreciation in an odd manner. Don't judge. Tonight: Keep the gathering going.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Reach out for someone at a
distance who makes a difference. Your
sense of humor emerges with a loved one
you really care about. Be honest with
yourself about how much of a difference
this person makes in your life. Tonight:
Be a little extra-serious in a key conversation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Re-evaluate what is happening
within your irtunediate circle. You find
that intuitively you know what to do. It
would be wrong not to follow your
instincts. Listen well to someone who
cares about you. Tonight: Opt for a oneon-one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your self-expression makes a
difference with others. You'll see a loved
one lighten up because of what you do.
Let others make the first move, especially when dealing with an associate who is
difficult. Tonight: See what and who
come toward you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pace yourself, knowing when to
stop. You might opt for a quieter day
where you do what you want. Listen well
to someone's suggestion. Read between
the lines and find out what this person is
really saying. Tonight: Don't push.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your playfulness draws friends
and loved ones. You have a very special
way about you right now. Friends are
drawn to your sunny personality and
happy ways. A partner might want more
of you. That suits you fine, as you schedule special time together. Tonight: Play.
away.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might be inspired to tackle a
project at home or to clear out mail
Whatever you want to do will get done
Completing your taxes, surprisingly'
enough, could bring a smile to your face
Others seek you out massively. Tonight
Others respond to your suggestions.
BORN TODAY
Hockey player Eric Lindros (1973).
musician Joe South (1942), race-car driver Mario Andretti (1940)

.,•

I

YARDS to mow, all yards
push mowed Call 7538101

270-748-8294

5CERAi.iC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET -1

Labor Sec. says economy moving

Horoscopes

Services Offered

>-

TRENCHING

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Labor Secretary Elaine Chao said
Thursday the country's economic
outlook is improving, echoing the
comments of President Bush at a
Louisville business earlier in the
day.
"Our economy is growing •
and
stronger
stronger," Chao
The
told
Louisville
Forum, a group
presents
that
monthly guests
who speak on
Chao
timely issues.
Chao repeated Bush's assertion that his tax cuts
were stimulating the economy, and
she added that jobs are certain to follow.
-This stimulus was key to getting
the economy moving again," said
Chao, the wife of Kentucky Sen.
Mitch McConnell, the Senate majority whip. She said the economy was
hindered by a recession that began

Services Offered

TVA accounting
practices criticized
WASHINGTON (AP)- House
lawmakers criticized the Tennessee
Valley Authority on Thursday for its
debt management and accounting
practices.
TVA's traditional debt is estimated at nearly $25 billion. It's underwritten with TVA bonds and is limited to a $30 billion ceiling set by
Congress.
However, Rep. Richard Baker, RLa., repeated a charge made recently
by the White House that an additional $1.3 billion in low-cost alternative
financing deals made by TVA should
count toward the company's debt.
That would require congressional
legislation. something Baker says he
plans to introduce.
The alternative financing deals
involve long-term lease payments
the agency is making on peak-power
turbine generators.
In addition, Baker said a TVA
deal in which it pre-sold $1.5 billion
in electricity to Memphis Light. Gas
& Water Division at a discounted
rate should count as a TVA liability.
TVA used the money from the
sale to pay off its traditional debt.
"It lowers our cost of capital and

gives us flexibility,- TVA Chairman
Glenn McCullough said Thursday.
But Baker said TVA now has a
long-term obligation through 2018
to Memphis Light and Gas to provide the power. He said that is a new
liability for the quasi-governmental
agency.
It's as if TVA "paid off the current note, and paid it with a credit
card." Baker said.
He wasn't _ the only law maker
critical of TVA at a hearing before a
panel of the Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure.
Rep. John Duncan Jr., RKnox ville. said he has always been
disturbed by TVA's debt and criticized bonuses TVA has gi% en its
executives. TVA paid $7.5 million in
bonuses to 138 executives and other
managers last year.
TVA is considering reductions in
ind
money,
save
staff to
McCullough said Thursday the company was "taking a look at compensation as well.However, he defended the use of
txmuses.
"You've got to pay' for perfOrniance." he said.

UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 300*
HOLLOWAY LONG & ALFORD, PSC
If you live in McCracken, Marshall or Calloway County. you may he
eligible for our, service,

66-753-7364

Call Toll-Free 18

*COURT COSTS AND CASE EXPENSES WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 111F (Ill
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
"Home Ownership Made Easy"
•Zero-down Great Rates
•3°0 and 5°0 down. fixed variable
• Investment Property
• Refinancing and Consolidation
• Home Equity - 2nd Mortgage Refinancing up to 125
• Many Other Loan Programs

(270) 753-7407 0
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

Robert Rittington Jr

Joan Nix Perdom.ac

provides coverage for
*LIFE INSURANCE
*AUTOMOBILES
*HOMEOWNERS
*COMMERCIAL

*BONDS
•FARMERS
'MOTORCYCLES
'WORKERS COMPENSATION

*MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
*LONG-TERM CARE
'HEALTH
(Group & Individual)

BEL-AIR CENTER - MURRAY - 753-4751

koo*.

$30

69 Contact
EYES & EYEWEAR

Lens Exam I

Ey• Exam

(Offer exp. 4-1-04)

1

1

(270) 753-5507
I

506 N 12th St.
Murray
1
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Most Vision Insurance Accepted
'QUALITY EYECARE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
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Dr Douglas W Payne I
I
Optometrist
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Peroxide for mouthwash?
No real reason
DEAR DR. COTT: What is the
proper solution strength for hydrogen peroxide used as a mouthwash?
My dental technician says the 3 percent
solution
will kill good
bacteria. Should
I dilute the peroxide and rinse
afterward with
plain water?
DEAR
READER:
Hydrogen peroxide is an antiDr. Gott
septic. As such,
it kills "good"
By
germs as well as
Dr. Peter Gott "bad." The manufacturer recommends it for external use only.
However. some consumers use it as
a mouthwash.
To answer your question. as you
dilute the solution to save beneficial
bacteria. you are simultaneously
reducing its effectiveness against
harmful micniorganisms. However.
because the mouth is a fertile
ground for bacteria of all kinds, the
daily use of even a 3 percent mixture is not likely to make much of a
dent in-the total bacterial count.
Although I believe you can safely use the product as you described,
.isosd swallowing it — and ask your
dental professional for advice and
comment,.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm experiencing sudden side-by-side double
isimn. s there an exercise to

Murrav.,s Newc4 FlorW
and Gift hoppc-7.
• Green I eat. Candles & Sie»ls
•/Alan/ frigentrect • flame Decor,
• Jill-SerNce I lort:4

Son's friends need quick
course in common courtesy

strengthen my .eye muscles? Will
my problem progress?
DEAR
READER: Double
vision (diplopia), whether vertical
or horizontal. indicates that the
muscles controlling eye movements
are unbalanced. This condition can
result from injury, infection, stroke,
tumors, congenital paralysis or neurological disorders(including multiple sclerosis).
Therefore, the cause of the affliction must be identified before doctors can suggest a plan for therapy.
You should be referred to an ophthalmologist. who will thoroughly
examine your eyes, obtain blood
tests and further investigate the
problem with scanning procedures,
such as an MR1.
While you may require special
lenses to compensate for the diplopiail doubt that exercises will help.
Without knowing the cause of
your double vision, I cannot predict
whether or not it will progress. The
specialist can advise you.
To give you related information,
I am sending you a copy of my
Report
"Medical
Health
Specialist." Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope and S2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167. Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently
read that microwave cooking is bad
for the food and for one's health. Is
this true'?
DEAR READER: To my
knowledge. microwaves are not
harmful in cooking. Nonetheless, if
there is microwave leakage from the
utensil, eye damage and other health
consequences can result. Therefore,
my answer to your question is a
No, but ..." depending on whether
microwave "scatter" is or is not a
factor.
Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.
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DEAR ABBY: I have absolutely
had it with some of my son's
friends, and his girlfriend is no better.
I take my son
and his friends
places.
The
friends get into
the car and never
address me at
all. It is like I'm
invisible.
When
the
girlfriend calls,
Dear Abby she asks for my
son, but never
asks me how I
By Abigail
am doing or
Van Buren
even
says,
"Hello, Mrs. Jones."
What is this world coming to?
My children are not like that. People
tell me how personable they are, and
that they greet other adults courteously and with respect.
I have reached the point where 1
don't want my son to hang around
with these kids, and I want the girlfriend gone.
Oh, by the way, the son I am talking about is a sophomore in high
school. Any suggestions? — SICK
OF DISRESPECTFUL TEENS
DEAR SICK: Yes. Take the bull
by the horns. The next time you're
at the wheel and one of your son's
friends gets into the car, say,"Hello,
'Johnny.' How are you?" Ask questions about school, sports, his parents. Break the silence and lighten
the atmosphere. You're the adult —
make the first move.
As to the girlfriend — it's possible that she hasn't been taught telephone manners. So be pleasant, and
keep it light — but let her know that
the way to a young man's heart is
not only through his stomach, but
can also be through his mother, and
that one way to impress his mother
is to slow down for a moment and
say, "Hello, 'Mrs. Jones.' How are
you? May I please speak to your
son?"
DEAR ABBY: I have a most
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embarrassing problem. My job
requires me to make public appearances, and often I am "dressed to the
nines." I admit, for dramatic purposes. I sometimes apply too much
makeup. I have always been told I
am beautiful, and I have even done
some modeling.
Here's the dilemma: People think
I am a man. Once I was cornered at
a festival by an angry group of people who had been fired up by one
drunkard's insistence that I was a
drag queen. (Abby, I have children
and I am definitely female.)
The first few times it happened, I
tried to brush it off and regain my
composure — once I stopped crying. But lately, it is getting ridiculous. I am mistaken for a crossdresser even when I wear very little
makeup. At 5-foot-7 and 120
pounds, I'm hardly manly. A week
doesn't go by without this happening.
My boyfriend says I should blow
it off — that people are jealous. My
self-confidence is in the cellar and
I'm at my wit's end. I have struggled with severe depression my
whole life, and this isn't helping.
Help! — CRYING IN PHOENIX
DEAR CRYING:It's difficult to
give you an answer sight unseen,
but let's analyze this. Drag queens
are often known for their flawless
makeup and their flamboyant manner of dress. Could this be a description of you? If the answer is
"maybe" — then it's time for a fashion and image makeover.
•
•
•

LookingBack
10 years ago
Valerie Shelton was crowned as
Calloway County High School
Homecoming Queen at the basketball game with Calloway Lakers and
Lady Lakers winning over Hickman
County Falcon teams. Attendants to
the queen w&e Vanessa Bucy.
Heather Gillum, Monica Griffin,
Kristina Todd, Marti McClard and
Chrysti Carson. High team scorers
for Calloway were Brad Cleaver and
Valerie Shelton.
The National Scouting Museum
on North 16th Street, Murray, will
open for the ninth season on March
I, according to Mark Hunt, director.
Births reported include a girl to
Candace and Brian Hodge, a boy to
Margie and Danny Pritchett and a
boy to Sonya and Kevin Crider, Feb.
23.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Anne
Holt, co-anchor woman for WKRNTV, Nashville, with Murray High
School Principal Bill Wells who
spoke at the Black History Week celebration at the school. Cindy
Williams was crowned as Black
History Week Queen. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Ruth Ann
Coleman.
Births reported include a girl to
Richard A. and Ellen Garrott Snider,
Feb. 24.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers and Lady Tigers won
over Fulton County and Calloway
Lakers lost and Lady Lakers won
over Hickman County. High team
scorers were Tommy Wagner,
Connie Spann and Sheri Swift for
Tigers, and Todd Allbritton and
Tammy Treas for Calloway.

ContractBridge

Todaylnilistory

Test Your Play
You are declarer with the West
hand at Four Hearts, and North leads
the queen of diamonds. How would
you play the hand? (With proper
play, the contract cannot be defeated,
but it is not easy to find the solution.)
WEST
EAST
+AQ 63
+542
'PK J 6 4 2
NIA Q 1075
•7
+A4
4A Q 6
+4 3 2
• •
Win the diamond queen with the
ace, ruff a diamond, cash the A-K of
trumps and ace of spades, lead a low
trump to dummy's ten and play a
spade toward your Q-6-3.
I. If South shows out, follow low,
forcing North to hand you the contract whether he returns a spade, a
diamond or a club.
2. If South produces the king of
spades when you lead the spade from
dummy, 10 tricks are assured, and., in
fact, you have a chance for one or
two overtricks.
3. If South produces a spade lower
than the king, play your queen. If the
queen wins, your mission is accomplished. But even if the queen loses
to North's lung, he cannot stop you
from making the contract because:

a)If North started with the doubleton king of spades, he must return a
diamond or a club, either of which
hands you the contract
b) If North started with three
spades to the king, a spade return
establishes your fourth spade as a
trick (while a diamond or club return
would also hand you trick No. 10);
c)If North started with four spades
headed by the king, he can do no better than take your queen of spades
with the king, cash another spade and
continue with his last spade. But
instead of Tufting this spade in
dummy, which you might feel
tempted to do, you discard one of
dummy's clubs!
This leaves North in an untenable
position. He must either return a diamond, allowing you to discard
another club from dummy as you ruff
in your hand, or else return a club
into your A-Q. Either way, you are
certain to make the contract. Your
only losers in this variation would be
three spade tricks.
It is hard to visualize at the very
start that four hearts is certain regardless of how the North-South cards
are divided. But the fact is that you
can't miss if you adopt the right line
of play.

Tomorrow: The step-by-step approach.
02004 King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS

38 Artificial hair

1 Dracula,
at times
4 Canape topper
8 About
2.2 pounds
12 Boise's St.
13 Emerald Isle
14 Psyched up
15 Awful
16 Slapstick
missiles
17 Cereal holder
18 Shrunken
20 Anathema
21 Brynner of
1.Nestworld"
22 Stir-hy pan
23 Internet
connection
26 Stiffly
30 - Mane Saint
31 Have supper
32 Flamenco
dancer's shout
33 Arresting
36 Teddy bear
look-alike

40 Tibet's - Lamp
43 120 or 240
47 Big oil supplier
48 Ship's floor'
49 Patch of lawn
50 One of the
Three Bears
51 "My Way'
composer
52 Before, to Blake
53 Diminishes
54 Teakettle sound
55 Novelist
- Rand
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1 Overall fronts
2 Sandler or Smith
3 Vocal fanfare
(hYPh
4 Dress feature
5 Historian
- Durant
6 Stratum
7 Coast Guard off
8 Japanese

30 years ago
The approval of a grant for
$76,030.50 to be used by Murray
State University toward the purchase
of the unique natural acreage known
as Murphy's Pond in Hickman
County has been announced.
It now looks as though Calloway
County will finish the month in good
shape after emergency gasoline supplies 'began trickling into Murray
late yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnett
were married 50 years Feb. 14.
40 years ago
An average of $35.43 per hundred pounds was reported for the
sale of Type 23 dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Market yesterday,
according to 011ie Barnett, local
government tobacco reporter.
"Jonquils are up. We have several way out of the ground with big
yellow buds on them as big as your
thumb. Well almost," from column,
Seen & Heard Around Murray by
James C. Williams, publisher.
Beatrice Frye and Lewis Albert
Moore were married Feb. 21 at
Presbyterian
College
Church.
Murray.
50 years ago
Charles R. Ray, lames E. Poole,
Jerry D. Williams, Harry B. Parker
and Harry L. Lovett, all of Calloway
County, have completed eight weeks
of basic training with the U.S. Army
at Fort Knox.
Driver training at Murray High
School is in its seventh year, according to Wilburn Cavitt, instructor
MHS was the first high school in the
state to institute driver training in its
curriculum.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 27, the
58th day of 2004. There are 308
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 27, 1933, Germany's
parliament building, the Reichstag,
caught fire. The Nazis, blaming the
Communists, used the fire as a pretext for suspending civil liberties.
On this date:
In 1801, the District of Columbia
was placed under the jurisdiction of
Congress.
In 1922, the Supreme Court
unanimously upheld the 19th
Amendment to the Constitution that
guaranteed the right of women to
vote.
In 1979, Jane M. Byrne confounded Chicago's Democratic
political machine as she upset
Mayor Michael A. Bilandic to win
their party's mayoral primary.
(Byrne went on to win the election.)
In 1982, Wayne B. Williams was
found guilty of murdering two of
the 28 young blacks whose bodies
were found in the Atlanta area over
a 22-month period.
In 1997, divorce became legal in
Ireland.
Ten years ago: The Winter
Olympic
Games, ended
in
Lillehammer, Norway.
One year ago: The Bush administration lowered the national terror
alert from orange to yellow. Iraq
agreed in principle to destroy its Al
Samoud Two missiles, two days
before a U.N. deadline.
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theater
9 Frankenstein's
servant
10 Weather
systems
11 Stare rudely
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19 Strong alkali
20 Machine tooth
22 Cleverness
23 Hubbies
24 Zoologist's
eggs
25 Apply makeup
26 Dusting cloth
27 - Quixote
28 DA's degree
29 Roll-call vote
31 UK part
34 Safari leaders
35 Big Ben
numeral
36 Oktoberfest
tunes
37 NYSE listing
39 Quartz and
marble
40 Thin coin
41 Swift horse
42 Gentle person
43 -, vidi, wet
44 Bewildered
45 Like horror
flicks
46 Paradise
48 Morse-code
syllable
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